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Virtual prototyping is gaining increased relevance as a viable cost-effective alternative to the 
more traditional methods of physical prototyping for engineering design. Today=s computer 
systems are well-able to handle the complex system equation solutions and 
visualisation/animation overheads in pseudo real-time. This project develops a framework, 
using MATLAB/Simulink®, whereby engineering component definitions are assembled into 
systems and simulated for dynamic performance. 
 
Engineering components are largely defined by spatial extent, behavioural characteristics within 
a wide spectrum of operating conditions, material properties and production-related attributes. 
These feature definitions, and other data, can be captured within digital files and supplied by 
manufacturers as the means to encapsulating the essential >nature= of their product. An initial 
protocol is established to capture these features in dedicated Avirtual definition files@ 
directories. 
 
MATLAB is a powerful computational engine for the solution to, and visualisation of, largely, 
matrix-based problems. Simulink, integrated with MATLAB, is a sophisticated tool for the 
simulation of system dynamic behaviour. These two products, in their student edition forms, are 
shown to integrate seamlessly, via a series of graphical user interface controls, as a relatively 
easy-to-use virtual prototyping tool. 
 
The main outcome of the project is a MATLAB/Simulink application AVirtProtoBench@, which 
uses the virtual prototyping methodology to: 
 
• load and assemble virtual component file definitions; 
• assemble components into a required engineering system; 
• use relevant system equations and component behaviour parameters  
to simulate the working system; and 
• provide simultaneous system animation and parameter feedback. 
 
VirtProtoBench is not a robust production version for virtual prototyping use. The full 
complexity of all aspects of all system parameter interactions, tolerance checking, failure 
conditions, etc are not implemented and is beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, to show 
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This document represents the final requirement for the project work undertaken in the 
combined semester 1 and 2 units ENG4111 and ENG4112 Research Project for the final 
year of the Bachelor of Engineering degree program1 at the University of Southern 
Queensland. It follows the submissions of the Project Proposal (see title page), the 
Project Specification (see Appendix A) and an oral presentation in a conference setting. 
It is the formal outcome of the methodology employed in researching, planning and 
executing the project topic. 
 
The research topic undertaken by the author involves, largely, an investigation into the 
use of MATLAB® and Simulink® as a software tool for virtual prototyping 
development. Virtual prototyping involves the assembly and simulated interaction of a 
number of engineering components whose physical features, such as geometric and 
behavioural attributes, are encapsulated in digital form. The visualisation of the ‘virtual’ 
assembled system and investigation of the simulated physical interactions are provided 
in as realistically possible form to mirror those in the ‘real’ world, and thereby provide 
some feedback on the integrated systems design without recourse to cumbersome, time-
consuming and expensive physical construction and testing. 
 
                                                 
1 The author is enrolled in the Computer Systems stream. 
® MATLAB® and Simulink® are registered trademarks of The MathWorks, Inc. 
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 The project goes beyond the integration of MATLAB static scripts and Simulink 
dynamic models. The scripts and models will need to be managed by a human-
controllable interface requiring the use of MATLAB’s GUI toolset. When loading data 
for a virtual component definition a common format will need to be prescribed. The 
developed MATLAB/Simulink tool will need to adapt to the engineering environment 
modelled, such as, for example, mechanical, electrical or fluid dynamics. These, and 
other issues, require a framework in which the developed software tool is to effectively 
interact with the virtual engineering component formats, the human system designer and 
the nature of the interaction sought. 
 
This document is partitioned into a series of chapters, and sections, each dealing with a 
particular aspect of the project work. These largely cover a literature research into VP, 
an evaluation of MATLAB/Simulink as a programming environment for a VP tool and 
the development of a framework where a prototype application, termed VirtProtoBench, 
written in MATLAB/Simulink, is used with feature-based component definitions to 
assemble and test a simple mechanical system. 
 
 
1.1  Project Aim and Objectives 
 
The project aim, taken from the Project Specification (see Appendix A), is: 
 
 “The project seeks to develop a framework for engineering design  
evaluation via virtual prototyping using MATLAB’s computational  
engine and GUI tools.” 
 
As the MATLAB and Simulink environments are widely used in the marketplace for 
VP development this project aim is distinguished on the following grounds: 
 
• Whereas in many VP tools MATLAB is used as the computational tool 
hidden behind a proprietary front-end, here it will be used to directly 
interact with the user. 
 
• Whereas in many VP tools Simulink, as the simulation control tool, is 
mated to a proprietary computational and visualisation engine, here 
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 MATLAB and Simulink will be used together. 
 
• Whereas in most VP tools only the physical aspects of component 
assembly and interaction are considered, here all product attributes will 
be considered in the design process. 
 
The four main project objectives, taken from the Project Specification (see Appendix 
A), are (where MATLAB refers to the combined MATLAB/Simulink environment): 
 
1. Critically evaluate MATLAB as a software tool for system design and 
performance simulation and visualisation. 
 
2. Design a framework using MATLAB as a VP tool. 
 
3. Evaluate the MATLAB-based framework for a simple mechanical 
system. 
 
4. Evaluate the MATLAB-based framework for a simple electrical system. 
 
These points outline the basis of the research undertaken and involve varying effort and 
intuition. Point 1 is essential to the project as all other tasks rest on the ability of 
MATLAB/Simulink to provide an effective environment for VP development. Point 2 
will take MATLAB beyond its use as a simple stand-alone VP tool, while points 3 and 4 
are the means by which the resulting VP tool (ie the code and human-interface 















Engineering Prototyping Methodology 
 
 
VP is a direct descendent of engineering prototyping methodologies which have 
evolved over many years. The impetus has always been the development of a 
functioning product prior to a costly and risky commitment to manufacturing. The 
literature is examined to provide an overview of prototyping progression and its current 
status in the virtual domain. 
 
 
2.1  Prototyping: Engineering Design Evaluation 
 
An engineering design is largely a conceptual model of a desired physical system. This 
system is an assembly of interconnecting components which are required to interact 
such that the system’s behaviour is that expected for its intended inputs and/or 
environment.  
 
The conceptualization of an engineering system is largely a response to a marketplace 
need or to the intuition of a physical method that can better aid human society. In either 
case the progression from concept to a working physical model is characterised by a 
large suite of uncertainties which include technical feasibility and various constraints 
such as cost, weight and time. Given a good understanding of the probability of 
technical achievement, as well as a knowledge of component costs and weights in the 
marketplace, the greatest uncertainty in the system development phase is time. Time is 
crucial in a competitive setting of product development. 
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The method of engineering prototyping rests on the iterative development of a test 
version of a final engineering system. With physical prototyping a suite of physical 
components are bought and assembled in various ways to examine which permutation 
best meets the designer’s objectives, which is usually codified in a “system 
requirements” document. Although successful in testing a system prior to its 
manufacture and promotion in the marketplace, the need to purchase physical 
components means that the system development time may have to rely on the costly 
time overheads of component supply, purchase and delivery. 
 
 
2.2  Prototyping Technology Evolution 
 
In the context of fluid power systems design Xiang et al. (2000) and Xiang et al. (2001) 
provide a schematic highlighting the advances in engineering systems prototyping 
methodologies from the 1920's to the present (see Figure 2.1). 
 
Manual Design
Circuit CAD   Intelligent
  circuit CAD
Simulation Tool   Intelligent




           Design
 1.Manual Design
  3.AI-assisted






• No optimal results
• Static & dynamic
• High Experience
required
• No optimal results
• Reduction of the
expertise requirement
• Optimal result either in
circuit design or
simulation




• Support team work
• What you see is
what you get
 4. VR+DAI
      Design
 
 
Figure 2.1. Chronology of prototyping methodologies (from Xiang et al., 2001). 
 
The 1920s are characterised by manual design techniques, as computers were not 
available. Component and sub-system configurations had to be drafted statically on a 
edium. This was labour intensive and required a high level of experience from 
Optimal design results were generally not achievable as simulation was not possible. 
writing m
the designer as both to a cognitive visualisation of the final assembled system and to a 
knowledge of all the physical laws governing its constituent component interactions. 
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The system of manual design was in widespread use for many years until the 1960s with 
the advent of computers. Design methodologies now became a hybrid of static and 
dynamic design. Component and sub-system assembly was still performed manually, 
but software could now be devised to implement the physical laws of interaction and so 
imulate the assembled system’s behaviour under various initial conditions. 
telligent design” became apparent in the 1980s 
ith software developments into artificial intelligence (AI). Less was now required of 
tion of assembled components in 
 test environment for system behaviour. This is the VP design paradigm. The “test 
puter processor and visualised via computer 
raphics primitives driving a screen. The virtual workings have no direct repercussions 
in the  to 
iterat vely 
working physical system or component (ie in terms of the system requirements) is 
asible. ‘Effectiveness’ refers to many factors, but most fundamentally to a 
techn
 
Tradi  equivalent. Morris 
992) defines these terms as (abridged): 
s
 
The major advance into the realms of “in
w
the human designer as the software tools with which he/she interacted were equipped 
with more knowledge as to the nature of the assembled system connections and their 
interactions. The designer was liberated from the time-consuming and error-prone tasks 
of drawing and analysis. The ability to now iterate through different design choices 
allowed convergence of a ‘digital’ prototype towards an optimal result. 
 
 
2.3  Virtual Prototyping Defined 
 
The definitions of the virtual prototyping technique are many and varied. However, 
throughout these definitions is found the common concept of using computer 
applications to aid in the rapid visualisation and simula
a
environment” is a ‘virtual’ one, that is, it takes place within computer memory via the 
logic of instructions executing in a com
g
 physical world, as is the case with physical prototyping. The ultimate aim is
e the developed system design to a point where the manufacture of an effecti
fe
ologically and economically feasible realisation. 




 “Prototype: an early or original form;...(in engineering) a full-scale model of 
 
etermine if 
the apparatus can be manufactured easily and economically.” 
roposed by Wang (2001): 
 as if on a real physical model. The construction and 
testing of a virtual prototype is called virtual prototyping (VP).” 
owever, by way of comparison, and one more specific to the mechanical engineering 
 functional virtual prototyping software tool)2: 
“Virtual engineering team to build a 
computer  then simulate its full-
motion b ilding the first 
physical 
nd 
3. several perspective test related models covering  
                                                
a structure or piece of equipment, used in evaluating form, design, fit, and 
performance.” 
“Mock-up: (in engineering) a scale model, often full-size, of a structure, 
apparatus, or vehicle; used for study, training, or testing and to d
 
As can be understood, the two terms are often used interchangeably. These lead to the 
definition for “virtual prototype” and “virtual prototyping” p
 
“Virtual prototype, or digital mock-up, is a computer simulation of a 
physical product that can be presented, analysed, and tested from concerned 




world, the following definition is used by the MSC Software Corporation (developers of 
the ADAMS
 
prototyping software enables an 
 model of anything with moving parts, and
ehaviour and optimize the design long-before bu
prototype.” 
 
This definition is biased, of course, to the engineering domain of mechanical design.  
 
Wang (ibid) then goes on to state that a virtual prototype should encapsulate three types 
of models: 
 
1. a three-dimensional solid model; 
2. a human-product interaction model; a
 
2 See http://www.adams.com/solutions/vproto/vp_faq.htm, accessed September 1, 2004. 
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 such things as structural and dynamics analysis. 
 this 3-part definition are enshrined the essentials of VP: component assembly and 
 
ophisticated form of visualised component assembly and simulation than has been the 
environment to the point that a fully functional 
ystem is a valid proposition directly from the design-simulate-validate iterative stages. 
This re ural 




of a “p visualise” VP paradigm. n the 
ngineering sphere of hydraulics systems design. Fok et al. (2001) propose a “feature-
rk to allow the designer to develop a virtual hydraulic 
system prototype in a more intuitive manner, that is, through assembly of 
 
In
visualisation, human-assembled component interaction and assembled 
component/system required operation simulation. This is in essence the definition of a 
stand-alone virtual prototyping tool. However, it does not provide a framework by 
which the tool can be used by a designer to design and evaluate a prototyped system in a 
world of multiple component choices from differing manufacturers and suppliers. The 
need for such a framework is discussed further below. 
 
 
2.4  Future Trends in Virtual Prototyping 
 
It can be presumed from a survey of the VP literature that VP is meant to be a more
s
practice in conventional simulations based on CAD principles. Complete VP attempts to 
address all related component attributes in a sophisticated GUI-simulation environment 
so that the final physical prototype constructed is as close as possible to the final 
production version. That is, all the structural, behavioural and production issues are 
completely addressed within a virtual 
s
quires that virtual components representing the complete structural, behavio
duction characteristics of the real-world physical component exist in pro
rs’ or manufacturers’ databases. VP research continues to aim for this paradig
et al. (2001 and 2000) and Fok et al. (2001) are amongst the strongest advoc
lug-in+simulate+ This work is presented withi
e
based” component model, or “feature-based topology”, approach for the VP of 
hydraulic systems. This is essentially: 
 
“... a framewo
virtual components with engineering data. The approach is based on 
identifying the data required for the development of the virtual prototypes, 
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 and separating the information into behaviour, structural and product 
attributes.”             (ibid, from the Abstract) 
 
The feature-based topology approach is expanded upon in Xiang et al. (2001) where AI-
 
onsidered in terms of an interactive virtual environment via a sophisticated GUI, or 
“virtual workbench”.  
 
Xiang et al. (2000) consider future directions in VP in terms of distributed-AI, or DAI. 
They propose a framework that mates sophisticated AI-based design, assembly and 
simulation, using the Internet, both to readily communicate a collaborative design and to 
access up-to-date component information. This use of the Internet for collaborative 
design communication is also addressed by Qiu et al. (2001). 
 
The rationale for feature-based design in virtual prototyping is examined further below. 
 
















Virtual Prototyping in the Marketplace 
 
 
Commercial and educational VP applications have been widely available in the 
marketplace for many years. They range from tools modelling simple component 
kinematic and dynamic interactions to those that model a vast array of system 
behaviours. However, with all these tools a standard approach to defining component 
and system characteristics within and across engineering system domains, as well as to 
the nature of the rendered visual realism, is lacking. The object-oriented design 
language Modelica is an attempt at providing some form of standardization for system 
assembly and simulation. 
 
 
3.1  A Review of Virtual Prototyping Applications 
 
To place VirtProtoBench in context with the marketplace of VP and VP-like 
applications it is worth considering the spectrum of available choice. The following 
represents a sample of some of the VP commercial products and current research 
projects: 
 
• ADAMS – Mechanical Dynamics Corporation. 
• SimMechanics, SimPowerSystems and SimDriveline – The MathWorks Inc. 
• DADS and Virtual.Lab – LMS International Corporation. 
• Pro/MECHANICA – Parametric Technology Corporation. 
• IAMS – Carnegie Mellon University. 
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 • Statemate – I-Logix. 
• EASY5 – MSC Software. 
• VisualNastran 4D – MSC Software. 
 
Mechanical Dynamics Corporation’s ADAMS tool is one of the most widely-used 
mechanical simulation software packages on the market. It implements the complete 
build-test-validate-refine paradigm for system optimisation by seamlessly integrating 
CAD, component and sub-system assembly and system simulation for mechanical-
based systems. It implements the point-and-click and drag-and-drop visual paradigm in 
its front-end GUI. The simulation engine solves for the full suite of motion equations 
and provides real-time feedback of performance. An example of its use is found for a 
container rail car design in Kochack and Sharma (2001). For more sophisticated post-
simulation data analysis and visualisation ADAMS can be integrated with MATLAB, as 
used by Krouse (1999) to examine gearbox rattle. 
 
SimMechanics, SimPowerSystems and SimDriveline are toolboxes representing suites 
of MATLAB functions and Simulink models, developed by The MathWorks Inc, for the 
modelling of mechanical, electrical power and vehicle transmission systems, 
respectively. These applications need to be run with an active MATLAB/Simulink 
session. The visuals rendered may be enhanced and/or animated with the use of the 
Virtual Reality toolbox. 
 
LMS International’s DADS is a multi-body mechanical dynamics program providing 
real-time simulation feedback on a diverse range of mechanical and human-machine 
interaction systems. LMS also supports Virtual.Lab, a tool which provides front-end 
animation for MATLAB’s solution of the equations of motion for a mechanical system. 
 
Statemate by I-Logix (see Statemate Homepage) enables the rapid design and validation 
of complex embedded software systems. This is performed through a combination of 
graphics-based modelling, simulation, code development, documentation generation and 
test plan definition. 
 
The Intelligent Assembly Modelling and Simulation (IAMS) tool is developed by the 
Robotics Institute of the School of Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon University. As 
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 an on-going project its goal is to assemble and simulate complex electro-mechanical 
systems. 
 
Pro/MECHANICA, by Parametric Technology Corporation, allows for multi-body 
dynamics for mechanical systems. Simulated parameters include fatigue analysis, 
motion, structural and thermal interactions. 
 
EASY5, by MSC Software, is a software tool that provides transparent and seamless 
links to several other VP and CAE tools for the purposes of better modelling an 
engineering system of disparate domains. Amongst many others, it interacts with such 
VP tools as ADAMS and DADS and with simulation engines like Simulink. 
 
VisualNastran 4D, by MSC Software, is a single tool which integrates externally 
defined CAD models with internal motion and FEA calculations and linkages to 
MATLAB/Simulink for simulation control. 
 
It is to be noted that many of the VP tools in the marketplace require an interface to the 
MATLAB/Simulink engine. That is, MATLAB/Simulink is generally used to control 
the assembled system simulation behind a proprietary front-end application.  
 
 
3.1  Modelica: an Attempt at Virtual Prototyping Standardization 
 
Modelica™ is an object-oriented language for the modelling of large, complex and 
heterogeneous physical systems (Elmqvist et al, 1998; Elmqvist et al, 1999; Otter & 
Elmqvist, 2000). It is ideally suited for mechatronic applications involving mechanical, 
electrical, hydraulic and control subsystems. It represents a major effort by European 
engineers (Modelica Design Group) towards the standardization of the assembly and 
simulation of systems made up of disparate component families. As such, it is of 
interest in examining the effort towards the establishment of a common standard for VP 
system assembly, exchange and simulation. 
 
Modelica models are built up using a graphical model editor. For example, Figure 3.1 
shows the Modelica model for a simple servo system. It is basically a directed graph 
                                                 
™ Modelica is a trade mark of the Modelica Design Group. 
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 (includes feedback) with simple picto-graphics idealizing the components or sub-














Figure 3.3. Modelica graphic of the motor component in the system of Fig 3.1  




of the system (see Figure 3.2). Furthermore, each component is defined by an object-
description diagram which encapsulates all the essential attributes needed for 
simulation, which for an electrical motor includes such things as internal resistances and 
inductances, voltage input and the driveshaft moment-of-inertia (see Figure 3.3). For 
models to be constructed Modelica relies on a large library of system-building features 
omprising the “Modelica base library” (Elmqvist et al, 1998). These include 
arious interfaces are available to allow for Modelica model simulation via other 
applications. Simulations driven by the MATLAB/Simulink (Elmqvist et al., 2004) or 
Dymola (Dymola Homepage; Otter & Elmqvist, 2000) simulation engines are the most 
prevalent. Otter & Elmqvist (2000) report the successful use of Modelica with Dymola 
in a feasibility study at the Ford Motor Company, where 300 system states with some 
260 000 equations were used to model vehicle dynamics. 
 
c
mathematical functions, parameter type definitions, component interface type 
definitions and component libraries across the various engineering domains able to be 
modelled. Although aiming for component description standardization, these libraries 
are static and thus limit the designer to the choice of components as captured during the 





















MATLAB/Simulink forms the software development environment for which a 
framework tool for VP is to be evaluated. These two complementary software tools are 
examined for their suitability for engineering design and simulation via the 
methodology of VP. 
 
 
4.1  Design Basis for a Virtual Prototyping tool 
 
A VP tool is a software application running on a personal computer or high-end 
workstation. Although its functionality can be extended to the limits of the developer’s 
imagination the VP of an engineering system requires three core functions, or modules, 
that are required to respond to a designer’s request in real-time: 
 
1. component definition and visualization; 
2. component connection and system assembly; and 
3. system simulation, animation and feedback. 
 
These functions are depicted as a context diagram in Figure 4.1, where they are shown 
in relation to interactions with the designer who is to use the tool. In this listing of 
functionality is implied an encompassing human-interaction model whereby application 










4.2  Hardwa s for a Virtual Prototyping Tool 
 
Given the d i tion 2.3) it is clear that 
 running on a computer allowing for user interaction. Therefore, 
 
ent and the degree of code optimization for the tool. 
rendering of a defined component, as well as to the monitor resolution on the host 
re/Software Issue
ef nition for VP by Wang presented above (see sec
the VP tool is a program
issues are raised as to the ability of the software application and hardware platform to 
allow the VP tool to adequately meet the system designer’s expectations for realistic 
engineering system’s definition, presentation and simulation. These issues are, largely: 
 
• User response time; 
• Component/system visual resolution; and 
• Component/system visualization and animation. 
 
The response time of the VP tool to the user’s commands will largely be in response to 
the host processor speed and memory architecture, whether the tool is being run in a
heavy-laden multitasking environm
 
Component/system visual resolution refers to the visual detail viewable for the 
component and connected system. This detail will be in direct proportion to the effort 
made at the VP tool development stage for the CAD-like wireframe or solid-modelling 
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 platform. The former is addressed at the VP tool development stage while the latter may 
be addressed by providing the user with zoom functionality on the graphical 
representation of the component/system to compensate for the model-scale to screen-
pixel resolution mapping. 
omponent/system visualization refers to the perception features attributable to the 
fers to the response of the 
ssembled system when simulated. These will largely be influenced by, on the hardware 
short for MATrix LABoratory, is a powerful highly-integrated 
omputational engine developed by The MathWorks Inc, of the United States. It 
and Simulink (see section 4.4), which is a graphical 
bject-oriented style environment for system model static identification and dynamic 
rformed via a series of 
edicated window environments whose interactions are hidden from the user. These 
 
C
component and assembled system while its animation re
a
side, the graphics card size and throughput buffering and, on the software side, the 
graphics card drivers and whether such sophisticated 3-dimensional object shape, 








provides a relatively easy-to-use environment for the numerical computation and 
visualisation of, largely, matrix-based problems via sequential command-line 
instructions or more-sophisticated algorithms embedded in scripts. MATLAB 





User-interaction and program development with MATLAB is pe
d
include a main command window, text editor for program development, workspace 
window to view memory-resident variables and various windows for communications 
with operating system services. 
 
Computation in MATLAB is effected by a large suite of functions called to act upon 
user-defined data. These range from primitive input/output functions to library scripts 
(called M-files) which, in turn, rely on more primitive functions. 
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Visualisation in MATLAB is possible via a large suite of functions that generate and 
customise windows, as well as graphics primitives which perform essential visual 
perations such as, for example, plotting axes, setting lighting sources and 
rogramming in MATLAB is performed via the MATLAB language, which employs 
B environment, as opposed to being compiled and linked 
s stand-alone programs resident and linked with the host operating system libraries. 
Therefore, A nerally be optimised for execution speed, though 
its matrix/v t for such. Program functionality is extended via 
an Applica n ch allows externally compiled C and 
Fortran cod LAB primitives. 
, via its member fields. This can 
en be multiply-defined for differing components of the same component family and 
o
parameterising multi-dimensional data. Both three-dimensional and two-dimensional 
visualisations are possible. User-interface controls such as push buttons and pull-down 
menus provide the means to construct user-friendly GUI front-ends. The setting of 
visualised object properties is handled via a sophisticated graphics system employing 
symbolic handles that uniquely identify any graphics object. All visualisation functions 
are optimised for speed and functionality given the presence of the OpenGL library on 
the host platform. 
 
P
C-like constructs and syntax. However, the language is used in scripts which are 
interpreted within the MATLA
a
M TLAB code cannot ge
ec or operations are designed 
tio  Program Interface (API), whi
e to interact with MAT
 
In terms of the three core functions for VP addressed above (see section 4.1) MATLAB 
is able to adequately address: 
 
• component definition; 
• component visualisation; 
• component interconnection; and 
• system assembly. 
 
For engineering component definition MATLAB has a standard suite of fundamental 
data structures, such as single-valued variables, multi-dimensional arrays/matrices and 
structures, which can be designed and manipulated to store all relevant component 
attributes. For example, a structure template can be designed to store all the attributes of 
a component, such as spatial dimensions, weight, etc
th
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 stored in an array of s store the definitions of one 
type of component, nent versus a “bolt” type of 
component, where each successive array elem e attributes of 
the specific compone y. Component attribute retrieval is 
achieved first by array indexing to obtain the component structure and then by the 
tructure field name for the relevant attribute. For example, using MATLAB notation, 
t 
ne defined by end-point vertices. Patch is a graphics function for creating patch 
or engineering component interconnection a series of rules needs to be established and 
examined bef nnections to build an 
ngineering system. These rules encapsulate the system definition in terms of its 
tructures. That is, an array is used to 
such as a “nut” type of compo
ent is a structure storing th
nt of that component famil
s
for the third valve component in a hydraulics system: 
 
Valve(3).shape_type = ‘3_way_T’; 
Valve(3).diameter = 10; 
Valve(3).material = ‘aluminium’; 
Valve(3).colour  = ‘grey-silver’; 
Valve(3).weight  = 1.5; 
… 
 
For engineering component visualisation MATLAB has several powerful graphics 
primitives to render either wireframe or solid-modelling representations of physical 
models. Line is a graphics function for creating line graphics objects, which is a straigh
li
graphics objects, which are flat polygons defined by the coordinates of its vertices. 
Depending on the scale of the rendering multiple patch objects can be grouped to give 
the impression of a curved surface. Both lines and patches can be presented in 2-
dimensional or 3-dimensional space, and can be set for various characteristics such as 
colour, visibility, etc. Furthermore, patch objects can be rendered with lighting, thus 
adding a sense of realism via variable shading appearances given a light source position, 
and if OpenGL is present, can be altered for transparency, thus revealing hidden detail. 
 
F
ore the designer can attempt component co
e
interconnected component topologies. The rules-base, or ‘table’ of rules, can be handled 
by MATLAB through a structure construct and a suite of functions. The structure field 
names represent a component family while the value of the structure-field is an array of 
other component families to which the particular component can interface with. For 




ConnectionRulesTable.Valve = [Pipe,Valve,Tap,…]; 
 
That is, in designing some hydraulics system, when the designer comes to connect a 
valve” component MATLAB will examine the structure above for the “Valve” field 
and determine, through its array value, that the only components to which it can connect 
to, so a e, a tap, etc. Once 
this is r through more 
tables or through a series of MATLAB functi ine the 
o components to be connected and validate their fit in terms of the value of the 
ned to store a component’s unique identifier as the 
esigner connects relevant components together. That is, the evolving system is stored 
 to effectively manage 
e designer’s inputs of data and commands through intuitive and easy-to-use mouse-
and keybo -
graphical rend d the resulting assembled 
system. Th front-end. MATLAB in its 
current form (ie. version 6.5) provides an adequate suite of user-interface controls 
“
s to form a valid engineering system, is a pipe, another valv
verified more specific connection rules can be examined eithe
ons. These tables or functions exam
tw
specific geometric attributes characterising the fit. For example, for the interconnection 
of a valve and pipe, using MATLAB notation: 
 
If 
( (Valve(valve_no).inlet_diameter = = Pipe(pipe_no).diameter) && 
  (Valve(valve_no).thread_style     = = Pipe(pipe_no).thread_style) && 
  (Valve(valve_no).coeff_expansion < Pipe(pipe_no).coeff_expansion) && …) 
 … 
 
For engineering system assembly MATLAB provides structure constructs for assembled 
system definition and functions to manipulate the representative graphical objects. A 
MATLAB structure may be defi
d
as an array of component identifiers as well as other parameters characterising the fitted 
system. To manipulate the graphical object representation of a component MATLAB 
identifies a graphics object through a graphics handle, which is a variable maintained to 
uniquely identify the object, such as a patch or line object. All interrogation and visual 
manipulation of the rendered object is done by accessing this handle. Therefore, the 
designer can move the object through virtual space and alter its appearance by invoking 
relevant functions on the handle. 
 
As outlined above (see section 4.1) a VP tool must also be able
th
ard activated controls, as well as to provide a visual environment for the 
ering of objects representing the components an
is is essentially the tool’s GUI, or program 
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 (UICs) tha
applications ru ndows platforms. These standard UICs include, as 
would be g
 
h the window title bar, for 
• radio buttons and check boxes to provide a choice amongst a small, 
• slider bars to accept numeric input within a fixed range; 
• edit text boxes to accept directly typed user input; and 
• floating menus attached to a graphics object or other UIC providing 
environment in which time-based signals 
an be formulated and routed through a maze of specific-action blocksets to simulate 
                                                
t can be arranged to form a program interface very similar to those found on 
nning on Microsoft Wi
rouped within a MATLAB-generated figure window: 
• menu and sub-menu items, usually underneat
standard application and host-system settings; 
• axes to display graphically-rendered output; 
• list boxes and pop-up menus to provide single/multiple choices across a 
large range of values; 
usually fixed, set of values; 
• push buttons to activate a choice or situation; 
appropriate action choices. 
 
Once arranged in an appropriate layout3 MATLAB then provides appropriate callback 




4.4  SIMULINK for Engineering Systems Simulation 
 
Simulink4 is a software tool for the characterisation, simulating and post-simulation 
analysis of system dynamic behaviour. It comes as an attachment to MATLAB and is 
invoked via the MATLAB interface. 
 
Simulink provides a graphical programming 
c
system responses to changing inputs and internal states in accordance with discrete time 
changes. MATLAB primitive and user-defined functions are invoked at each block in 
sequence with the sample-time units which define the discretised passage of modelled 
 
3 MATLAB’s GUIDE provides an easy interface for building a GUI application. 
4 Simulink is often referred to as MATLAB/Simulink. 
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 time. Time is ‘modelled’ because the execution of the simulation is in accordance with 
the ability of both Simulink and the host hardware platform to solve the model states at 
each time-step, which will vary accordingly. 
 
The Simulink modelling environment is a graphical window where the user 
interactively arranges blocks of appropriate functions. Lines, representing data 
athways, are drawn between the blocks. The data present on any pathway can be 
ble to adequately address all aspects of system simulation and, in conjunction with 
ATLAB functions, animation of the simulated system and feedback to the 
designer/user on the system’s performance during simulation. That is, the Simulink 
program manages the solution of the model block equations at each time-step during the 
simulation run while invoking MATLAB graphics primitives embedded in S-functions 
so as to provide feedback on the state of the system at each time-step. This is idealized 




examined by various Simulink-defined tools or by user-written S-functions. The S-
functions are computer language descriptions of Simulink blocks, and can be written as 
MATLAB functions acting on the data present on the input data path at each modelled 
time-step as if called with the data in its input parameter list. The pathways carry data in 
the form of a matrix, although this has been extended by Podium Technology to allow 
for the transmission of user-defined MATLAB-style structure constructs. 
 





Figure 4.2. Idealised representation of Simulink model use for VP simulation. 
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MATLAB figure window containing the 3-dimensional graphical representation of the 
system and passing variables capturing the state of the simulation parameters to a 
eparate MATLAB figure window for 2-dimensional plotting. 
 
Simulink is widely used to model engineering systems behaviour under dynamic 
conditions. For example, Johnsen and Eliasson (2004) use it to model wind-powered 
turbines, Assanis et al. (1999) use it for diesel engine and driveline performance 
analysis for heavy-duty trucks while Noskievič (1999) uses it for the VR presentation of 

















VirtProtoBench: A MATLAB/Simulink 




As stated in the introduction the major outcome of the project is a software application 
for engineering design evaluation based on the methodology of feature-based VP. It has 
been termed “VirtProtoBench”, which is short for “Virtual Prototype Workbench”. This 
title was chosen to reflect the nature of, and familiarity with, a designer/builder’s 
workbench: the spatial area where, using a suite of tools, various parts are assembled 
into some physical system and then tested for functionality and performance. The 
application was developed, and is to be executed, wholly in the MATLAB/Simulink 
environment.  
 
In this chapter, VirtProtoBench is introduced in overview form before being discussed 
in more detail in succeeding chapters. The project development environment and means 
of application evaluation are considered. 
 
 
5.1  An Overview of VirtProtoBench 
 
The VirtProtoBench application, in its current form (ie version 1.1, as of October 2004), 
is a collection of MATLAB *.m and *.fig files and one Simulink model. This represents 
some 7000 lines of code divided up as: 
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• 10 *.fig, and associated *.m, files for the creation and management of all 
major dialogue windows; 
• 23 *.m files representing functions; and 
• 4 *.m files for the management of, and output from, the one Simulink model 
file run by the Simulink engine. 
 
The *.m files are located in Appendix C. Many of these files include functions, prefixed 
with “Local”, which are generally small and have functionality limited to the host 
function file. This was done to limit the number of *.m files for file management and 
maintenance purposes. The rationale for this may need to be re-evaluated in a possible 
future release. 
 
The lone Simulink model file and *.fig files are not found in the Appendices as they are 
non-ASCII format files. However, the graphical representation of the Simulink model 




Figure 5.1 Main application window for VirtProtoBench. 
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windows represent the instantiated *.fig files. The program is invoked at the MATLAB 
e 
irtProtoBench.fig, and is presented in Figure 5.1. This is the main application GUI 
r VP in section 
.3). The design rationale for this main window, as well as overall program 
 response to user commands via VirtProtoBench.fig UICs, VirtProtoBench.m calls 
appropriate i  coded UIC callback constructs. This 
operational logic for VirtProtoBench is idealised in the data flow diagram-like 




5.2  VirtProtoBench Development: Hardware/Software Environment 
 
As in any engineering task the application developer must interact with a suite of 
tools/instruments for product/system development. This research project is one largely 
based on the writing of computer programs residing on a host computer platform. 
Therefore, its resource requirements are largely hardware and software. 
 
For computer hardware the author employed his personal Pioneer Soho model laptop. 
For the purposes of this project its main features are: 
 
• Intel Pentium-4 3 GHz processor; 
• 1 GB RAM; 
• 60 GB hard drive; 
• 128 MB Radeon 9600 Mobility graphics card; and 
• 15" 1050x1400 pixel resolution TFT monitor. 
command prompt via VirtProtoBench.m, which is associated with the figure fil
V
dialogue highlighting the designer’s workbench for component loading, components-to-
system assembly and visualization for system animation during the simulation run. It 
represents, therefore, the “virtual world” for the designer as it is here that the model of 
the system is constructed and interacted with (see Wang’s definition fo
2
functionality, is discussed further below. 
 
In
 d alogues and functions through the
ion in Figure 5.2. This figure serves as the ‘ro















































The computer was not connected to a network so for data exchange purposes – for 
example, printing on other networked machines - a USB drive and combined read-write 
CD/DVD player/writer were utilized. 
 
The main software tools loaded on the hardware outlined above and used for this project 
are: 
 
• Microsoft Corporation XP Home operating system; 
• MATLAB/Simulink student version5 6.5/5.0 Release 13; 
• Microsoft Corporation Internet Explorer6; and 
• Microsoft Corporation Office Word; 
 
MATLAB/Simulink was used as the software development environment for 
VirtProtoBench. Internet Explorer was used for literature and VP marketplace product 
research, while Word was used to compile this report. 
 
 
5.3  VirtProtoBench Evaluation: Geared-Hoist Mechanism 
 
In Appendix A the Project Specification outlines that a simple mechanical system will 
be used to evaluate VirtProtoBench in terms of its utility as a VP tool. The mechanical 
system chosen is the design and testing of a very simple geared-hoist mechanism. That 
is, a system whereby a motor of fixed RPM-torque settings will be used to haul a load 
vertically via a pair of interacting gears. In this evaluation of VirtProtoBench, the test 
scenario is that of a mechanical systems designer who uses the tool to build and test a 
geared hoist system. This will be done by importing relevant components, assembling 
them into a geared-hoist system and then simulating the system for various load and 
environmental conditions. In this way, VirtProtoBench is being used for the virtual 
prototyping of a desired geared-hoist by a designer who essentially wants to examine 
                                                 
5 The student version has all the capabilities of the production version except that Simulink models are 
limited in size/complexity to 300 blocks. Also, the product purchase agreement precludes use in an 
employment /production environment. Version 7, Release 14 was purchased towards the end of the 
current version development cycle, but was not used. 
 
6 This was used at the author’s place of employment, Geoscience Australia, Canberra, Australia. 
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Figure 5.3 Idealized representation of a geared-hoist mechanism for load lifting  
(taken from MathPros Homepage). 
 
From the depiction it is clear that the mechanical system is composed essentially of the 
following fundamental mechanical components: 
 
• a motor; 
• two interacting gears; 
• two shafts; 
• a spooler; and 
• a load. 
echanical and electro-magnetic (eg for an electric motor) or chemical (eg for 
 diesel motor) in nature. However, for the purposes of the evaluation the motor will be 
treated as a i
oil-filled gearb  needed. 
 
 
The motor is, itself, a system, and, therefore, composed of many other components that 
are both m
a
 s mple indivisible mechanical component. For a more realistic system an 
ox housing, motor-to-shaft couplers, bearings, etc would also be
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 The listed com
solid-model re nection and dynamic behaviour analysis. 
These are 
based component characterization. This is discussed further below. 
 




• heat generation and dissipation due to the motor power consumption and 
nts; and 
• heat generation and dissipation due to the friction present between the 
he geared-hoist mechanism acts as a singe-reduction gearbox. With reference to Figure 
5.3 a p eed produced 
ponents possess characteristic features that are needed for wireframe or 
presentations, system intercon
to be captured in appropriate file formats within the framework of a feature-
 of a geared-hoist mechanism is ch
ter ctions. This defines the dynamics of the system. At a large scale these 
 
• driving motor torque and rotational speed conversion through the 
connected gears onto the driven gear/shaft/spooler sub-system; 
• the transmission of motor force and load weight forces as bending stress 
at the interconnecting gear teeth; 
• the application of contact pressures at the gear tooth faces during 
opposing gear tooth collision; 
• current and voltage consumption of the motor for variable loads at 
constan
friction of internal compone
clashing gears. 
 
These, and a large suite of other physical phenomenon, can be represented and predicted 
by system equations. A system equation captures the essential nature of a physical 
interaction by the input, output parameters and natural constants of the interaction. The 
quantification of these values allows for the solution of the equation and, therefore, a 
prediction of the output behaviour for the system. For the purposes of the current study 
into the feasibility of VirtProtoBench the tool evaluation for dynamic behaviour is 
limited to the first two physical interactions of this list: load-lifting kinematics and 
tooth-bending forces. 
 
5.3.1  Kinematics of Load-Lifting Force 
 
T
air of gears with different radii is used to modify the torque and sp
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 by a m
e shaft, and rotates with the speed setting of the motor. This gear meshes with a 
r radius, which rotates a spooler along a second common shaft. 
ue of their 
 mechanical 
provide greater torque, or turning-
his, in turn, transmits the amplified 
inds a cable, connected to a load, at the same 
also a reduction in rotational speed from the 
namics of this interaction is 
(Idriving / rdriving2  +  IdrivenG2 / rdriven2  +  mload) αspooler    =     
 Idriving =  moment-of-inertia of driving components (kg.m2); 
=  torque generated by motor (N.m); 
 αspooler =  rotational acceleration of spooler (rad.s-1); and 
  
 
The gear ra  
number of driv g gear teeth, or of their respective 
radii, wher  
 the acceleration of the load and, thus, gives the lifting 
te of the load. Furthermore, the term TmotorG / rdriving models the lifting force applied to 
on, and knowledge of the assembled 
otor to lift a load. One gear, mounted on a shaft, is connected to the motor, via 
th
second gear, of greate
These are referred to the driving and driven gears, respectively, by virt
connection to the driving force applied by the motor. The physics of
advantage apply at the common tooth interface to 
force, along the shaft common to the driven gear. T
motor torque to the spooling drum which w
rotational speed as the driven gear. There is 
gear of smaller radius to the gear of greater radius. The dy
expressible by the following system equation: 
 




  Idriven =  moment-of-inertia of driven components (kg.m2); 
  rdriving =  radius of driving gear (m); 
  rdriven =  radius of driven gear (m); 
  G =  gear-ratio; 
  mload =  mass of load (kg); 
  Tmotor  
 
g =  gravitational acceleration on earth (ie ~9.81 m.s-2). 
tio is a non-dimensional quantity and is usually expressed as the ratio of the 
en gear teeth to the number of drivin
e a ratio greater than one indicates torque amplification. 
 
From equation (1) it is noted that, ignoring cable stretch, the acceleration of the loading 
spooler αspooler is equivalent to
ra
the load via the connecting cable. From this equati
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 component attributes, the designer can test the geared-hoist mechanism for various 
behaviours, such as: 
 
• load acceleration and velocity depending on selected motor speed and 
torque setting; 
• limit of load mass able to be lifted given the motor’s speed and torque 
setting and cable breaking strain; and 
• acceleration of motor to maintain a constant load lifting rate. 
 
The ability of VirtProtoBench to model certain aspects of this system kinematic 
behaviour is evaluated below. 
 
5.3.2  Dynamics of Gear Tooth-Bending Stress  
 
The geared-hoist mec
ears to effect gear-ratio torque and rotational speed amplification/reduction. This 
involves a complex interaction of forces at the interface of the connecting teeth, where 
the tooth acts as a m the tooth-to-tooth contact point to the 
driven shaft. One e applied on both the driving 
and driven gear t h nto contact. It is at this interface that the 
tangential forces,   are 
transmitted, thereby tr  root 
as a bending force ress is at the tooth root, where the 
tooth extends beyo ference of the main gear wheel, and it is here that 
the tooth may ben have been devised to model this 
complex interaction. The following AGMA system equation is used widely to model the 
ending force present at a gear tooth in dynamic operation: 
where, 
hanism depicted in Figure 5.3 requires meshing between a pair of 
g
 lever transmitting torque fro
of these interactions is the tangential forc
oot  faces as they come i
or torques, of the driving motor and loaded spooling drum
ansmitting stresses from the contacting tooth top to the tooth
. The point of greatest bending st
nd the outer circum
d or break off. Various equations 
b
 
σ    =    (Wt Pd / F J) Ka Ks Km Kv  …………………... (2) 
 
σ  =  tooth bending stress; 
Wt  =  maximum peak tangential force; 
F =  face width of gear; 
J =  geometry factor; 
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 Pd =  diametral pitch (ie number of teeth / gear pitch diameter); 
Ka =  application, or load, factor; 
Ks =  size factor; 
Km =  load distribution factor; and 
Kv  =  dynamic factor. 
 
The factor constants have been determined from experience and can be found in 
appropriate tables. Further information on these factors and other equations used can be 
found in various gear manufacturer’s web sites and in Shigley et al. (2004). 
 
Given the appropriate tensile strengths and yield points for a particular gear, equation 2 
can be used to model the gear’s behaviour when operated under a certain motor torque 
setting and load condition. Ideally, this would model the breaking point for the gear 
tooth and so provide the designer with some feedback on the upper limit of a particular 
gear’s operation before the gear is rendered useless by bent teeth or even by stripping of 
the gears. The ability of VirtProtoBench to model this gear-stress aspect of system 
















VirtProtoBench: GUI Design Methodology 
 
 
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is a crucial aspect of the VP design tool. Using a bit-
mapped screen display it provides the user with a sophisticated suite of graphical tools 
for the purposes of decision-making, or application control, and for the display of 
application output via mouse or keyboard selection. The arrangement of these tools 
characterizes the “look-and-feel” of the application. The “look-and-feel’ of 
VirtProtoBench version 1.1 is discussed. 
 
For clarity of presentation the discussion of GUI design principles is presented here 
while reference should be made to Appendix B, where snapshots of VirtProtoBench are 
given in approximate sequential order for the design of a geared-hoist mechanism. 
 
 
6.1  GUI Design Philosophy: User Perspective 
 
VirtProtoBench is designed in an intuitive manner for the user. The main application 
window is shown in Figure 6.1. It is the virtual workbench for the VP designer and is 
defined by three main areas of interaction: 
 
1. user-highlighted pull-down menus; 
2. a grouping of user- and application-controlled graphical tools; and 




Figure 6.1. VirtProtoBench main application figure window (cf Figure 5.1). GUI  
control labels and arrows highlighted in olive green. 
 
 
The user-invoked pull-down menus follow the standard design principle (cf. Microsoft 
Windows applications) of being located under the top figure window title bar. Via the 
mouse, or mapped key-stroke combinations7, the user is able to readily configure the 
application environment and other design session parameters as desired. 
 
On the right-hand side are located a selection of GUI tools (see discussion above) for 
the user to interact with the application. Although not available in the current version, a 
future invocation of VirtProtoBench may map these to the left-hand side of the main 
application window to better suit, for example, left-hand mouse users. The functionality 
of these controls is discussed further below, but it suffices to state that they provide the 
designer with the means to manipulate the individual and assembled system components 
once they are displayed. That is, the functionality of the tools on the right-hand side of 
the main application window partly controls the perception of the components and form 
of the assembled system in the main display window. 
 
                                                 
7 Menu-mapped key-strokes are not implemented in version 1.1. 
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 On start-up the display window is presented as the empty square region on the left-hand 
side of the main figure window. It is a MATLAB GUI 3-dimensional axes object 
similar to the 3-dimensional position cube located in the bottom right-hand corner. In 
terms of VP design it is the most important element of the application. It provides the 
virtual modelling and perception environment for the designer to arrange components 
and assemble them into an engineering system. This main window represents 3-
dimensional Euclidean space with extent and orthogonal axes visibility controlled via 
the pull-down menus. As a virtual workspace, for the mechanical designer it may 
represent a workbench of sub-metre scale, for the electronic circuit designer a circuit 
chip layout of sub-centimetre scale and for the hydraulic system designer a factory floor 
spanning several tens of metres. 
 
Therefore, through the pull-down menus and main application window GUI controls the 
system designer is able to interact with the view and dynamic behaviour of the 
assembled system in the main display window. 
 
 
6.2  GUI Tools for Handling User Input 
 
User input into VirtProtoBench is done by selecting from a choice of application-
provided options or by direct typed input. Application-provided options are standard 
UICs, which are widely employed in software applications and are generally of the 
following forms: 
 
• designed dialogue windows; 
• pull-down, pop-up and context menus; 
• slider bars; 
• check boxes and radio buttons; and 
• push buttons. 
 
Text-based inputs are labeled boxes where the user can type directly from the keyboard. 
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 Designed dialogue windows are programmer-developed dialogues8 between the 
application and user built upon more primitive GUI tools. They are mostly modal so as 
to force an important user response before progressing to another state of the system 
design. Figure 6.2 highlights a dialogue window invoked when the user selects the pull-
down menu Component->Load…. The dialogue list box displays a list of files present in 
the host operating system directory structure, while the push buttons along the bottom 
provide further information in a separate dialogue window (eg Details) or accept the list 




Figure 6.2. Pull-down menu Component->Load… dialogue window. 
 
 
Slider bars allow the user to select a value from an application-set minima and maxima. 
For example, the main application window’s horizontal slider bar (see Figure 6.1) 
controls the selected component’s (ie. in the top list box) transparency value9. This 
llows the user to reveal internal component workings or other obscured components. 
I frame control of the main application figure window (see Figure 6.1) set the 
ode of component/system 3-dimensional movements in the main display window. The 
aired push buttons +X/-X, +Y/-Y and +Z/-Z provide orthogonal axes positive/negative 
                                                
a
 
Grouped radio buttons provide mutually exclusive choices from a selection of 





8 MATLAB provides a GUI Development Environment (or GUIDE) to help the programmer layout and 
set GUI control attributes in an intuitive workbench-styled environment. 
9 Solid model object transparency is non-functional in version 1.1. 
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 movements or clockwise/anticlockwise about-axes rotations for Translation or Rotation 
election, respectively. 
 according to the distance set by the user in the Amount edit 
ox. 
VirtProtoBench uses a suite of GUI tools to provide real-time status and visualization of 
the assembled system, as well as animation and parameter feedback during system 
simulation. These are, largely, the same tools as described in the previous section 
dealing with user input. 
 
Once defined within the application component and assembled system topology and 
visualization is managed by the application through the main display window. The 




User-entered keyboard inputs are effected through MATLAB edit boxes. For example, 
once invoked the movement push buttons discussed translate the selected component in 




6.3  GUI Tools for Handling Application Output 
 
 
Figure 6.3. Pull-down menu System->System Parameters dialogue 
window giving feedback on status of assembled gear-hoist system. 
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 components and assembled system are provided to the user through dialogue windows. 
These aspects include parameters such as component cost and weight, and are provided 
to the user by the dialogue window shown in Figure 6.3, which is invoked by the pull-
down menu System->System Parameters. This can be called at any stage of the system 
assembly and provides the user with further decision-making powers on the evolution of 
the system under consideration. 
 
Visualisation of the assembled engineering system is one of the most important aspects 
of VP design. This is performed on the basis of solid modelling principles using the 
main MATLAB graphics primitive functions of line and patch, which were discussed in 
 previous chapter. This visual output is provided dynamically via the main display 
uation solution at the point-of-time of communciation between 
imulink and MATLAB (ie at the simulation sample-time). The changing system 
re complex system 
                                                
a
window, where the components are visualized and configured into an assembly in 
immediate response to user requests. However, static views of the system at any stage of 
assembly can be captured as either a session configuration file or as a graphics snapshot 
of the visual layout in the main display window. The pull-down menu File->Save 
Graphic saves the visual environment as a graphics file within the host operating system 
directory structure for later use in, for example, a report. In contrast, the pull-down 
menu File->Save Session10 saves a form of “job description file” of the current 
assembled system such that the current session is saved to be re-loaded at a later time. 
 
Real-time animation of the simulated system is another very important aspect of VP 
design. System animation in VirtProtoBench is managed via graphics handles of all the 
graphics objects present in the main display window. Simulink provides simulation 
sample-time feedback to MATLAB on the changing topology of the system according 
to the system equation modeled. MATLAB then uses the relevant object handles to 
change the visual status of the assembled system in the main display window according 
to the system eq
S
dynamic parameters occurring at each succeeding point-in-time provides the pseudo-
continuous sequence of changes as an animation. This animation is not seamless as the 
overhead of system equation solutions required of Simulink and the MATLAB 
manipulations of the graphics objects within the main display window provide enough 
of a load on the host platform’s processing and memory architecture to render the 
animation more spasmodic than smoothly continuous. Mo
 
10 Session configuration files saving is not implemented in version 1.1. 
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 visualisations and more involved system equations will further hamper the smoothness 
of the animation. 
 
eal-time feedback of the simulated system parameters is also a very important aspect 
of VP design. One of the best means to address this is by a dedicated MATLAB 
window containing multiple MATLAB 2-dimensional plotting axes. This allows for the 
constant up-to-date visualization of the changing parameter, along the y-axis, with 
changing time, along the x-axis. Figure 6.4 shows this output from a particular 

























Components are the fundamental building blocks of an engineering system, which, in 
turn, is an interconnection of components designed to be connected so as to behave 
collectively in a manner required by the system design. These components are physical 
objects possessing physical characteristics in the real-world. In the virtual domain a 
component’s characteristics can be described in textual terms and are bearers of 
knowledge about that component. Using this textual description a VP tool, such as 
VirtProtoBench, must then be able to re-configure the component’s architecture and 
engineering behaviour in the virtual domain. 
 
 
7.1  Component Definitions: Feature Encapsulation and 
Standardization 
 
Apart from human-sensory physical interaction an engineering component can be 
understood in terms of its features, or attributes. These features are information sets 
encapsulating those aspects of the component’s attributes that can be used in reasoning 
about the component’s design, engineering system intent and the manufacturing 
processes used in its development (Fok et al., 2001). This methodology of component 
descriptions is known as “feature-based modelling” and is gaining increased relevance 
in approaches to CAD/CAM modelling, VP and engineering design communications 
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 (Case et al., 2004; Case & Wan Harun, 2004; Fok et al., 2001; Hounsell & Case, 2004; 
Sinha et al., 2004). This approach extends the information that has been traditionally 
given in manufacturers’ component catalogues, where tables of component information 
are presented as relevant at the time of publication. 
 
The features encapsulating the component’s design cover relevant aspects of its physical 
attributes which are broadly characterized as physical geometry, physical perception 
and material form. The geometry of a component refers to its spatial extent and form 
and has been traditionally captured by engineering drawings, where the component’s 
designer presents the component in standardized 2-dimensional or pseudo 3-
dimensional geometric views. With the advent of CAD/CAE the relevant information is 




 Figure 7.1. A database representation of a mechanical counter-bore compound feature  
 comprising hole feature primitives with reference to a [x1,y1,z1] reference frame (taken  
 from Case et al., 2004). 
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 The methodology in capturing a component’s design depends largely on the scale of 
information required. For example, Gao et al. (2004) propose three levels of features to 
completely encapsulate the geometric dimensions and tolerances of a component: 
atomic features, primitive features and compound features. A component’s atomic 
features are its defining vertices, lines, edges and surfaces, which given a coordinate 
system completely represent the component in 3-dimensional Euclidean space. That is, 
the atomic features provide the topology of the component. A component’s primitive 
features are groupings of atomic features and, thus, can form standard geometric entities 
such as holes, slots and notches. At the highest descriptive level compound features are 
groupings of primitive and atomic features which perform a single function. For 
example, Figure 7.1 shows a database description for a mechanical system counter-bore 
compound feature, which is a grouping of primitive hole features (Case et al., 2004). 
 
The component’s non-geometric design attributes address its physical perception and 
material form, and, therefore, express its static “look-and-feel” characteristics. Physical 
perception covers aspects such as the component’s colour and reflectance properties, 
and, along with its topology, is important in presenting the component’s visual appeal. 
Material form covers aspects such as the component’s weight and material composition, 
and is more important in terms of fit-to-requirements for the intended engineering 
system. 
 
The features encapsulating the component’s engineering system functional requirements 
consider its behavioural characteristics. That is, although largely apparent from its 
geometric form, the description of a component’s behaviour provides information on the 
designer’s intent for its use. For example, a component’s behaviour given in terms of 
current usage, voltage output and magnetic field effects indicates that it is to be 
employed in an electrical/electronic/electro-mechanical engineering system. 
 
A component’s behavioural characteristics are complex and represent the most 
important aspects of feature encapsulation for its performance in a dynamic 
environment. Negating such things as thermal expansion effects and mechanical failure 
a physical component’s topology is largely static regardless of its configuration within 
an engineering system. However, a component’s behaviour is dictated by its inputs and 
external environment. Therefore, the behavioural features capture the functional 
requirements so that it is the designer’s description of the component’s output given an 
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 input. This descriptive mapping of input to output can be as simple as a linear 
processing of the input to more complex non-linear behaviour taking into account the 
external environment and the component’s internal states. 
 
The features encapsulating the component’s manufacturing processes capture 
information on all relevant aspects of its design, development and promotion that are of 
no general use in terms of the component’s static perception or dynamic performance, 
but are of interest in terms of its feasibility in a desired engineering system. These cover 
features such as cost, fabrication details, manufacturer details and usage and 
maintenance advice. That is, they aid the system designer in deciding whether the 
component meets the system design constraints. 
 
No universal standardized approach exists to specify component attributes in a digital 
form that can be readily communicated between manufacturers and designers and 
between designers themselves. This goal would greatly aid in the rapid development of 
VP application tools and engineering systems development via VP. 
 
 
7.2  Virtual Definition Files Directory: Attempt at Feature-Based 
Component Definitions 
 
Given the importance of a feature-based approach for component definitions in VP 
engineering design an attempt was made at encapsulating component features in digital 
files for use in VirtProtoBench. This approach was termed “Virtual Definition Files”, or 
VDF, directories. 
 
The VDF directory is a collection of standardised files which encapsulate relevant 
design features of a component. That is, an engineering component is defined digitally 
by a directory of appropriately structured files. The standardized structure of this 
directory and its files is essential for the successful use of VirtProtoBench. There are 






 • material.vdf; and 
• product.vdf. 
 
The directory may also contain many other files not required by VirtProtoBench, but if 
present, the application will give the designer the option to act upon them. These 
include VRML files, sound files, picture files and movie files. 
 
VirtProtoBench requires that each of the five required files have a standard format in 
conformity with the family of components it falls within. The system.vdf file contains 
general information on the component family hierarchy. The geometry.vdf file provides 
all the geometrical information so that the application can render a wireframe or solid 
model once a reference frame is established in the main display window. The 
behaviour.vdf file contains data relevant to the component’s use in its intended dynamic 
environment. The material.vdf file supplies additional information for perception, such as 
colour, and other physical characteristics. Finally, the product.vdf file contains 
information relevant to the component’s manufacture. 
 
If present, and a VRML-browser is available, a VRML file provides the designer with a 
ready, easy-to-use interactive model of the component before loading it into 
VirtProtoBench. The designer can then quickly assess the visual relevance and 
geometric extent of the component. 
 
If present sound files may be used by VirtProtoBench in simulation mode to provide the 
user with some feedback on the component’s noise/sound characteristics during 
dynamic operation. This is an added aspect of realism in presenting and assessing the 
performance of an engineering system. 
 
If present picture files may provide the user with additional visual perspectives of the 
component. Photos present the component as constructed while schematic graphic files 
may capture the traditional technical drawings of the component design (see Figure B4). 
 
If present movie files can further characterize the component’s appeal and intended use. 
For example, a short movie might film the component while in dynamic operation 
giving real-time visual and sound operational feedback. In addition, the manufacturer 
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 may provide a promotional video of the component, thereby enhancing its 
marketability. 
 
Examples of VDF directories for real-world components are presented below. However, 
it is important to note that the framework presented here is an attempt at standardizing 
feature-based descriptions using a simple directory structure of multiple files. As a 
framework it does not exhaust all the issues of feature-based encapsulation for 
engineering system design. 
 
 
7.3  Component Importation and Assembly 
 
In order to validate an engineering system design VirtProtoBench must be able to 
import component definitions and assemble a virtual representation before building and 
testing a system. Given the framework for encapsulating component definitions into 
VDF directories, discussed above, VirtProtoBench does this sequentially by: 
 
1. allowing the user to establish the engineering system to be designed 
at application start-up; 
2. allowing the user to identify the VDF directory; 
3. providing the user with various tools to examine the component 
before loading; 
4. loading the component and storing all relevant definitions; 
5. using the stored component definitions to graphically assemble the 
component; 
6. allowing the user to visualise the component in various ways, and 
7. allowing the user to delete the component if no longer required. 
 
The user is able to iterate through this process as many times as desired before 
attempting to interconnect the components into a system. VirtProtoBench uses the floor 
plan established in the main display window to stack components according to their 
component family without interference. The appearance rendered is that of a workbench 
with neatly layed-out objects prior to assembly (see Figure B5). This floor plan also 
provides the reference frame for component movements and system assembly. 
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 The system designer selects the engineering system domain via a start-up panel, which 
is depicted in Figue B1. Through list boxes advice is given on various aspects and 
limitations of the tool for the engineering system selected, as well as on host platform 
settings for realistic visualization and simulation. This system setting is stored in 
VirtProtoBench.m and, although not functional for version 1.1, would be verified against 
all succeeding imported component types. 
 
After setting the start-up panel (see function StartUpPanel.m in Appendix C) the main 
application window is presented to the user (see Figure B2). The user can then go to 
File->Set VDF Directory… to establish the operating system path for the location of the 
VDF directories. These directories may have been previously sourced from a 
manufacturer’s web site. A future version of VirtProtoBench could load VDFs directly 
via the web as URL activation is possible within MATLAB. Component importation via 
VDF files is invoked by Component->Load…. This presents a dialogue window (see 
Figure B3) for the user to examine component data and other supporting files before 
deciding to load the component within the current session. 
 
Once the user presses the Load push button in the component load dialogue window 
VirtProtoBench calls a series of functions, found in Component_Menu_Load_Callback, to: 
 
1. verify the VDF file formats; 
2. store the component definitions; 
3. build the graphical representation of the component; and 
4. set various system parameters. 
 
Verification of VDF file formats is done via LocalAllFilesThere, which checks for the 
existence of the five required files discussed above, and via LocalLoadComponentFiles, 
which, in turn, calls a series of *.m files to verify the required component definitions 
and, if present, load the definitions in static component type structures. The MATLAB 
structures for each component family are statically defined as global arrays of structures 
in the opening function of VirtProtoBench.m. Each succeeding component of the same 
component family is loaded as the next structure element in the linear array. The 
component structure adopts the standard form: 
 
   G<component>.id = 0; 
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   G<component>.handle = []; 
   G<component>.position = []; 
   G<component>.orientation = []; 
   G<component>.transparency = 0; 
   G<component>.load_position = []; 
   G<component>.geometry = …; 
   G<component>.behaviour = …; 
   G<component>.material = …; 
   G<component>.product = …; 
 
Where <component> refers to the component family, such as an electric motor, screw or 
hydraulic valve component family. 
 
Component structure field variable G<component>.id is assigned a unique internal 
number and acts as the unique identifier of the component during the life of the 
application session. This field also continues to uniquely identify the component even 
when configured within an assembled system. Component data is accessed and set 
through this value (eg. GetComponentDetail.m). 
 
The field array G<component>.handle is populated with the complete set of patch and 
line object handles that define the graphical representation of the component when 
assembled. Spatial movement and visual alteration of the component is performed by 
translational and rotational operations on this array. 
 
The field arrays G<component>.position and G<component>.orientation are state variable 
vectors of the form [x,y,z] and [rx,ry,rz] for the position and rotational orientation, 
respectively, of the graphical representation of the component in the main display 
window. These are constantly examined and updated as the user moves the component 
individually or as a system-connected component11. 
 
The field variable G<component>.transparency stores the transparency value of the 
component’s graphical object. Although not implemented in version 1.1, this would be 
interactively managed by the slider bar in the main application side panel labeled 
Transparency. 
 
                                                 
11 Component and system axes rotation is not fully functional in version 1.1. 
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 The field array G<component>.load_position is a vector of the form [x,y,z], which stores 
the initial load position of the component. This is used later to reposition the component 
if and when the assembled system is disconnected. 
 
The remaining four fields of geometry, behaviour, material and product are nested 
structures. That is, each is a structure of fields, where each field holds information 
directly sourced from the appropriate VDF file. For example, the geometry structure 
stores all the relevant topology information for the component. The architecture of these 
structure definitions is consistent within component families. 
 
Once all the component information is stored in the appropriate structure definition, the 
VirtProtoBench.m local function LocalAssembleComponent is called. This function then 
calls the appropriate MATLAB *.m function based on the component type (eg. 
AssembleGear.m for gear component assembly). These functions build a graphical 
representation of the component according to pre-defined parameter rules and the 
parameter values found in the geometry VDF files. The resulting MATLAB graphics 
handles generated are loaded into the component structure handle field. 
 
Finally, the stored and graphically rendered component is stored in an unconnected 
system data store globally defined by the MATLAB structure Gsystem. This structure 
keeps track of the growing engineering system. Through appropriate fields, discussed 
further below, the interconnection of components, as set by the user, is established. 
 
 
7.4  Evaluation: Geared-Hoist Mechanism 
 
The evaluatiom of VirtProtoBench by the building and simulation of a mechanical 
geared-hoist mechanism was introduced in section 5.3. The mechanism tested comprises 
the following components, as partly idealized in Figure 5.3: 
 
• an electric motor; 
• a motor to shaft coupling device; 
• a driving shaft connected to the motor via the coupling device; 
• a driving gear mounted on the driving shaft; 
• a driven gear meshed with the driving gear; 
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 • a driven shaft connected to the driven gear; and 
• a spooler connected to the driven shaft. 
 
This system can be assembled from a suite of different components available to the 
designer. For the purposes of the evaluation a series of VDF directories was created 
representing a collection of components able to be configured into the required system. 
Figure 7.2 is a snapshot of the VDF directory structure and contents of one of the VDF 
component directories as presented in Windows Explorer on the author’s computer. 
Note that the VDF directory names employing a manufacturer prefix with component 




Figure 7.2. Screen snapshot of some component VDF directories in Windows  
Explorer needed to build a geared-hoist mechanism. 
 
 
For the purposes of this exercise each of the components listed is loaded as explained in 
section 7.3 and depicted in Appendix figures B3 and B4.The resulting configuration of 
loaded components in the main display window of VirtProtoBench is shown in Figure 
7.3. As can be seen the designer has layed out all the components in a stacked fashion 
and the impression rendered is that of a workbench. The designer is now free to 
construct the hoist system from any of the components displayed. The components are 
identified in the list box panels to the right by their type and unique identifying number. 
Version 1.1 does not support interactive identification of components off the main 
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 display window, though this could be readily managed by use of MATLAB UI context 




Figure 7.3. Screen snapshot of VirtProtoBench with graphical representation of 
all components defined by their VDF directories as shown in Figure 7.2. 
 
 
It is apparent from Figure 7.3 that the graphical renderings of the components is a very 
simplistic representation of its real-world form. For example, the motor is shown as a 
simple 3-dimensional box with a cylinder protruding from one end, thereby modelling 
the main motor casing and its drive shaft. A motor, as depicted in the schematic view of 
Figure B4, is multi-faceted both in planar and curvi-planar form. This can be modelled 
sing the MATLAB graphics primitive patch and for more complex objects, using 
cylinder and sphere. However, it was not within the scope of this project to develop a 
sophisticated CAD/CAE graphical environment for VirtProtoBench and is, thus, left as 





















Once all the relevant components are chosen engineering system development requires 
that they be assembled into a working model according to the guiding system 
requirements. These system requirements largely characterize the system in terms of 
inputs, outputs and environmental constraints. Performance testing of the complete 
system cannot progress until the components are configured for matching types and 
topological constraints. Therefore, system assembly in a VP tool, such as 
VirtProtoBench, should, initially, verify the user’s system assembly strategy for 
matching component types and for matching geometric parameters. Once the choice is 




8.1  System Definition: Rules and Verification 
 
A user assembles an engineering system by specifying the components to be connected, 
as well as the form of their interconnection. VirtProtoBench manages the user’s 
interconnection choices by: 
 
1. establishing a system interconnection rules base; 
2. using this rules base to guide the user’s component interconnection options; 
and 
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 3. verifying that the component geometry parameters are valid. 
 
A system interconnection rules base is a mapping of component family types regardless 
of the engineering system being modeled. That is, given a complete knowledge of a 
component’s design then a complete knowledge of the components to which it is 
designed to connect with can be made. The form of the rules base in VirtProtoBench is: 
 
global Gconnection_rules.<from_type>.[<to_type1> <to_type2> …]; 
 
That is, VirtProtoBench uses a global nested structure construct named 
Gconnection_rules to store the mappings between the component <from_type> to an 
array of <to_type> components. The array will have at least, and most likely only, one 
component type family to which the component can connect to. 
 
VirtProtoBench works by connecting components in a top-down approach. That is, as 
the system is built the <to_type> components given to the user to select from are based 
on the selected assembled component’s mappable components amongst the collection of 
components that are yet to form part of the assembled system. This is done by 
examining the rules base structure, so that the MATLAB construct: 
 
[connectable_components] = Gconnection_rules.<from_type>; 
 
places the mapped array of components [<to_type1> <to_type2> …] in the array 
[connectable_components]. This array is then used to guide the user’s options for 
component interconnection. 
 
Once the user selects the allowable component for system assembly a final verification 
step is made before connection is possible. This final stage addresses all the topological 
constraints of the two components in question. Given the allowable connection between 
component family type <from_component> to component family type <to_component> 
then a series of geometric tests follows such as, for example, in pseudo-MATLAB 
notation: 
 
 if ( <from_component>.hole_radius = = <to_component>.inserted_part_radius && 
  <from_component>.hole_depth >= <to_component>.inserted_part_length && 




  proceed with interconnection… 
 else 
  notify user of interconnection failure reasons… 
 end 
 
This form of testing can be expanded for all forms of compatibility analyses, although 
version 1.1 of VirtProtoBench only tests for a limited suite of geometric parameters. For 
example, the type of assembled system, or the nature of the environment in which it is 
to be operated, might necessitate the testing of material properties for differential 
thermal expansion effects, disparate metallic electrolytic effects, etc. This requires that 
all the relevant parameters be captured in the VDF files and that the operating 
environment parameters be specified for the simulation test. 
 
 
8.1  System Assembly Management 
 
Once components are successfully loaded into VirtProtoBench the tool user is free to 
build the engineering system according to the type of system identified at application 
start-up (ie through the start-up panel; see Figure B1). That is, the assembled system can 
only be built according to the connection rules and geometric, and other, constraints 
established for the type of system identified. VirtProtoBench manages system assembly 
by: 
 
• providing data structures to store the state of the assembled system; 
• providing the user with UICs to select components; 
• providing the user with dialogue windows for additional component 
connection information; and 
• visually rendering the state of the assembled system by manipulation of the 
constituent component graphics handles; 
 
VirtProtoBench uses the MATLAB global structure definition (see VirtProtoBench.m): 
 









to maintain state information on the system form. Gsystem is an array of structures 
where a sequential array entry is initialized for each new component brought into the 
application session. Once loaded field Gsystem.id is assigned an incrementing integer 
value which will be used to uniquely identify the component, field Gsystem.type stores 
the component family type, field Gsystem.no stores the array index of that component in 
its component family type array structure (see section 7.3), while the other fields are left 
with the initial values shown. The link between the component id number and actual 
component features stored is established through the field pairing of id and no in the 
structure. At this early stage of development VirtProtoBench version 1.1 is biased in its 
definitions to the geared-hoist engineering system, which is discussed further below. 
This is reflected in the terminology of the system structure, whose fields drives, drivenby 
and connected_to_source model a simple single source controlled mechanism operating 
through a hierarchical interconnection of components. 
 
The MATLAB array structure Gsystem effectively acts as a type of component 
interconnection, or system connection, tree. While all loaded components are identified 
component interconnection, and, so, assembled system identification, is established 
through the storage of component id values in the fields drives and drivenby. That is, in a 
hierarchical top-down sense from the actuating source component of dynamic activity 
(eg a motor), or from the component selected to start system assembly, Gsystem.drives 
uses an array to store those components which have been connected to it, while 
Gsystem.drivenby stores the value of the component to which the current component is 
connected to. This definition establishes a dynamic operation scenario where a 
component can actuate, or drive, more than one other component, but any component 
can be actuated, or driven, by only one component. The field 
Gsystem.connected_to_source is set to 1 if from the current component upwards through 
the preceding Gsystem.drivenby fields an actuating source component is found in the 
system connection tree. 
 
VirtProtoBench provides the user with system state feedback and the means to identify 
components for interconnection via two stacked list boxes on the right-hand-side of the 
main application window (see Figure 6.1). The topmost list box identifies the entire 
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 suite of unconnected and system-assembled components by displaying component 




In this definition, <component_type> is taken from Gsystem.type, <component_id> from 
Gsystem.id, the “drives” list <comp_id_list> from Gsystem.drives and the “drivenby” 
entry <comp_id> from Gsystem.drivenby. This list box is built by the local function 
LocalUpdateComponentConnectionGraph in VirtProtoBench.m. Once a component is 
selected by the user in this topmost list box VirtProtoBench searches the system 
connection tree Gsystem, and displays all the components to which it is both connected 
to and, if possible, those to which it can connect to in the lowermost list box. Visual 
discrimination between the two is effected by a horizontal line entry. This searching and 
list box updating is done via the local functions ComponentGraph_Callback and 
LocalUpdateComponentConnectabilityList in VirtProtoBench.m. 
 
Once the respective system component and system connectable component list boxes 
are updated the user is able to select the component to which the current system is to 
connect to via the lower list box. The two push buttons Connect and Disconnect are 
activated depending on the choice. Selecting a component above the horizontal bar 
highlights the component in the assembled system to which the current system 
component is already connected to. Disconnection at this point disconnects the 
component identified in the lower list box and all of its connected components, in a 
recursive manner, from the system via local function 
Disconnect_Component_PushButton_Callback. The components are moved to their initial 
loading positions and the system tree Gsystem, as well as the system status list boxes, 
are updated. However, selecting a component below the horizontal line activates the 
Connect push button. Pressing this invokes local function 
Connect_Component_PushButton_Callback which, in turn calls the dialogue window from 
ConnectComponentDialogue.m. This function performs all of the requisite geometric 
validation between the components. Although not fully functional in version 1.1, the 
dialogue window rendered (see Figure B6) requests additional geometric information if 
required and provides feedback, such as tolerance issues and incompatibilities, on the 
status of the components’ interconnection.  
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 Component connection to the current assembled system is effected by pressing the OK 
push button on the connection dialogue window. Once performed the position to which 
the new component is to move to, so as to mate correctly with the assembled system, is 
calculated and then used, via function translate.m, to move the component’s graphics 
handle in the main display window. If the session sound effects are enabled, through 
System->Enable Sounds12, then a sound effect is played to enhance the realism of the 
connection. In addition, all state information dealing with the component’s position is 
updated within the relevant component structure. 
 
 
8.3  Evaluation: Geared-Hoist Mechanism 
 
The geared-hoist mechanism used to evaluate VirtProtoBench was introduced in section 
5.3 and further discussed, in terms of its constituent components, in section 7.4. The 
application of VirtProtoBench by a user assembling this system can be found as a 
sequence of screen snapshots in the figures of Appendix B. In constructing this system 
ready for simulation, which is discussed below, the system designer would: 
 
• load all the necessary components to build a two-gear hoist system; 
• connect a selection of the components to form a working system; and 
• constantly evaluate the system being assembled for parameters not linked 
to dynamic performance. 
 
The necessary component types for a simple two-(spur)gear hoist mechanism are 
identified in section 7.4. Their graphical arrangement within the virtual workbench 
environment of the application is depicted in Figure B5. For the arrangement in Figure 
B5 Figure 8.1 provides an expanded view of the right-hand-side UIC list boxes. The 
figure shows that the user has selected the motor component identified as system entry 
id 1. VirtProtoBench then determines that for a geared-hoist mechanical system the only 
components currently loaded that are able to connect to a motor are the motor-to-shaft 
coupling devices, identified within the system as component types motorshaftcoupler. 
Three such devices are currently loaded, with assigned ids 2, 3 and 4, and are thus 
displayed as valid connecting components in the lower list box. The user has identified 
motorshaftcoupler_2 (ie system component entry <component_type>_<component_id>)  
                                                 




list boxes ngement depicted in Figure B5. 
 
as a candidate connecting component. VirtProtoBench then responds by activating the 
Connect push button elete push button is also activated and allows a non-
connected componen in the upper list box, to be 
completely de  from the system. Furthermore, the current position of the 
omponent, as defined by its displayed positional axes in the main display window, is 
hen push button Connect is pressed VirtProtoBench passes control to 
ConnectComponentDialogue.m, which, in turn, invokes the local function 
LocalMotorToMotorshaftcouplerOK. This function then checks for geometric compatibility 
via code strings such as: 
 
 
1. Expanded view of VirtProtoBench right-hand-side UIC  
for the component arra
. The D
t, that is motor_1 as identified 
leted
c





 if (isempty(motorshaftcoupler_radius) || isempty(shaft_radius)) 
; 
elseif (shaft_insert_length < motorshaftcoupler_insert) 
message = 'Shaft drive end is too short to fit into motorshaftcoupler - 
not connectable!';  
elseif (motorshaftcoupler_radius ~= shaft_radius) 
message = 'Shaft cannot fit into motorshaftcoupler - not connectable!'; 
else 
ok = 1; 
message = 'Connection is possible.'; 
end  
 
If the geometric constraints are met the dialogue window’s OK push button is activated, 
otherwise an appropriate message is given. Pressing OK then invokes the code segment  
 
 
Figure 8.2. System connection tree as in Figure 8.1, but with the motor  
connected to one of the motorshaftcoupler devices. 
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 under local function LocalConnectMotorshaftcouplerToMotor which moves the component 
and updates the system connection structure. This is now reflected in the system 
connection tree, as shown in Figure 8.2. The drives and drivenby lists for the motor and 
motorshaftcoupler, respectively, are shown updated for the new system connection 
status. As a motor can connect to only one motorshaftcoupler VirtProtoBench 
etermines that there are no more components to which it can connect to and adjusts the 
wer connectable component list box accordingly. 
 
The status of the system can be checked at any time via the top-level menu option 
System->System Parameters, which provides feedback on the constituent system 
components, as well as system cost, weight and spatial extent via a dialogue window. 
Appendix B Figure B7 shows the system status for a fully functional two-gear hoist 
mechanism. From this the designer can gain feedback on the growing system design and 
re-iterate for different components if certain system requirements, such as weight, go 
beyond specification. This is performed by disconnecting the system at any component 
and re-configuring it with new selections, whether they are present in the workspace or 
need to be loaded. In any case, the system connection structure maintains state 























Once all the relevant components are successfully assembled into an engineering system 
meeting the essential requirements of extent, form, appearance, cost and weight, 
prototyping methodologies must evaluate the system for behaviour in a dynamic setting. 
That is, the issue of how the system will cope working in the environment for which it 
is designed, and for the inputs which it must process, must be addressed. As a VP tool 
based on MATLAB/Simulink, VirtProtoBench manages dynamic testing through 




9.1  System Dynamics via System Equations 
 
Simulink is introduced in section 4.4 above. It is a graphical-based programming 
environment where a system characterized by outputs that change over time can be 
modelled for those changes in a managed setting of changing time. This is used to 
explore the behaviour of the system as inputs and internal states are transformed. 
Management of the simulation is based on: 
 
• a set of input parameters set by the user; and 




The governing rules are the system equations while the input parameters are essentially 
the set of variables defining these equations. The system equations establish the 
dynamic behaviour of the system in mathematical terms. All variables independent of 
time retain the value as set by the external environment (ie the user) while all those 
dependant on time have their values calculated and set by Simulink, which controls the 
simulation throughout the length of simulated time. Simulink will generally halt the 
simulation when: 
 
1. requested externally by the user; 
2. the requested run-time length is reached; or 
3. an internal model stop signal is received as a result of some internal 
mathematical condition being met. 
 
 
Figure 9.1 VirtProtoBench Simulink model file test3.mdl used to manage the simulation of the 
simple two-gear hoist mechanism used to evaluate the tool. Labels and arrows highlighted in  
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ut” blocks for simulation start-up parameter inputs; 
• “constant” blocks for equation constants; 
• “gain” blocks for time-changing parameter inputs; 
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• “product/division” blocks to mathematically link variables; 
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• “stop” blocks to signal Simulink to halt simulation; 
VirtProtoBench is explained further in the 
llowing section. 
                                                
est d run-time is infinite and no external or 
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roc sses are terminated by the operating system
ploys model files designed in Simulink to manage the sim
led system. Once simulation is invoked VirtProtoBench activates the
nv ronment and loads the model file relevant to the syste
is a collection of functional blocks linked by data pa
ati n(s). The VirtProtoBench model file for the geared-h
urt er discussion), named test3.mdl, is presented in Fi
st3.mdl of Figure 9.1 is used to graphically represent the system equations 




• “memory” blocks to s
• “simulation clock” block to provide simulation time as set by Simulink; 
• “summation” blocks to mathematically link variables; 
• “workspace” block
• “data terminator” blocks to terminate data lines; 
• “model display” blocks to display data values on the data lines; and 
• “sfunction” blocks to provide more sophisticated programmer-defined 
processing/analysis of the data inputs. 
 
The setting and use of these blocks by 
fo
 
13 Tooth strengt ion are modeled for only one of the two pairs of teeth in the geared-hoist 





.2  Simulation Management 
hecked after 
ach new component is connected. Invoking this menu option activates the dialogue 
• loads the relevant Simulink model file; and 
• activates a dialogue window for the user to interact with. 
 
The Simulink model file, as shown in Figure 9.1, opens in a separate MATLAB 
window. To avoid cluttering up the screen the model is placed in the background of the 
desktop or iconised by the user. This then leaves the main VirtProtoBench application 
window displayed with the simulation dialogue window on top. Figure 9.2 shows the 
form of this dialogue, while Figure B9 shows it in relation to the underlying main 
display window. Furthermore, Figure 9.2 shows that the dialogue comprises a series of 
standard MATLAB UICs that are intuitive to use. These allow the user to pre-set certain 
parameters needed by Simulink before it can run the model in simulation mode, as well 
as allowing the user to change those parameters during the simulation run. 
 
Before Simulink can run a simulation it needs to set certain parameters that are specific 
to the model file loaded, as well as those that are related to the management of the 
simulation, but are not necessarily related to the specific model. Those parameters 




VirtProtoBench manages assembled system simulation using Simulink. That is, 
VirtProtoBench can run with MATLAB activated, but needs a Simulink license 
available to simulate the system. 
 
Once VirtProtoBench verifies that the system being assembled is able to be simulated it 
activates the Simulate->Simulation Parameters … top-level menu. The global structure 
Gsimulatable_system (see VirtProtoBench.m) is used to store the relevant unique identifiers 
of the components defining the simulatable system, and is updated and c
e
function SimulateSystemDialogue.m, which: 
 




Figure 9.2. Simulation dialogue window invoked by activating Simulate->Simulation 
Parameters… in the top-level menu of VirtProtoBench. 
 
 
• simulation run-time length and sampling interval; 
• type of system-state differential equation solver; and 
• a series of other configuration and checking parameters. 
 
The length of the simulation run and the sampling interval used for the discrete solution 
of system states employed14 is set via two pop-up menus on the dialogue. These are then 
passed to Simulink via the structure variable handles in the function call: 
 
[t,x] = sim(MODEL_NAME,[0 handles.simulate_time],... 
                                                 
14 The advantages and/or disadvantages of discrete versus continuous state simulation solutions was not 
examined for version 1.1. 
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            simset('FixedStep',handles.sample_time,'Solver','ode1'),... 
 … 
 
found in SimulateSystemDialogue.m, when the Start push button is activated. The other 
parameters, including the differential equation form of the system state, are left as 
Simulink defaults. 
 
As stated above Simulink also requires that certain parameters be set prior to the 
simulation that are relevant to the specific model used. These include: 
 
• the establishment of certain identifying callback functions if an 
associated MATLAB function file exists; and 
• the setting of any input parameters to the model. 
 
The MATLAB function test3gui.m (see Appendix C) is associated with the Simulink 
model file test3.mdl (see Figure 9.1). The function acts to create a MATLAB figure 
window with several axes for parameter plotting once simulation is started. Figure 9.3 
presents the rendered figure window. 
 
 
Figure 9.3. Window created by test3gui.m for the real-time plotting of parameters 
during the simulation run associated with Simulink model test3.mdl. 
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To ensure that this window is loaded as soon as the simulation starts Simulink invokes 
the relevant functions in test3gui.m via the model’s callback properties obtained from the 
imulink top-level menu File->Model Properties. 
1. system equation constants; 
 
System equatio arth’s gravity in equation (1) of section 
5.3, are set as e values are unalterable during the 
life of the simu
 
All variables in the system hed for initial values at 
simulation start-up. This is performed through the input parameter block (see Figure 
9.1). The VirtProtoBench user sets several of these values via the UICs in the simulation 
dialogue (see  passes them into the Simulink 
model via the i ed via the function call: 
 
[t,x] = sim(MODEL_NAME,[0 handles.simulate_time],... 
            simset('FixedStep',handles.sample_time,'Solver','ode1'),... 
adDistance],... 
eBreakingStrain],... 
            [times,inport7_DiametralPitch],... 
S
 
As is seen in the Simulink model of Figure 9.1 a model of an engineering system is 
likely to have many input parameters for the simulation. In terms of the defining system 
equations there are three types of parameters that are established: 
 
2. those variables initialized at simulation start-up; and 
3. those variables that may be altered during the simulation. 
n constants, such as that for the e
constant blocks (see Figure 9.1), whos
lation. 
 equation need to be establis
Figure 9.2) and SimulateSystemDialogue.m
nput parameter blocks. This is perform
            [times,inport1_GearEfficiency],... 
            [times,inport2_SpoolerMOI],... 
            [times,inport3_MotorMOI],... 
            [times,inport4_SpoolerRadius],... 
            [times,inport5_Lo
            [times,inport6_Cabl
            [times,inport8_Ka],... 
            [times,inport9_Kv],... 
            [times,inport10_Km],... 
            [times,inport11_ToothFaceWidth],... 
            [times,inport12_AGMAJFactor],... 
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            [times,inport13_Ks]... 
           ); %sim 
 
For example, the slider bar labeled Cable Strain (N) in the dialogue window (see Figure 
9.2) allows the user to set a cable-breaking strain for the gear-mechanism hoisting cable. 
This value is set in the parameter inport6_CableBreakingStrain and as it th is the 6  item of 
aired inputs for the sim function call it is mapped to input parameter block number 6 in 
red-hoist mechanism the scenario of a changing load weight 
uring a lifting operation is possible and is effected by allowing the user to interactively 
djust the appropriate slider bar during simulation. This is managed in the simulation 
l. The value of the gain parameter 
e during the simulation using the Simulink function call 
, which resides in the appropriate UIC callback procedure. 
ation is done via Simulink 
depicts three s-function blocks whose primary task is to 
anage the animation and visualisation of the assembled system and of the system 
 
he ge ech d in section 
p
the Simulink model (see Figure 9.1). 
 
To more realistically model the real-world environment for an engineering system it is 
appropriate to supply external shocks to the system so as to model its behaviour for a 
wide permutation of externally-acting agents. VirtProtoBench allows for this by 
allowing the user to alter certain UICs in the simulation dialogue window while the 
simulation is running. This, of course, depends on the real-world setting of the system. 
For example, for the gea
d
a
through the use of gain parameter blocks in the mode
can be set at any tim
set_param()
 
One of VirtProtoBench’s features is that real-time feedback be provided to the user on 
how the assembled system appears during simulation. This is done by animation of the 
assembled system in the main application display window and through the real-time 
plotting of the system parameters. Management of the anim
model s-functions. Figure 9.1 
m
parameters, respectively, as they change during simulation (see Appendix C). These are 
discussed further below. 
 
9.3  Evaluation: Geared-Hoist Mechanism 
 
T ared-hoist m anism used to evaluate VirtProtoBench was introduce
5.3 and further discussed, in terms of its constituent components, in section 7.4, and, in 
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 terms of system a bly ready for simulation, in secssem tion 8.3. As stated in section 5.3, 
on of VirtProtoBench simulation is limited to two system equations for the 
eared- tions (1) and (2)). These equations are encoded 
raphically as a Simulink model in Figure 9.1. 
 




c load load load 
 
rque transmitted from the motor to the spooler: 
eqatspooler motor
nd hoist mechanism 
ing no elasticity in the cable), the equation of the spooler can be expressed as: 
orque applied by load 
net torque on spooler = equivalent MOI of spooler x spooler angular acceleration 
ooler  =  Ispooler + Imotor G2 ή    .……………………………………. (5) 
That is, 
the evaluati
g hoist system (see equa
g
k tics is expressed as: 
 
( Idriving / rdriving2 + Idriven G2 / rdriven2 + mload ) αspooler  =  Tmotor G / rdriving - mload g 
 
However, this motion can be re-formulated in the following terms: 
 
 Using: Fc =  transmitted force, or tension, on the spooler cable;
  üload =  vertical acceleration of the loa
  ή =  efficiency of meshing gears; 
then   
 vertical motion of load:  
 
F   –  m g  =  m ü    .………………………………………...... (3) 
 to
 
  T   =  T  G ή   .…………………………………………...… (4) 
 
but as the spooler is the interface component between the load a
(assum
 net torque on spooler = torque applied by motor – t
And, in terms of transmitted moment-of-inertia (MOI) 
 
where the equivalent MOI of the spooler reflects the motor’s MOI transmitted via the 






  Teqatspooler – Fc rspooler  =  Ieqatspooler αspooler    …......................................... (6) 
 
And using the expression for Fc in (3), (6) can be expressed as: 
 
  üload  =  Teqatspooler – mload g rspooler
   ------------------------------------- 
   (Ieqatspooler / rspooler) + mload rspooler   …………………….……… (7) 
 
 
Figure 9.4 shows how equation (7) is encoded in the Simulink model test3.mdl used to 
simulate the assembled gear-hoist system. The result üload is not plotted in version 1.1, 




Figure 9.4. VirtProtoBench Simulink model file test3.mdl highlighted for encoded system  
equation terms and system state verification. Green and red annotations do not form part  




Section 5.3 presented the equation for gear tooth strength calculations (equation (2)) as 
e second system equation used to evaluate the geared-hoist mechanism. This is shown 
tional position and interacting gear and shaft 
tational position. The animation of these two changing parameters is effected by the 
functi s LiftL
s supplied in the above complex 
inematic equation (ie (3) through to (7)) and the gear efficiency parameter, model 
load translation  =  (2 π rspooler) driven-gear-angle / 360    ..….............. (8) 
his is ncode
uantity of load translation at each simulation time-step passed to LiftLoadsfun to drive 
atio indow. The driven-gear-angle is 
expressed as a of the
relates the respective gear’s a
he position of the rotating gears with-respect-to each other is determined via 
th
encoded as block labelled “AGMAGearStrengthEqn” in test3.mdl15 shown in Figure 9.4. 
This is a straight-forward calculation involving the product and division of standard 
AGMA terms, as well as the load system force derived above. The output, which 
represents the stress being transmitted to the gear tooth as a result of the motor lifting a 
load, is passed to PlotParametersfun (see Appendix C) for real-time plotting. 
 
As a result of the system simulation the kinematic state of the gear-hoist system changes 
at each simulation time-step for load transla
ro
s on oadsfun and RotateShaftsfun (see Appendix C), respectively. 
 
The position of the load with respect to the spooler is set by the user using the slider bar 
on the simulation dialogue window (see Figure 9.2). Ignoring gear friction, motor 
losses, cable elasticity, etc, the load velocity and position during the simulation is 
determined by the motor RPM angular speed, the length of the cable and the ratio and 
efficiency of the meshing gears. Ignoring the term
k
test3.mdl determines the load position simply on the value of the driven gear’s turning 




T  e d in the model as the functional block labelled “LoadLiftedBy” with the 
q
the load movement anim n in the main display w
 function  driving-gear-angle and the gear ratio, where the gear ratio 
ngular displacements.  
 
T
calculation of driving and driven gear angles. Ignoring motor losses the driving gear 
                                                 
15 The model encodes this for only one gear in version 1.1. In a meshing gear system there are always a 
pair of interacting gear teeth and so the Simulink block should duplicate this calculation for the second 
gear. 
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 angle is directly determined by the motor RPM setting. This is given at each simulated 
time-step by: 
 
  driving-gear angular movement = motorRPM timestep 360 / 60  ….…… (9) 
igure 9.4 also highlights the testing of two system states for the gear-hoist mechanism 
he lifting of a load. Secondly, the force, or tension, present on the lifting cable 
should be checked against its breaking strain, which is set by the user via a slider bar on 
the simulation parameter dialogue window (see Figure 9.2). That is, if the force, as 
calculated by the kinematic equations, exceeds the breaking strain set by the user then 
the cable breaks, thus ending the simulation. Feedback for these states is limited to the 
premature ending of the simulation - visual and audio cues not being programmed for 
version 1.1. An example of this is shown in Figure B11 where the feedback plots show 
that the simulation has stopped at just 0.09 seconds into a 0.1 second simulation run, as 
a result of the user interactively increasing the load weight via the slider bar. 
 
Although partly established, model test3.mdl does not check transmitted gear-tooth 
stresses against the failure stresses supplied by the gear manufacturers in the VDF 
behaviour file. This is another state of geared-hoist system failure that needs to be 
checked. 
 
 where, motorRPM =  motor RPM setting; 
timestep  =  simulation sample-time in seconds; 
360  =  angle count per one complete motor revolution; and 
  60  =  number of seconds per minute of motor revolutions. 
 
This is encoded in the model as the functional block labelled “DrivingGearAngle”. In 
turn, its value is used to determine the driven gear angle as related by the gear ratio for 
the chosen gears, and is encoded by the block labelled “DrivenGearAngle”. Both values 
are then passed to RotateShaftsfun, which animates the meshed gear movements in the 
main display window at each time-step. The animated gear meshing interaction is 
simplistic as subtle, but crucial, gear backlash movements are not examined. 
 
F
(dashed green boxes). These states determine whether the simulation can continue. 
Firstly, the load position is checked against the spooler position as it is lifted. If the load 
















Conclusions and Further Work 
 
 
The project objectives were outlined in the Introduction. It was stated that as a prototype 
VP tool using MATLAB/Simulink VirtProtoBench is not intended to be fully-
functional. Issues dealing with its inconsistencies, limited functionality and potential for 
enhanced performance are addressed. 
 
 
10.1  Achievement of Project Objectives 
 
With respect to the project objectives highlighted in the Introduction and the Project 
Specification (see Appendix A) the following objectives have been addressed by the 
project: 
 
• MATLAB/Simulink has been evaluated as a feasible environment for the 
development of a software application for engineering design evaluation 
using the VP methodology; 
• a directory of files, referred to as a Virtual Definition Files directory, is 
shown as a valid template for encapsulating the essential engineering and 
manufacturing-based features of a component; 
• the application VirtProtoBench is designed as a framework for feature-
based VP using VDF directories and MATLAB/Simulink; and 




The following objective was not addressed: 
 
• VirtProtoBench evaluation using a simple electrical system. 
 
The failure to address this final objective is not considered to detract from the overall 
success of the project in showing that through an example application, like 
VirtProtoBench, MATLAB/Simulink can be successfully used, in conjunction with a 
file-based interface for component feature characterization, to import and assemble 
components into a valid engineering system prior to the evaluation of its dynamic 
performance through simulation. 
 
VirtProtoBench shows that the MATLAB tools provide for the following essential 
aspects of VP engineering design: 
 
• component feature importation and storage via functions to interact with 
the host operating system and to populate array-structure data constructs; 
• component and system visualisation through a suite of graphics 
primitives allowing the design and rendering of CAD-like solid-models 
in a 3-dimensional perspective setting; and 
• user interaction and feedback through a suite of standard UICs. 
 
In addition, VirtProtoBench successfully uses Simulink to: 
 
• express the system equations defining the mathematical behaviour of an 
engineering system as Simulink model files; and 
• allow the VP designer to set parameters before and during a system 
simulation characterized by real-time system kinematic animation and 
feedback of both those parameters and the changing system states. 
 
 
10.2   Further Work 
 
VirtProtoBench version 1.1 is not a fully-functional VP application. The nature of the 
feasibility study restricted by a limited time-frame means that the tool is plagued by a 
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 suite of limitations and software bugs. Those that are currently known are identified. In 
addition, to better meet the needs of a real-world VP tool requires that several aspects of 
the tool’s design be addressed. These, in turn, require considerable research, design and 
programming effort to be made. 
 
10.2.1   Bugs and Limitations 
 
The known software bugs in VirtProtoBench version 1.1 are: 
 
• Zooming too far in the MATLAB window provided via top-level menu 
Window->Duplicate View (see Figure. B8) crashes the author’s 
computer.  
• The positional axes for the driven gear remains displayed after it is 
connected to the driving gear. 
• Spooler-load collision does not work correctly during simulation if the 
driven gear is positioned at an angle less than 90o to the driving gear. 
• The slider bar does not correctly account for the gear presence on a shaft 
when a spooler is attached. 
 
VirtProtoBench version 1.1 is limited in its intended functionality in the following 
ways: 
 
• Simulink model test3.mdl (see Figure 9.1 and 9.4) needs an additional 
“AGMAGearStrengthEqn” functional block so that the stresses on both 
sets of teeth for the respective pair of meshed gears is calculated. 
• The output of the “AGMAGearStrengthEqn” functional block and the 
tooth strength parameters found in the gear VDF behaviour files are not 
displayed in the real-time feedback plots during simulation. 
• Feedback to the user on why a simulation has stopped (eg, broken cable) 
is incomplete. 
• Simulation pause and re-start via the simulation dialogue window (see 
Figure 9.2) does not work. 
• Simulation report generation (via a check box in the simulation dialogue) 
is non-functional. 
• Message posting to the main display status bar is incomplete. 
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 • The engineering system design and host system advice messages on the 
start up panel are incomplete (see Figure B1). 
• All help and dialogue messages are incomplete. 
• Main VP session saving and re-opening is non-functional. 
• Enlarging the main display axes, by using UI context menu “Zoom in”, 
interferes with the cube reference frame axes at the bottom right. 
• The use of sound effects is incomplete. 
• The use of OpenGL for object transparency (see horizontal slider bar in 
main window) is non-functional. 
• Rotation logic of components and assembled system about the selected 
axes is incomplete. 
• Component visualisation via VRML is non-functional. 
• Automatic main display continuous rotation (see push button “>>”) in 
the axes control panel on the main display is non-functional. 
• Presentation of the system component hierarchy (top-right list box in 
main display) to mirror the structure of Microsoft’s Windows Explorer 
directory/file view is non-functional. 
• The dialogue window colouring and UIC positioning is inconsistent 
across the application. 
• Interactive identification and attribute analysis of a component in the 
main display (eg by right-clicking on a context menu) is non-functional. 
 
There also exist redundancies in the code. For example, the function ModalDialogue.m 
(see Appendix C) is not needed as MATLAB provides short message mappings via the 
functions msgbox, errordlg, etc. In addition, there are inconsistencies in the UIC labeling 
and callback function names which detract from the maintenance aspects of the 
application code. 
 
10.2.2   Augmented Reality 
 
Augmented reality can refer to the augmentation of VR or the augmentation of the real-
world with other information. The VR aspects of VirtProtoBench are defined by the 
visualisation and animation of the components and assembled system in the main 
display window. MATLAB’s 3-dimensional projection, colour-mapping and lighting 
features all provide an aspect of realism to the rendered solid models. This, however, 
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 may be further enhanced by techniques such as texture-mapping. In this case, the 
manufacturer would provide photographs off all the component facets. Using 
MATLAB’s texture-mapping facility the photos would be mapped directly to the 
appropriately rendered planar face (ie patch object) in the main display. Furthermore, it 
may be possible to render the assembled system scene with the appropriate use of colour 
and lighting so that “3D glasses” can be used by the designer to enhance the visual 
perception of the design. 
 
Of great research interest is the augmentation of the real-world with other information. 
In this case, VirtProtoBench may take the VDF file descriptions and, through some 
external means, provide the visualisation to a pair of specialised goggles worn by the 
designer. The goggles would then act to overlay the spatial extent, form and appearance 
of the component onto some physical template within the design environment, thereby 
presenting the component in its more life-like proportions rather than as a scaled-down 
version as rendered in the main display window. 
 
10.2.3   Object-Oriented Design 
 
The commonality of features within component families makes engineering systems 
design based on feature extraction and characterisation suitable for the application of 
object-oriented methodologies. Modelica, which was presented in section 3.2, is an 
excellent example of the development of a programming environment based on object-
oriented principles for the design of heterogeneous physical systems. Although 
VirtProtoBench version 1.1 was developed as a procedural programming model, the 
tools exist within MATLAB to support the essential aspects of object-oriented design. 
These are: 
 
• the encapsulation of data and methods acting on that data as instantiated 
objects of class template definitions; 
• the inheritance of class design by having multiple child sub-classes 
inherit the aspects of a common parent class; 
• the aggregation of objects where an object contains other objects; and 
• the use of function and operator overloading to override standard 
MATLAB functionality with functionality more applicable to the type of 
object being manipulated. 
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VirtProtoBench can use encapsulation to bundle VDF geometry, material and product 
file definitions as instantiated object data fields while the behaviour file definitions may 
be used to define the form of object function methods on that data. That is, the object 
data encodes the static features of the component while the object functions encode the 
dynamic features. 
 
VirtProtoBench can use inheritance to define component families, thereby streamlining 
the programming effort involved whenever a new component type appears on the 
market. For example, the gear family class definition would store all the common 
aspects of a gear’s design, such as diametral pitch, shaft radius, etc, leaving the subclass 
definitions to further characterise the new design aspects, such as, for example, tiered 
supporting hubs. 
 
VirtProtoBench can use aggregation for system assembly. The embedding of objects 
suggests that a motor object can, in turn, be viewed as a system of other objects rather 
than just as a singular definable component. That is, the motor object is made up of such 
things as the shaft object, with its own defining mechanical characteristics, and a stator 
object, with its own defining mechanical, electrical and magnetic characteristics. 
 
VirtProtoBench can use operator and function overloading to define such things as a 
component connection function which provides the appropriate coding dependent on the 
pairing of components to be interconnected.  
 
10.2.4   Multi-Domain Engineering Design 
 
VP of multi-domain, or heterogeneous, engineering systems is the ultimate aim of a 
fully functional VP tool. In this design paradigm components, of disparate component 
families, are assembled into a system which can be simulated in a single run for multi-
mode behaviours, including mechanical, electrical and magnetic interactions. This 
affords the designer an understanding as close as possible to the real-world setting of 
how the system will behave given all the permutations of its intended design and 
environmental setting. The complexity involved in programming a VP application to 
achieve this is large. 
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 VirtProtoBench version 1.1 is designed to assemble and simulate only a simple geared-
hoist mechanism made up of two interacting spur gears. The physical permutations of 
this form of simple mechanical design are large and would include such things as: 
modelling for non-spur gears; allowing for multiple shaft-mounted gears with clutching  
available to select the interacting gear pairs; allowing for the mounting of bearings 
between the shafts and gear-box housing; etc. In addition, as stated previously, the 
system could be simulated for as many provisions of physical interactions as can be 
mathematically expressed by system equations, thereby requiring a much larger 
Simulink model file than test3.mdl (see Figure 9.1 and 9.4). 
 
The wide variety of component types and forms of interconnection, as well as the large 
number of physical actions that need to be modeled, suggests that a VP tool design 
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The following diagrams are snapshots showing the use of VirtProtoBench version 1.1 in 
building a geared-hoist mechanism. The sequence of the snapshots largely follows that 
of what faces the designer sequentially whilst building and testing the mechanism. 












Figure B2. VirtProtoBench main application figure window with pull-down menu choice for toggle 
floor plan grid highlighted: View->Display_Grid->Display_Zlines. 
 
 
Figure B3. VirtProtoBench with modal dialogue to load VDF components invoked via Component-
>Load … pull-down menu. 
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Figure B4. Motor component schematic displayed via Pictures push button on load component 
dialogue window (see Figure B3). 
 
 
Figure B5: VirtProtoBench main display window showing arranged components before attempted 
assembly into a geared-hoist mechanism. 
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Figure B6. Geared-hoist system assembly as driving gear id 8 is about to be connected to driven gear id 
9. The gear connection angle is established by the slider bar on the connection dialogue window. 
 
 
Figure B7. System status dialogue, invoked by System->System Parameters, providing feedback  
on the current status of assembled gear-hoist system. 
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Figure B8. Simulatable gear-hoist mechanism with top perspective view provided by a secondary 
MATLAB figure window activated by pull-down menu option Window->Duplicate View. 
 
 
Figure B9. Geared-hoist mechanism with simulation parameters dialogue window ready for simulation. 
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Figure B10. Geared-hoist mechanism during simulation with main display window animation 
overlayed by interactive simulation dialogue (window to right) and real-time feedback plots of 
simulation parameters (window to left). Note plotting axes titles do not reflect parameters being plotted. 
 
 
Figure B11. Simulation as for Figure B10, but with parameters changed interactively via simulation 
dialogue list box menu and slider bars. Note changed motor setting and incrementally increasing load 
weight are reflected in real-time in the axes plots (ie duplicated across 4 plotting axes). Note also 
simulation has stopped short of the allocated 0.1s simulation run-time length as a result of the load 






















The following represents the collection of MATLAB files used to run VirtProtoBench 
/Simulink on the author’s laptop. The application commences by typing 
” at t mand line. Note that hard-coded directory paths 
hanged for installations on other 
Appendix C.3  AssembleMotorshaftcoupler.m 
Appendix C.4  AssembleShaft.m 
Appendix C.5  AssembleSpooler.m 
Appendix C.6  BuildGearDefn.m 
Appendix C.7  BuildHollowCylinder.m 
Appendix C.8  BuildMotorDefn.m 
Appendix C.9  BuildMotorshaftcouplerDefn.m 
Appendix C.10 BuildNonInvoluteGear.m 
Appendix C.11 BuildPrimitiveBox.m 
Appendix C.12 BuildPrimitiveCylinder.m 
Appendix C.13 BuildShaftDefn.m 
Appendix C.14 BuildSpoolerDefn.m 
Appendix C.15 ComponentDetailsDialogue.m 
Appendix C.16 ComponentLoadListBox.m 
Appendix C.17 ConnectComponentDialogue.m 
Appendix C.18 CoverCylinderEnds.m 
Appendix C.19 GetComponentDetail.m 
Appendix C.20 GetGearTeethNo.m 
Appendix C.21 GetSystemComponent.m 
Appendix C.22 GetSystemDetails.m 
Appendix C.23 LiftLoadsfun.m 
Appendix C.24 ModalDialogue.m 
Appendix C.25 PlotParametersfun.m 
Appendix C.26 RotateShaftsfun.m 
using MATLAB
“VirtProtoBench he MATLAB com
and imported filename extensions will need to be c
platforms. 
 
Appendix C.1  AssembleGear.m 
Appendix C.2  AssembleMotor.m 
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 Appendix C.27 SetComponentLightProperties.m 
ppendix C.29 SetSystemComponentDetail.m 
.30 SimulateSystemDialogue.m 
ppendix C.31 SplitTextIntoRows.m 
SystemParametersDialogue.m 
















Appendix C.1 MATLAB function AssembleGear.m 
 
function [error_found,message] = AssembleGear(system_component_id,hMainAxes) 
global Ggear Gassemble 
 
error_found = 0; 
message = ''; 
gear_no = 0; 
 
gear_count = length(Ggear); 
for count = 1:gear_count 
    if (Ggear(count).id == system_component_id) 
        gear_no = count; 
        break; 
    end 
end 
 
if (gear_no == 0) 
    % Should not be here 
    message = 'could not find gear id in System Connection Tree'; 
    error_found = 1; 
    return 
end 
 
% Graphically build gear of non-involute, ie straight, tooth edge profile. 
gear_pos = Gassemble.gear.pos;  







                    Ggear(gear_no).geometry.tooth_angle(3),... 
                            Ggear(gear_no).geometry.tooth_dims(1),... 
                                  Ggear(gear_no).geometry.tooth_dims(2),... 
                                          Ggear(gear_no).material.colour,... 
pos,... 
ear_rot,... 
                hMainAxes);   
member first handle in array hgear is the handle to gear position axes, which is used to 
t 
 Display newly assembled component and store its graphic handle in the component structure 
= hgear; 
n     = gear_pos; 
n = gear_rot; 
gear_rot = [0 0 0]; 
edges_on = 0; 
[az,el] = view(hMainAxes); 
[hgear,error_found,message] = BuildNonInvoluteGear(... 
                                            Ggear(gea
                                            Ggear(gear_no).geometry.wheel_radius(2),... 
                                            Ggear(gear_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3),... 
                                            Ggear(
                                            Ggear(gear_no).geometry.wheel_width(2),... 
                                            Gg geometry.keyhole_dims(1),... 
                                            Gg geometry.keyhole_dims(2),... 
                                            Gg eometry.tooth_angle(1),... 
                                            Gg eometry.tooth_angle(2),... 
                        
                
          
  
                                            edges_on,... 
                                            gear_
                                            g
                            
view(hMainAxes,az,el);  
if error_found 








Ggear(gear_no).handle       
Ggear(gear_no).positio







Appendix C.2 MATLAB function AssembleMotor.m 
 
function [error_found,message] = AssembleMotor(system_component_id,hMainAxes) 
global Gmotor Gassemble 
 
error_found = 0; 
message = ''; 
motor_no = 0; 
 
motor_count = length(Gmotor); 
for count = 1:motor_count 
    if (Gmotor(count).id == system_component_id) 
        motor_no = count; 
        break; 
    end 
end 
 
if (motor_no == 0) 
    % Should not be here 
    message = 'could not find motor id in System Connection Tree'; 
    error_found = 1; 
    return 
end 
 
% Graphically build motor case - length of motor case runs down x-axis from origin to +v end while width 
rigin is the bottom-left corner 
1 in line with the z-y axis
 1]; 
ced to bottom-left coord of panel 1 along y-z axes 
idth 
ori n = Gas emble.m
ry.case_dims(3) + ... 
      ry.shaft_dims(2)) 0 0]; 
es); 
).geometry.case_dims(1),... 
                                               Gmotor(motor_no).geometry.case_dims(2),... 
          Gmotor(motor_no).geometry.case_dims(3),... 
                                               Gmotor(motor_no).material.colour,... 








                                            seal_ends, motor_shaft_rot, motor_shaft_pos, hMainAxes); 
found 
  return 
end 
view(hMainAxes,az,el);     
 
% Assemble new motor component as box and driveshaft together. Remember fist handle in array hmotor 
% is handle to case position axes, which is passed as first handle in hbox and this is now used to  
% reference the component 
hmotor = [hbox hcyl]; 
% Display newly assembled component and store its graphic handle in the component structure 
set(hmotor,'Visible','on'); 
SetComponentLightProperties(hmotor); 
Gmotor(motor_no).handle       = hmotor; 
Gmotor(motor_no).position     = case_origin; 
Gmotor(motor_no).load_position  = case_origin; 




% goes from origin to +v y-axis and height goes from origin to +v z-axis. The o
% of panel . 
panels_on = [1 1 1 1 1
edges_on = 1; 
% Box positions are referen
% (ie x=0) which is motor front (ie drive shaft end) horizontal w
case_ gi s otor.pos; 
Gassemble.motor.pos = Gassemble.motor.pos + [1.1*(Gmotor(motor_no).geomet




                                       
  
                        
if error_fo
    ret
e
 
% place motor shaft at origin of motor case
motor_shaft_pos = case_or
motor_shaft_rot = [0 -90 0]; 
seal_ends = 1; 
[hcyl,error_found,message] = BuildPrimitiveCylinder(Gmotor(motor_no).geom















 not find motor-shaft-coupler id in System Connection Tree'; 
und = 1; 
urn 
nd 
y.dims(3) 0 0]; 
xes); 
found,message] = BuildHollowCylinder(…      
Gmotorshaftcoupler(coupler_no).geometry.dims(1),... 
pler_no).geometry.dims(2),... 
                                  Gmotorshaftcoupl
                                  coupler_rot, coupl
inAxes,az,el); 
 error_found 
onent and store its graphic handle in the component structure 





function [error_found,message] = AssembleMotorshaftcoupler(system_component_id,h
global Gmotorshaftcoupler
 
error_found = 0; 




for count = 1:coupler_coun
    if (Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).id == system_com
        coupler_no = coun
        break; 
    end 
end 
 
if (coupler_no == 0
    % Should not be here 
    message = 'could
    error_fo
    ret
e
 
coupler_pos = Gassemble.motorshaftcoupler.pos; 
Gassemble.motorshaftcoupler.pos = Gassemble.motorshaftcoupler.pos + ... 
                   [1.1*Gmotorshaftcoupler(coupler_no).geometr
coupler_rot = [0 0 0]; 
% Get and reset main axes parameters 
[az,el] = view(hMainA
[hcoupler,error_
           
                                  Gmotorshaftcoupler(cou







    return 
end 
 
% Display newly assembled comp
SetComponentLightProperties(hcoupler); 
set(hcoupler,'Visible','on'); 
Gmotorshaftcoupler(coupler_no).handle        = hcoupler; 
 = coupler_pos; 
n = coupler_pos; 





Appendix C.4 MATLAB function AssembleShaft.m 
 
function [error_found,message] = AssembleShaft(system_component_id,hMainAxes) 
global Gshaft Gassemble 
 
error_found = 0; 
message = ''; 
shaft_no = 0; 
 
shaft_count = length(Gshaft); 
for count = 1:shaft_count 
    if (Gshaft(count).id == system_component_id) 
        shaft_no = count; 
        break; 
    end 
end 
 
if (shaft_no == 0) 
    message = 'could not find shaft id in System Connection Tree'; 
    error_found = 1; 
    return 
end 
 
% Graphically build rectangular keyway which sits along spine of cylinder. Shaft is positioned along x-axis 
xis % end. Remember that MATLAB builds a cylinder with radius 
dPrimitiveCylinder. 
shaft_pos = Gassemble.sh
s = shaft_pos + [-Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.cyl_dims(2) 0 ... 
              2*Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.key_dims(2)]; 
seal_ends = 1; 
pos_axes_on = 1; 
[az,el] = view(hMainAxes); 
[hcyl,error_found,message] = BuildP try.cyl_dims,... 
aterial.colour,... 
             seal_ends,shaft_rot,shaft_pos,hMainAxes); 
    return 
end 
 
panels_on = [1 1 1 1 1 1]; 
edges_on  = 0; 
NT of panel one along 
% the y-z axes facing down
dims(2) 0 ... 





       panels_on,edges_on,case_pos,hMainAxes); 
inAxes,az,el); 
r_found 
  return 
ble new shaft component as keybox and cylinder shaft together. Remember first handle in array 
haft is handle to shaft position axes, which is passed as first handle in hcyl 
shaft = [hcyl hbox]; 
nd store its graphic handle in the component structure 
ies(hshaft); 
ft; 
 [0 0 0]
turn % 
% with keyway flush to cylinder at -v x-a
% in x-y plane and cylinder height along +ve Z - see Buil
aft.pos + [Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.cyl_dims(2) 0 0]; 
Gassemble.shaft.po
                                              
shaft_rot = [0 -90 0]; 
rimitiveCylinder(Gshaft(shaft_no).geome
             Gshaft(shaft_no).m
if error_found 
% BuildPrimitiveBox builds the box with the centre case_pos at the CENTRE-FRO
 +v x. 
case_pos  = shaft_pos + [-Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.cyl_
ft(shaft_no).geometry.key_dims(2)]; 
PrimitiveBox(Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.key_dims(1),... 
       Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.key_dims(2
       Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.









% Display newly assembled component a
set(hshaft,'Visible','on'); 
SetComponentLightPropert
Gshaft(shaft_no).handle       = hsha
Gshaft(shaft_no).position     = shaft_pos; 
Gshaft(shaft_no).load_position    = shaft_pos; 






Appendix C.5 MATLAB function AssembleSpooler.m 
 
function [error_found,message] =AssembleSpooler(system_component_id,hMainAxes) 
essage = ''; 
count = length(Gspooler); 
pooler_count 
  if (Gspooler(count).id == system_component_id) 
 
 not find spooler id in System Connection Tree'; 
the main spooling cylinder and two flanking rim cylinders 
pooler.pos + ... 














ooler(spooler_no).geometry.wheel_length(1) - ... 








mponent and store its graphic handle in the component structure 
et(hspooler,'Visible','on'); 
oler); 
andle  = hspooler; 
no).position  = spool1_pos; 
tion  = spool1_pos; 
= [0 0 0]; 
global Gspooler Gassemble 
 
error_found = 0; 
m
spooler_no = 0; 
 
spooler_
for count = 1:s
  
        spooler_no = count; 
        break; 
    end 
end 
 
if (spooler_no == 0)
    message = 'could
    error_found = 1; 
    return 
end 
 
% Build 3 cylinders: 
spool1_pos = Gassemble.spooler.pos; 
Gassemble.spooler.pos = Gassemble.s





spool_pos = spool1_pos; 
[hrimcyl1,











    return 
end 
 













Appendix C.6 MATLAB function BuildGearDefn.m 
 the shaft VDF directory now open the files and store all the  
age_geom]   = fopen(strcat(directory,'\geometry.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
v,message_behav] = fopen(strcat(directory,'\behaviour.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
e_mat]         = fopen(strcat(directory,'\material.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
     = fopen(strcat(directory,'\product.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
= -1) 
  error_found = 1; 
y file failed'; 
d_mat fid_prod]); 
d'; 
m fid_mat fid_prod]); 
ehav fid_prod]); 
= -1) 
en VDF product file failed'; 
ear geometry details 
om); 
k = strfind(line,':'); 
  param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
reak+1:end); 
radius' 
el_radius = str2num(value); 
 str2num(value); 
e_dims' 
.geometry.keyhole_dims = str2num(value); 
etry.tooth_angle = str2num(value); 
p.geometry.tooth_dims = str2num(value); 
witch 
geom); 
 Load gear behaviour details 
 
function [error_found,message,no] = BuildGearDefn(directory) 
% Given that all the requisite files exist in
% details in a Ggear structure. 
global Ggear 
 
gear_temp = Ggear(1); 
error_found = 0; 
no = 0; 
message = ''; 
 







    message = 'open VDF geometr
    fclose([fid_behav fi
    return 
elseif (fid_behav == -1) 
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'open VDF behaviour file faile
    fclose([fid_geo
    return 
elseif (fid_mat == -1) 
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'open VDF material file failed'; 
    fclose([fid_geom fid_b
    return 
elseif (fid_prod =
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'op
    fclose([fid_geom fid_behav fid_mat]); 





while (line ~= -1) 
    parambrea
  
    value            = line(paramb
    switch param 
        case 'wheel_
            gear_temp.geometry.whe
        case 'wheel_width' 
            gear_temp.geometry.wheel_width =
        case 'keyhol
            gear_temp
        case 'tooth_angle' 
            gear_temp.geom
        case 'tooth_dims' 
            gear_tem
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %s




line = fgetl(fid_behav); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value            = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'thermalCOE' 
 102
 




haviour.tooth_strength_tensile_yield = str2num(value); 
  gear_temp.behaviour.tooth_strength_tensile_max = str2num(value); 
gth_shear' 
tooth_strength_compressive' 
          gear_temp.behaviour.tooth_strength_compressive = str2num(value); 
 




      gear_temp.material.bhn = value; 
 'colour' 
  gear_temp.material.colour = str2num(value); 
      otherwise 
ar product details 
ne = fgetl(fid_prod); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value            = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'name' 
            gear_temp.product.name = value; 
        case 'serial' 
            gear_temp.product.serialno = value; 
        case 'cost' 
            gear_temp.product.cost = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
end %while 
 
% Try and close all opened VDF files 
close_geom = fclose(fid_geom); 
close_behav = fclose(fid_behav); 
close_mat = fclose(fid_mat); 
close_prod = fclose(fid_prod); 
if (close_geom == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF geometry file failed'); 
        case 'tooth_streng
            gear_temp.behaviour.tooth_strength_tensile_operating 
        case '
            gear_temp.be
        case 'tooth_strength_tensile_max' 
          
        case 'tooth_stren
            gear_temp.behaviour.tooth_strength_shear = str2num(value); 
        case '
  
        case 'tooth_strength_10^8endurance'
            gear_temp.behaviour.tooth_strength_10to8
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_behav); 
end %while 
 
% Load gear material details 
line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value            = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'weight' 
            gear_temp.material.weight = str2n
        case 'composition' 
            gear_temp.material.composition = v
        case 'construction' 
            gear_temp.material.construction = val
        case 'bhn' 
      
        case 'AISI' 
            gear_temp.material.aisi_no = value; 
        case
          
  
            ; 
    end %switch 








if (close_behav == -1) 
end 













 definition not complete - check VDF files'; 
rn; 
n all requisite defns found in VDF files  
ad sequential component type into gear structure array 
o = length(Ggear) + 1; 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF behaviour file failed'); 
if (close_mat == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF material file failed'); 
end 
if (close_prod == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF product file failed'); 
end 
 
% Check that all shaft VDF
if ( isempty(gear_temp.geometry.wheel_radius)... 
     || isempty(gear_temp.geome
     || isempty(gear_temp.geome
     || isempty(gear_temp.geometry.tooth_angle)... 
     || isempty(gear_temp.geometry.tooth_dims)... 
     || isempty(gear_temp.behaviour.tcoe)... 
     || isempty(gear_temp.behaviour.tooth_strength_tensile_operating)... 
     || isempty(gear_temp.behaviour.tooth_strength_tensile_yield)... 
     || isempty(gear_temp.behaviour.tooth_stre
  
     || isempty(gea
     || isempty(gear_tem
     || isempty(gear_temp.material.weight)... 
     || isempty(gear_t
     || isempty(gear_temp.material.construction)...
     || isemp
     || isempt
     || isempty(gear_temp
     || isempty(gear_temp.product.name)... 
     || isempty(gear_temp.product.serialno)... 
     || isempt
   ) 
   error_found = 1; 
   message = 'Gear
   retu
end 
 
% If got here the
% Therefore lo
n






Appendix C.7 MATLAB function BuildHollowCylinder.m 
 
function [hholcyl,error_found,message] = BuildHollowCylinder(hole_radius,rim_radius,len,colour,rot,pos,... 
              hparent_axes) 
hich is composed of the fundamental MATLAB cylinder 
 the cylinder and does not display it. The returned graphics handle 
ylinder. The returned handle is associated with the parent axes  
nder is moved about via rotation rot and new origin pos params. This  
erated cylinder parameters: 
 0] 
               cylinder length direction = +Z axis 
t cylinder params: 
%       dimensions: hollow hole_radius, outer rim_radius cylinder length length 
%       colour: colour = [R G B] 
%       new origin: pos = [x y z] 
%       axes rotation about new origin*: rot = [Rx Ry Rz] 
%       handle to parent axes*: hparent_axes = handle 
% *old origin of cylinder is always [0 0 0] so to move and align the cylinder lengthwise set its alignment by  
% rotataion then translate its old origin at [0 0 0] to the new origin [x y z] 
% *NOTE: the returned handle hholcyl has NO graphics context unless it is associated with a parent axes. 
global DEFAULT_COMPONENT_COLOUR 
 
error_found = 0; 
message = ''; 
if ( (hole_radius <= 0) || ~(rim_radius > hole_radius) || (len <= 0) ) 
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'bad hollow cylinder dimensions'; 
    return; 
end 
if (length(colour) ~= 3) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Cylinder colour not found - using system default'); 
    colour = DEFAULT_COMPONENT_COLOUR; 
end 
if (length(pos) ~= 3) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Cylinder origin not found - set at [0 0 0]'); 
    origin = [0 0 0]; 
end 
if (length(rot) ~= 3) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Cylinder rotation vector not found - set at [0 0 0]'); 
    rot = [0 0 0]; 
end 
 
% Generate default cylinder made up of 20 pts around circumference. This is the unit radius cylinder lying  
% on the x-y plane centred at x,y = 0,0 and pointing up towards the +v z-axis 
[x,y,z] = cylinder; 
cyl_inner_x   = x*hole_radius; 
cyl_inner_y   = y*hole_radius; 
cyl_inner_z   = z*len; 
cyl_outer_x   = x*rim_radius; 
cyl_outer_y   = y*rim_radius; 
cyl_outer_z   = z*len; 
hcyl_inner    = surf(cyl_inner_x,cyl_inner_y,cyl_inner_z,'Parent',hparent_axes); 
hcyl_outer    = surf(cyl_outer_x,cyl_outer_y,cyl_outer_z,'Parent',hparent_axes); 
[hcyl_top,hcyl_bottom] = CoverCylinderEnds(cyl_inner_x,cyl_inner_y,cyl_inner_z,cyl_outer_x,… 
 cyl_outer_y,cyl_outer_z,hparent_axes); 
hholcyl = [hcyl_inner hcyl_outer hcyl_top hcyl_bottom]; 
set(hholcyl,'Visible','off','FaceColor',colour,'EdgeColor','none'); 
  
% Now establish default cylinder as origin at [0 0 0] and lying lengthwise along the  x-axis towards +X 
rotate(hholcyl,[0 1 0],90,[0 0 0]); 
 
% Set up reference axes for centre of bottom of hollow cylinder at [0 0 0] 
negx_axis_length = 0.2 * len; 
posx_axis_length = 1.2 * len; 
y_axis_length = 1.2 * rim_radius; 
z_axis_length = 1.2 * rim_radius; 
horigin_axis_x = line([0-negx_axis_length 0+posx_axis_length],[0 0],[0 0]); 
horigin_axis_y = line([0 0],[0-y_axis_length 0+y_axis_length],[0 0]); 
horigin_axis_z = line([0 0],[0 0],[0-z_axis_length 0+z_axis_length]); 
horigin_axes = [horigin_axis_x horigin_axis_y horigin_axis_z]; 
% Build a graphical hollow closed cylinder w
% primitive. The function only builds
% hholcyl represents the hollow solid c
% hparent_axes. The generated cyli
% is done wrt tthe standard MATLAB gen





set(horigin_axes,'Parent',hparent_axes,'Visible','off','Color',[0 0 0],'LineWidth',1.0); 
gin [0 0 0] 
 0 0],rot(1),[0 0 0]); 
tate(hholcyl,[0 1 0],rot(2),[0 0 0]); 
[0 0 0]); 




hholcyl = [horigin_axes hholcyl]; 
 










Appendix C.8 MATLAB function BuildMotorDefn.m 
message,no] = BuildMotorDefn(directory) 
e requisite files exist in the motor VDF directory now open the files and store all the 
otor(1); 
mponent ensure that all VDF files able to be opened 
t(directory,'\geometry.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
ge_behav] = fopen(strcat(directory,'\behaviour.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
t(directory,'\material.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
_prod]  = fopen(strcat(directory,'\product.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
 1; 
e = 'open VDF geometry file failed'; 
av fid_mat fid_prod]); 
hav == -1) 
  error_found = 1; 
viour file failed'; 
_mat fid_prod]); 
'; 
m fid_behav fid_prod]); 
; 
m fid_behav fid_mat]); 
ometry details 
 -1) 
  parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
str2num(value); 
wise 
e = fgetl(fid_geom); 
ad Motor behaviour details 
; 
rambreak = strfind(line,':'); 




% Given that all th
% details in a Gmotor structure. 
global Gmotor  
 
motor_temp = Gm
no = 0; 
error_found = 0; 
message = ''; 
 
% Before build co
[fid_geom,message_geom] = fopen(strca
[fid_behav,messa
[fid_mat,message_mat]  = fopen(strca
[fid_prod,message
if (fid_geom == -1) 
    error_found =
    messag
    fclose([fid_beh
    return 
elseif (fid_be
  
    message = 'open VDF beha
    fclose([fid_geom fid
    return 
elseif (fid_mat == -1) 
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'open VDF material file failed
    fclose([fid_geo
    return 
elseif (fid_prod == -1) 
    error_found = 1
    message = 'open VDF product file failed'; 
    fclose([fid_geo
    return 
end 
 
% Load Motor ge
line = fgetl(fid_geom); 
while (line ~=
  
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value            = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'case' 
            motor_temp.geometry.case_dims = 
        case 'shaft' 
            motor_temp.geometry.shaft_dims = str2num(value); 
        other
            ; 
    end %switch 





while (line ~= -1) 
    pa
  
    value            = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'speed_v_torque' 
            motor_temp.behaviour.speed_v_torque = str2num
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 





% Load Motor material details 
line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
while (line ~= -1) 
find(line,':'); 
        = line(parambreak+1:end); 
itch param 
      case 'power' 
al.weight = str2num(value); 
          motor_temp.material.type_shaft = value; 
se 'case' 
          motor_temp.material.type_case = value; 
        case 'colour' 
            motor_temp.material.colour = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
end %while 
 
% Load Motor product details 
line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value           = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'name' 
            motor_temp.product.name = value; 
        case 'serial' 
            motor_temp.product.serialno = value; 
        case 'cost' 
            motor_temp.product.cost = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
end %while 
 
% Try and close all opened VDF files 
close_geom = fclose(fid_geom); 
close_behav = fclose(fid_behav); 
close_mat = fclose(fid_mat); 
close_prod = fclose(fid_prod); 
if (close_geom == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF geometry file failed'); 
end 
if (close_behav == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF behaviour file failed'); 
end 
if (close_mat == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF material file failed'); 
end 
if (close_prod == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF product file failed'); 
end 
 
% Check that all motor VDF defns present 
if ( isempty(motor_temp.geometry.case_dims)... 
     || isempty(motor_temp.geometry.shaft_dims)... 
     || isempty(motor_temp.behaviour.speed_v_torque)... 
     || isempty(motor_temp.material.power)... 
     || isempty(motor_temp.material.weight)... 
     || isempty(motor_temp.material.type_case)... 
     || isempty(motor_temp.material.type_shaft)... 
     || isempty(motor_temp.material.colour)... 
    parambreak = str
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value   
    sw
  
            motor_temp.material.power = value; 
        case 'weight' 
            motor_temp.materi
        case 'shaft' 
  




     || isempty(motor_temp.product.name)... 
     || isempty(motor_temp.product.serialno)... 
n not complete - check VDF files'; 
 return; 
here then all requisite defns found in VDF files  
ad sequential component type into motor structure array 
o = length(Gmotor) + 1; 
     || isempty(motor_temp.product.cost)... 
   ) 
   error_found = 1; 




% If got 
% Therefore lo
n






Appendix C.9 MATLAB function BuildMotorshaftcouplerDefn.m 
o] = BuildMotorshaftcouplerDefn(directory) 
 the motor-shaft-coupler VDF directory  now open the files and  
er structure. 
ftcoupler 
ponent ensure that all VDF files able to be opened 
ory,'\geometry.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
 = fopen(strcat(directory,'\behaviour.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
essage_mat]  = fopen(strcat(directory,'\material.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
e_prod]  = fopen(strcat(directory,'\product.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
d = 1; 




n VDF material file failed'; 
 1; 
e = 'open VDF product file failed'; 
m fid_behav fid_mat]); 
arambreak+1:end); 
eometry.dims = str2num(value); 
  ; 
while 
 fgetl(fid_behav); 
hile (line ~= -1) 
um(value); 





% Given that all the requisite files exist in
% store all the details in a Gmotorshaftcoupl
global Gmotorsha
 
coupler_temp = Gmotorshaftcoupler(1); 
error_found = 0; 
no = 0; 
message = ''; 
 





if (fid_geom == -1) 
    error_foun
  
    fclose([fid_behav fid_mat fid_pr
    return 
elseif (fid_behav =
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'open VDF behaviour file f
    fclose([fid_geom fid_mat fid_prod]); 
    return 
elseif (fid_mat == -1) 
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'ope
    fclose([fid_geom fid_behav fid_prod]); 
    return 
elseif (fid_prod == -1) 
    error_found =
    messag
    fclose([fid_geo
    return 
end 
 
% Load geometry details 
line = fgetl(fid_geom); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value            = line(p
    switch param 
        case 'dims' 
            coupler_temp.g
        otherwise 
          
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_geom); 
end %
 
% Load behaviour details 
line =
w
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value            = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'thermalCOE' 
            coupler_temp.behaviour.tcoe = str2n
      
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fg
end %
 
% Load material details 
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line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
            = line(parambreak+1:end); 
  switch param 
        case 'weight' 
            coupler_temp.material.weight = str2num(value); 
        case 'composition' 
            coupler_temp.material.composition = value; 
        case 'construction' 
            coupler_temp.material.construction = value; 
        case 'colour' 
            coupler_temp.material.colour = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
end %while 
 
% Load product details 
line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value            = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'name' 
            coupler_temp.product.name = value; 
        case 'serial' 
            coupler_temp.product.serialno = value; 
        case 'cost' 
            coupler_temp.product.cost = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
end %while 
 
% Try and close all opened VDF files 
close_geom = fclose(fid_geom); 
close_behav = fclose(fid_behav); 
close_mat = fclose(fid_mat); 
close_prod = fclose(fid_prod); 
if (close_geom == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF geometry file failed'); 
end 
if (close_behav == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF behaviour file failed'); 
end 
if (close_mat == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF material file failed'); 
end 
if (close_prod == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF product file failed'); 
end 
 
% Check that all motor VDF defns present 
if ( isempty(coupler_temp.geometry.dims) || isempty(coupler_temp.behaviour.tcoe)... 
     || isempty(coupler_temp.material.weight) || isempty(coupler_temp.material.composition)... 
     || isempty(coupler_temp.material.construction) || isempty(coupler_temp.material.colour)... 
     || isempty(coupler_temp.product.name) || isempty(coupler_temp.product.serialno)... 
     || isempty(coupler_temp.product.cost)... 
   ) 
   error_found = 1; 
   message = 'Motor definition not complete - check VDF files'; 
   return; 
end 
 
% If got here then all requisite defns found in VDF files  




% Therefore load sequential component type into motor-shaft-coupler structure array 





Gmotorshaftcoupler(no) = coupler_temp; 
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Appendix C.10 MATLAB function BuildNonInvoluteGear.m 
on [hgear,error_found,message] = BuildNonInvoluteGear(gear_hole_radius,gear_hub_radius,... 
gear_base_circle_radius,gear_wheel_width,gear_hub_width… 
keyhole_width,keyhole_height,tooth_pressure_angle,... 
luteGear builds a basic gear using straight tooth profile edges rather than involutes and 
handle associated with axes hparent_axes. Current restrictions: not set up 
R 








 Check if hub present then build 
ar_hole_radius; 
ole = z*gear_hub_width; 
  xrim  = x*gear_hub_radius; 
rf(xrim,yrim,zrim,'Parent',hparent_axes);    
hbot_face] = CoverCylinderEnds(xhole,yhole,zhole,xrim,yrim,zrim,hparent_axes); 
ot_face]; 
c about gear centre 






% returns its graphic non-visible 
% to design for bevel and helical angles as well as keyhole dimensions 
global DEFAULT_COMPONENT_COLOU
 
error_found = 0; 




    message = 'tooth angles must be positive'; 
    error_found = 1; 
    return 
end 
if ~isempty(find(angles>90)) 
    message = 'tooth angles must be < 90'; 
    error_found = 1; 
    return 
end 
if (length(colour) ~= 3) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Gear colour not found - using system default'); 
    colour = DEFAULT_COMPONENT_COLOUR; 
end 
if (length(pos) ~= 3) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Gear position vector lid - set at [0 0 0]'); 
    pos = [0 0 0]; 
end 
if (length(rot) ~= 3) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Gear rotation vector not found - set at [0 0 0]'); 
    rot = [0 0 0]; 
e
 
% Set up gear cylinders with same no. of approximating patches as the no of teeth 
teeth_no = floor(2*pi*gear_base_circle_radius/tooth_width); 
 
[x,y,z] = cylinder(1,teeth_no); 
% Build cylinder for main wheel 
xhole = x*gear_hole_radius; 
yhole = y*gear_hole_rad
zhole = z*gear_wheel
xrim  = x*gear_base_circle_radius; 
yrim  = y*gea
zrim  = z*gear_wheel_width; 
hincyl  = surf(xhole,yhole,zhole,'Parent',hparent_ax
houtcyl = surf(xrim,yrim,zrim,'Parent',hparent_axes); 
[htop_face,hbot_face] = CoverCylinderEnds(xhole,yhole,zhol
hgear_wheel = [hincyl houtcyl htop_face hbot_face]; 
 
%
if (gear_hub_width ~= 0) 
    % Build cylinder for inner gear hub 
    xhole = x*ge
    yhole = y*gear_hole_radius; 
    zh
  
    yrim  = y*gear_hub_radius; 
    zrim  = z*gear_hub_width; 
    hincyl  = surf(xhole,yhole,zhole,'Parent',hparent_axes); 
    houtcyl = su
    [htop_face,
    hgear_hub = [hincyl houtcyl htop_face hb
    % Now translate hub to be symmetri




    hgear_hub = []; 
end 
hgear = [hgear_wheel hgear_hub]; 
 
% Before placing teeth on gear rim rotate and translate gear so that it is aligned along the y-z axis with the 
along +X axis 
anels 
     = tooth_height; 
 of tooth flank along base circle 
 
               - the flanking bottom is meant to sit flush on the base circle 
 going horizontal from R->L and +Z  
           panel 4 - the right " 
 || to the tooth top panel to its left 
 around CW as if facing  
itions themselves are give in [x y z] WITH 
 REFERENCE TO [0 0 0] at front right corner of the flanking bottom face. 
anel(:,:,1) = [0 tw 0; 0 tw-tfbw th; 0 tw-tfbw-ttw th; 0 ttw 0]; 
oth_panel(:,:,2) = [tl tw 0;  tl tw-tfbw th; 0 tw-tfbw th; 0 tw 0]; 
tooth_panel(:,:,3) = [tl ttw 0; tl tw-tfbw-ttw th; tl tw-tfbw th; tl tw 0]; 
tooth_panel(:,:,4) = [0 ttw 0; 0 tw-tfbw-ttw th; tl tw-tfbw-ttw th; tl ttw 0]; 
tooth_panel(:,:,5) = [0 tw-tfbw th; tl tw-tfbw th; tl tw-tfbw-ttw th; 0 tw-tfbw-ttw th]; 
tooth_panel(:,:,6) = [0 ttw 0; tl ttw 0;  tl 0 0;  0 0 0]; 
 
tooth_face = [1 2 3 4]; %for simple non-involute quadrilateral tooth panel faces 
% Now place teeth around gear base circle circumference - this is done by moving the created tooth to the 
% top of the gear wheel and rotated by the amount tooth_rotation_angle so that it rests flush on the flat 
% panel making up the gear wheel outer rim 
wheel_rotation_angle = 360/teeth_no; 
tooth_rotation_angle = 180 - (180 - 90 - wheel_rotation_angle) - (180 - 0.5*(180 - wheel_rotation_angle)); 
hteeth_on_base_circle = []; 
for count1 = 1:teeth_no 
    for count2 = 1:6 
        htooth(count2) = patch('Vertices',tooth_panel(:,:,count2),'Faces',tooth_face); 
    end %for 
    % move each newly created tooth to top of gear wheel and rotate wheel for next tooth placement 
    translate(htooth,[0 0 gear_base_circle_radius]); 
    rotate(htooth,[1 0 0],-tooth_rotation_angle,[0 0 gear_base_circle_radius]); 
    hteeth_on_base_circle = [hteeth_on_base_circle htooth]; 
    rotate(hteeth_on_base_circle,[1 0 0],wheel_rotation_angle,[0 0 0]); 
end %for 
 
hgear = [hgear hteeth_on_base_circle]; 
set(hgear,'Parent',hparent_axes,'Visible','off','FaceColor',colour,'EdgeColor',[0 0 0]); 
if ~edges_on 
    set(hgear,'EdgeColor','none'); 
end 
 
% Set up reference origin for central axis of gear and at outside of hub face origin_xpos is amount that hub  
% protrudes from side of gear wheel 
origin_x = -0.5 * gear_hub_width + 0.5 * gear_wheel_width; 
origin_y = 0; 
origin_z = 0; 
posx_axis_length = 1.3 * gear_hub_width; 
y_axis_length       = gear_hub_radius; 
z_axis_length       = gear_hub_radius; 
% hub aligned along the x-axis and such that the gear_wheel face, not the hub, is flush against the y-z  
% plane at x=0 
rotate(hgear,[0 1 0],-90,[0 0 0]); 
% Now translate gear so that main wheel is flush on x=0 with depth 
translate(hgear,[gear_wheel_width 0 0]); 
 
% Build tooth profile to lie along outer rim of gear - use p
tl      = gear_wheel_width; %tooth length same as gear width 
tw    = tooth_width; 
th
tfbw = tooth_height * sin(pi*tooth_pressure_angle/180); %width
ttw  = 0.5 * (tooth_width - (2 * tfbw)); %width of flat tooth top = same as tooth bottom
% A tooth comprises 6 panels: front, back, 2*sloping sides, top and flanking bottom 
%    
% With +X going hoizontal away from pt-of-view, +Y
% going vertical from top to bottom: 
%           panel 1 - the front looking down the +ve x-axis 
%           panel 2 - the left  " 
%           panel 3 - the back  " 
%
%           panel 5 - the top   " 
%           panel 6 - the rightside flanking bottom
% All 4 panel vertex positions start at bottom-left and go






horigin_xaxis = line([1.2*origin_x origin_x+posx_axis_length],[origin_y origin_y],[origin_z origin_z]); 
origin_yaxis = line([origin_x origin_x],[origin_y-y_axis_length origin_y+y_axis_length],[origin_z origin_z]); 
 
horigin_axis   = [horigin_xaxis horigin_yaxis horigin_za
ntre 
h) * wheel_rotation_angle; 
_face,[0 0 0]); 
radial_front_bottom   = line([0 0],[0 0],[0 axis_length]); 
 = line([gear_wheel_width gear_wheel_width],[0 0],[0 axis_length]); 
        = [hradial_front_bottom hradial_back_bottom]; 
xis_length = (gear_base_circle_radius + (1.5*tooth_height)); 
h) * wheel_rotation_angle; 
_bottom],[1 0 0],(angle_for_middle_top_face - angle_for_middle_bottom_face),[0 0 
nt_top  = line([0 0],[0 0],[0 axis_length]); 
al_back_top  = line([gear_wheel_width gear_wheel_width],[0 0],[0 axis_length]); 
al_front_top hradial_back_top]; 
 [hradial_top hradial_bottom]; 
0 0],'LineWidth',1.0); 
r = [horigin_axis hradial_axis hgear];  
quested position pos 
h
horigin_zaxis = line([origin_x origin_x],[origin_y origin_y],[origin_z-z_axis_length origin_z+z_axis_length]);
xis]; 
set(horigin_axis,'Parent',hparent_axes,'Visible','off','Color',[0 0 0],'LineWidth',1.0); 
 
% Set-up 2 pairs of radia lines on flanking sides of the main gear wheel. One pair extends from the ce
% to the middle of the topmost gear tooth-top face and the other pair go through the middle of the 
% adjoining tooth-bottom face to the left of the top as looking down the +ve x-axis 













hradial_top            = [hradi




% Now move gear to re







Appendix C.11 MATLAB  BuildPrimitiveBox.m  function
nction [hbox,error_found,message] = BuildPrimitiveBox(width_y,height_z,length_x,colour,panels_on,… 
arent_axes) 
 primitive. The function only 
 is an array of the panels 
ted via this handle. The 
 returned graphics handle hbox is associated with the parent axes hparent_axes. The box width, height 
nd built . A positional axes is  
, laced in y-z axes facing down positive  




  ModalDialogue('Message','Colour not found - using system default'); 
 (length(panels_on) ~= 6) 
ssage','Incorrect panel definition - using all panels'); 
lDialogue('Message','Display edges not indicated - not displaying'); 
ges_on = 0; 
~= 3) 
 Set up reference origin for box in dead-centre of panel 1 - see below 
 = pos(1); 
rigin_y = pos(2); 
origin_z = pos(3); 
 
hb_width  = 0.5 * width_y ; 
hb_height = 0.5 * height_z; 
b_length   = length_x; 
 
% There are 6 panels to a box: 
%           panel 1 - the front looking down the +ve x-axis 
%           panel 2 - the left  “ 
%           panel 3 - the back  “ 
%           panel 4 - the right  “ 
%           panel 5 - the top  “ 
%           panel 6 - the bottom “ 
% All panel vertices are referenced to [x,y,z] at bottom-left corner of panel and edges go up and around 
% CW from this first coord as if looking at panel FROM outside box. Box construction relative to origin 
% position in [origin_x origin_y origin_z] 
box_pan(:,:,1) = [origin_x origin_y-hb_width origin_z-hb_height; 
                           origin_x origin_y-hb_width origin_z+hb_height; 
                           origin_x origin_y+hb_width origin_z+hb_height; 
                           origin_x origin_y+hb_width origin_z-hb_height]; 
 
box_pan(:,:,2) = [origin_x+b_length origin_y+hb_width origin_z-hb_height; 
                           origin_x+b_length origin_y+hb_width origin_z+hb_height; 
 
fu
      edges_on,pos,hp
% Build a graphical box which is composed of the more fundamental 'patch'
% builds the box and does not display it. The returned graphics handle hbox
% making up the box and so all its graphical characteristics can be interroga
%
% and length are provided a , respectively,along the y-, z- and x-axis
% associated with the box  p  the middle of the front panel along the 




error_found = 0; 
message = ''; 
 
if
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'bad box dime  
    return; 
end 
if
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'no associated display axes handle su
    return; 
end 
if (length(colour) ~= 3) 
  
    colour = DEFAULT_COMPONENT_COLOUR; 
end 
if
    ModalDialogue('Me
    panels_on = [1 1 1 1 1 1]; 
end 
if ~(edges_on == 0 | edges_on == 1) 
    Moda
    ed
end 
if (length(pos) 









                           origin_x  origin_y+hb_width origin_z+hb_height; 
                         origin_x  origin_y+hb_width origin_z-hb_height]; 
box_pan(:,:,3) = [origin_x+b_length origin_y-hb_width 
  origin_y-hb_width origin_z-hb_height; 
                  o origin_y-hb_width origin_z+hb_height; 
                  o h origin_z+hb_height; 
b_length origin_y-hb_width origin_z-hb_height]; 
_pan(:,:,5) = [o y+hb_width origin_z+hb_height; 
                  o ht; 
                  o hb_width  origin_z+hb_height; 
                  o _height]; 
b_width  origin_z-hb_height]; 
 axes at [origin_x origin_y origin_z] 
.1 * max([hb_width hb_height]); 
rigin_x-axis_length origin_x+axis_length],[origin_y origin_y],[origin_z origin_z]); 
([origin_x origin_x],[origin_y-axis_length origin_y+axis_length],[origin_z origin_z]); 
rigin_y origin_y],[origin_z-axis_length origin_z+axis_length]); 
in_axes = [horigin_axis_x horigin_axis_y horigin_axis_z]; 
t',hparent_axes,'Visible','off','Color',[0 0 0],'LineWidth',1.0); 
unt = 1:6 






                           origin_x+b_length origin_y-hb_width origin_z+hb_height; 
                           origin_x+b_length origin_y+hb_width origin_z+hb_height; 
                           origin_x+b_length origin_y+hb_width origin_z-hb_height]; 
 
box_pan(:,:,4) = [origin_x
         rigin_x  
         rigin_x+b_length origin_y-hb_widt
                           origin_x+
 
box rigin_x  origin_
         rigin_x+b_length origin_y+hb_width origin_z+hb_heig
         rigin_x+b_length origin_y-
         rigin_x  origin_y-hb_width  origin_z+hb
 
box_pan(:,:,6) = [origin_x+b_length origin_y+hb_width origin_z-hb_height; 
                           origin_x  origin_y+hb_width origin_z-hb_height; 
                           origin_x  origin_y-hb_width  origin_z-hb_height; 
                           origin_x+b_length origin_y-h
 









pan_face = [1 2 3 4]; 
for co
    if panels_on(count) 
        hbox(count)  = patch('Vertices',box_pan(:,:,count),'Faces',pan_face); 













Appendix C.12 MATLAB function B mitiveCylinuildPri der.m 
phical closed cylinder which is composed of the fundamental MATLAB cylinder primitive. The 
 not display it. The returned graphics handle hcyl represents 
 cylinder. The returned handle is associated with parent axes hparent_axes. The generated cylinder  
out via rotation and new origin params. This is done wrt the standard MATLAB generated  
r parameters: 
  origin = [0 0 0] 
inder length direction = +Z axis 
 dimensions: dims = [radius length] 
1 where 1 is to close off cylinder ends 
in = [x y z] 
bout old origin*: rot = [Rx Ry Rz] 
  handle to parent axes*: hparent_axes = handle 
engthwise 
then translate its old origin at [0 0 0] to the new origin [x y z] 
cyl has NO graphics context unless it is associated with a parent axes. 
_COLOUR 
 (length(dims) ~= 2) 
  return; 
 (length(colour) ~= 3) 
lour not found - using system default'); 
COMPONENT_COLOUR; 
nd 
h(origin) ~= 3) 
  ModalDialogue('Message','Cylinder origin not found - set at [0 0 0]'); 
    origin = [0 0 0]; 
end 
if (length(rot) ~= 3) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Cylinder rotation vector not found - set at [0 0 0]'); 
    rot = [0 0 0]; 
end 
if ~(seal_ends == 0 || seal_ends == 1) 
    seal_ends 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Cylinder sealing ends not determined - leaving open'); 
    seal_ends = 0; 
end 
 
% Generate default cylinder made up of 20 pts around circumference. This is the unit radius cylinder lying  
% on the x-y plane centred at x,y = 0,0 and pointing up towards the +v z-axis 
[x,y,z]  = cylinder; 
cyl_x   = x*dims(1); 
cyl_y   = y*dims(1); 
cyl_z   = z*dims(2); 
hcyl     = surf(cyl_x,cyl_y,cyl_z,'Parent',hparent_axes); 
 
if seal_ends 
    % Now use panels to close off cylinder ends 
    pan_face = [1 2 3]; 
    [nrows,ncols] = size(cyl_x); 
    for c = 1:ncols 
        if c == ncols 
            c1 = 1; 
        else 
            c1 = c+1; 
        end 
        panels_bottom(:,:) = [0  0  0;... 
                                          cyl_x(1,c) cyl_y(1,c) cyl_z(1,c);... 
                                          cyl_x(1,c1) cyl_y(1,c1) cyl_z(1,c)]; 
        panels_top(:,:)      = [0  0  dims(2);... 
 
function [hcyl,error_found,message] = BuildPrimitiveCylinder(dims,colour,seal_ends,rot,origin,… 
           hparent_axes) 
% Build a gra
% function only builds the cylinder and does
% the




% Input cylinder params: 
% 
%  colour: colour = [R G B] 
%  seal_ends = 0|
%  new origin: orig
%  axes rotation a
%
% *old origin of cylinder is always [0 0 0] so to move and align the cylinder l
% set its alignment by rotataion 
% *NOTE: the returned handle h
global DEFAULT_COMPONENT
 
error_found = 0; 
message = ''; 
if
    error_found = 1; 




    ModalDialogue('Message','Cylinder co






                                         cyl_x(2,c)  cyl_y(2,c) cyl_z(2,c);... 








origin for centre of bottom of sealed cylinder at [0 0 0] 
= 1.3 * dims(1); 
_axis_length 0+x_axis_length],[0 0],[0 0]); 
([0 0],[0-y_axis_length 0+y_axis_length],[0 0]); 
 0+z_axis_length]); 
[horigin_axis_x horigin_axis_y horigin_axis_z]; 
nt',hparent_axes,'Visible','off','Color',[0 0 0],'LineWidth',1.0); 
ylinder default origin of [0 0 0] 
  
        hpanels_bottom(c) = patch('Vertices',panels_bottom(:,:),'Fa
        hpanels_top(c)       = patch('Vertices',panels_top(:,:),'Faces',pan_face,'Parent',hparent_axes); 
    end %for  
    hends = [hp
e
    hends = []; 
end %if 
 
hcyl = [hcyl he
s
      
%rotate cylinder about default origin [0 0 0] 
rotate(hcyl,[1 0 0],rot(1),[0 0 0]); 
rotate(hcyl,[0 1 0],rot(2),[0 0 0])
rotate(hcyl,[0 0 1],rot(3),[0 0 0
 
% Set up reference 
x_axis_length  = 0.1 * dims(2); 


















Appendix C.13 MATLAB function BuildShaftDefn.m 
nction [error_found,message,no] = BuildShaftDefn(directory) 
les exist in the shaft VDF directory now open the files and store all the 
structure. 
nt ensure that all VDF files able to be opened 
n(strcat(directory,'\geometry.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
av] = fopen(strcat(directory,'\behaviour.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
(directory,'\material.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
_prod]  = fopen(strcat(directory,'\product.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
 1; 
e = 'open VDF geometry file failed'; 
av fid_mat fid_prod]); 
hav == -1) 
  error_found = 1; 
ur file failed'; 
_mat fid_prod]); 
'; 
m fid_behav fid_prod]); 
; 
m fid_behav fid_mat]); 
ometry details 
 -1) 
  parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
num(value); 
wise 
e = fgetl(fid_geom); 
ad shaft behaviour details 
; 
rambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
  param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
      ; 
 
fu
% Given that all the requisite fi
% details in a Gshaft 
global Gshaft 
 
shaft_temp = Gshaft(1); 
error_found = 0; 
no = 0; 
message = ''; 
 
% Before build compone
[fid_geom,message_geom] = fope
[fid_behav,message_beh
[fid_mat,message_mat]  = fopen(strcat
[fid_prod,message
if (fid_geom == -1) 
    error_found =
    messag
    fclose([fid_beh
    return 
elseif (fid_be
  
    message = 'open VDF behavio
    fclose([fid_geom fid
    return 
elseif (fid_mat == -1) 
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'open VDF material file failed
    fclose([fid_geo
    return 
elseif (fid_prod == -1) 
    error_found = 1
    message = 'open VDF product file failed'; 
    fclose([fid_geo
    return 
end 
 
% Load shaft ge
line = fgetl(fid_geom); 
while (line ~=
  
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value           = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'cyl' 
            shaft_temp.geometry.cyl_dims = str2
        case 'key' 
            shaft_temp.geometry.key_dims = str2num(value); 
        other
            ; 
    end %switch 





while (line ~= -1) 
    pa
  
    value           = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'thermalCOE' 
            shaft_temp.behaviour.tcoe = str2num(value); 
        case 'stress-strain' 
            shaft_temp.behaviour.stress_v_strain = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
      
    end %switch 
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    line = fgetl(fid_behav); 
end %while 
 Load shaft material details 
ne,':'); 
break-1); 
  value           = line(parambreak+1:end); 
h param 
      case 'weight' 
            shaft_temp.material.weight = str2num(value); 
        case 'composition' 
            shaft_temp.material.type = value; 
        case 'construction' 
            shaft_temp.material.construction = value; 
        case 'colour' 
            shaft_temp.material.colour = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
end %while 
 
% Load shaft product details 
line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value           = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'name' 
            shaft_temp.product.name = value; 
        case 'serial' 
            shaft_temp.product.serialno = value; 
        case 'cost' 
            shaft_temp.product.cost = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
end %while 
 
% Try and close all opened VDF files 
close_geom = fclose(fid_geom); 
close_behav = fclose(fid_behav); 
close_mat = fclose(fid_mat); 
close_prod = fclose(fid_prod); 
if (close_geom == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF geometry file failed'); 
end 
if (close_behav == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF behaviour file failed'); 
end 
if (close_mat == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF material file failed'); 
end 
if (close_prod == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF product file failed'); 
end 
 
% Check that all shaft VDF defns present 
if ( isempty(shaft_temp.geometry.cyl_dims) || isempty(shaft_temp.geometry.key_dims)... 
     || isempty(shaft_temp.behaviour.tcoe) || isempty(shaft_temp.behaviour.stress_v_strain)... 
     || isempty(shaft_temp.material.weight) || isempty(shaft_temp.material.type)... 
     || isempty(shaft_temp.material.construction) || isempty(shaft_temp.material.colour)... 
     || isempty(shaft_temp.product.name) || isempty(shaft_temp.product.serialno)... 
     || isempty(shaft_temp.product.cost)... 
   ) 
   error_found = 1; 
 
%
line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(li
    param          = line(1:param
  




   message = 'Shaft definition not complete - check VDF files'; 
 return; 
s found in VDF files  
 sequential component type into shaft structure array 




% If got here then all requisite defn
% Therefore load
n






Appendix C.14 MATLAB function BuildSpoolerDefn.m 
nction [error_found,message,no] = BuildSpoolerDefn(directory) 
 exist in the spooler VDF directory now open the files and store all the 
er structure. 
nt ensure that all VDF files able to be opened 
strcat(directory,'\geometry.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
av] = fopen(strcat(directory,'\behaviour.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
rectory,'\material.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
_prod]  = fopen(strcat(directory,'\product.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
 1; 
e = 'open VDF geometry file failed'; 
av fid_mat fid_prod]); 
hav == -1) 
  error_found = 1; 
our file failed'; 
_mat fid_prod]); 
iled'; 
m fid_behav fid_prod]); 
; 
m fid_behav fid_mat]); 
geometry details 
 -1) 
  parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
s = str2num(value); 
; 
hole' 
eometry.keyhole = str2num(value); 
  ; 
while 
 fgetl(fid_behav); 
hile (line ~= -1) 
      ; 
 
fu
% Given that all the requisite files
% details in a Gspool
global Gspooler 
 
spooler_temp = Gspooler(1); 
error_found = 0; 
no = 0; 
message = ''; 
 
% Before build compone
[fid_geom,message_geom] = fopen(
[fid_behav,message_beh
[fid_mat,message_mat]  = fopen(strcat(di
[fid_prod,message
if (fid_geom == -1) 
    error_found =
    messag
    fclose([fid_beh
    return 
elseif (fid_be
  
    message = 'open VDF behavi
    fclose([fid_geom fid
    return 
elseif (fid_mat == -1) 
    error_found = 1; 
    message = 'open VDF material file fa
    fclose([fid_geo
    return 
elseif (fid_prod == -1) 
    error_found = 1
    message = 'open VDF product file failed'; 
    fclose([fid_geo
    return 
end 
 
% Load spooler 
line = fgetl(fid_geom); 
while (line ~=
  
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value           = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'radius' 
            spooler_temp.geometry.wheel_radiu
        case 'length' 
            spooler_temp.geometry.wheel_length = str2num(value)
        case 'key
            spooler_temp.g
        otherwise 
          
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_geom); 
end %
 
% Load spooler behaviour details 
line =
w
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value           = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'thermalCOE' 
            spooler_temp.behaviour.tcoe = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
      
    end %switch 
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    line = fgetl(fid_behav); 
end %while 
 Load spooler material details 
,':'); 
1); 
  value           = line(parambreak+1:end); 
h param 
      case 'weight' 
            spooler_temp.material.weight = str2num(value); 
        case 'composition' 
            spooler_temp.material.type = value; 
        case 'construction' 
            spooler_temp.material.construction = value; 
        case 'colour' 
            spooler_temp.material.colour = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
end %while 
 
% Load spooler product details 
line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param      = line(1:parambreak-1); 
    value      = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    switch param 
        case 'name' 
            spooler_temp.product.name = value; 
        case 'serial' 
            spooler_temp.product.serialno = value; 
        case 'cost' 
            spooler_temp.product.cost = str2num(value); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
    end %switch 
    line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
end %while 
 
% Try and close all opened VDF files 
close_geom = fclose(fid_geom); 
close_behav = fclose(fid_behav); 
close_mat = fclose(fid_mat); 
close_prod = fclose(fid_prod); 
if (close_geom == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF geometry file failed'); 
end 
if (close_behav == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF behaviour file failed'); 
end 
if (close_mat == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF material file failed'); 
end 
if (close_prod == -1) 
    ModalDialogue('Message','close VDF product file failed'); 
end 
 
% Check that all spooler VDF defns present 
if ( isempty(spooler_temp.geometry.wheel_radius) || isempty(spooler_temp.geometry.wheel_length)... 
     || isempty(spooler_temp.geometry.keyhole) || isempty(spooler_temp.behaviour.tcoe)... 
     || isempty(spooler_temp.material.weight) || isempty(spooler_temp.material.type)... 
     || isempty(spooler_temp.material.construction) || isempty(spooler_temp.material.colour)... 
     || isempty(spooler_temp.product.name) || isempty(spooler_temp.product.serialno)... 
     || isempty(spooler_temp.product.cost)... 
   ) 
   error_found = 1; 
 
%
line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line
    param          = line(1:parambreak-
  




   message = 'spooler definition not complete - check VDF files'; 
   return; 
end 
ooler(no) = spooler_temp; 
 
% If got here then all requisite defns found in VDF files  
% Therefore load sequential component type into spooler structure array 







Appendix C.15 MATLAB function ComponentDetailsDialogue.m  
ATLAB figure file ComponentDetailsDialogue.fig 
nction varargout = ComponentDetailsDialogue(varargin) 
Dialogue.fig 
      COMPONENTDETAILSDIALOGUE, by itself, creates a new COMPONENTDETAILSDIALOGUE or  
*. 
      COMPONENTDETAILSDIALOGUE or the handle to the existing singleton*. 
bject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 
.M with the given input  
 
DIALOGUE('Property','Value',...) creates a new  
SDIALOGUE or raises the existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property  
      value pairs are applied to the GUI before ComponentDetailsDialogue_OpeningFunction gets called. 
ll inputs are  
entDetailsDialogue_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one instance to run  
 
odify the response to help ComponentDetailsDialogue 
 Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 04-Sep-2004 14:33:21 
 code - DO NOT EDIT 
 struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                 'gui_OpeningFcn', @ComponentDetailsDialogue_OpeningFcn, ... 
      'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
in & isstr(varargin{1}) 
 nargout 
ainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
 End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
============================================= 
gue rargin) 
logu  centered on the screen 
Positio
gure1 = get(handles.figure1,'Position'); 
bf) 
 get(0,'Units'); 
  set(0,'Units','pixels'); 
reenSize'); 
een_units); 




s(1:2) = [(gcbf_pos(1) + gcbf_pos(3)/2) - figure1(3)/2, … 
(gcbf_pos(2) + gcbf_pos(4)/2) - figure1(4)/2]; 
  - associated with M
 
fu
% COMPONENTDETAILSDIALOGUE M-file for ComponentDetails
%
%      raises the existing singleton
% 
%      H = COMPONENTDETAILSDIALOGUE returns the handle to a new  
%
% 
%      COMPONENTDETAILSDIALOGUE('CALLBACK',hO
%      function named CALLBACK in COMPONENTDETAILSDIALOGUE
%      arguments. 
%
%      COMPONENTDETAILS
%      COMPONENTDETAIL
%
%      An unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application stop.  A
%      passed to Compon
% 
%
%      (singleton)". 
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 
 





gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State =
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
  
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @ComponentDetailsDialogue_OutputFcn, ... 
             
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if narg




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 





function ComponentDetailsDialo _OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, va
global FIGURE_TITLE 
 
% Determine position of the dia e - centered on callback figure if available, else
fig_pos = get(0,'DefaultFigure n'); 
fi
if isempty(gc
    screen_units =
  
    screen_size = get(0,'Sc
    set(0,'Units',scr
    fig_pos(1) = 0.5 * (screen_size(3) - figure1(3)); 
    fig_
else 
    gcbf_old_units = get(
    set(gcbf,'Units','pix
    gcbf_pos = get(gcbf,'Position'); 
    set(gcbf,'Units',gcbf_old









dles.ComponentDetailsListBox,'String',listbox);    
oose default command line output for ComponentDetailsDialogue 
dles); 
AIT makes ComponentDetailsDialogue wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 
============================================================= 
logue_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
efault command line output from handles structure 
gout{1} = handles.output; 
=============================================================================== 
hButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
ta(hObject,handles); 
============================================================= 








,message_sys]  = fopen(strcat(directory,'\system.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
eom,message_geom] = fopen(strcat(directory,'\geometry.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
] = fopen(strcat(directory,'\behaviour.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
id_mat,message_mat]  = fopen(strcat(directory,'\material.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
d,message_prod]  = fopen(strcat(directory,'\product.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
listbox = []; 
indent  = '      '; 
 
% get system file details 
if (fid_sys == -1) 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Could not open system definition file:',message_sys); 
else 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'System Details:'); 
    line = fgetl(fid_sys); 
    while (line ~= -1) 
        listbox = strvcat(listbox,[indent line]); 
        line = fgetl(fid_sys); 




set(hObject,'Name',strcat(FIGURE_TITLE,' - component details')); 
 







handles.output = hObject; 
 






















    set(h
else 



















listbox = strvcat(listbox,' '); 
 
% get geometry file details 
age_geom); 
 Details:'); 
ne = fgetl(fid_geom); 
]); 
 line = fgetl(fid_geom); 
ox = strvcat(listbox,' '); 
geom); 
stbox = strvcat(listbox,'Behaviour Details:'); 
 
 listbox = strvcat(listbox,[indent line]); 
  end 
stbox = strvcat(listbox,' '); 
 get material file details 
stbox,'Could not open material definition file:',message_geom); 
line]); 
x = strvcat(listbox,' '); 
uct file details 
box = strvcat(listbox,'Could not open product definition file:',message_geom); 
box = strvcat(listbox,'Product Details:'); 
      listbox = strvcat(listbox,[indent line]); 
nd 
if (fid_geom == -1) 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Could not open geometry definition file:',mess
else 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Geometry
    li
    while (line ~= -1) 
        listbox = strvcat(listbox,[indent line
       




% get behaviour file details 
if (fid_behav == -1) 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Could not open behaviour definition file:',message_
else 
    li
    line = fgetl(fid_behav); 
    while (line ~= -1)
       






if (fid_mat == -1) 
    listbox = strvcat(li
else 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Material Details:'); 
    line = fgetl(fid_mat); 
    while (line ~= -1) 
        listbox = strvcat(listbox,[indent 
        line = fgetl(fid_mat); 





if (fid_prod == -1) 
    list
else 
    list
    line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
    while (line ~= -1) 
  
        line = fgetl(fid_prod); 
    end 
e






Appendix C.16 MATLAB function ComponentLoadListBox.m  
 - associated with MATLAB figure file ComponentLoadListBox.fig 
tLoadListBox(varargin) 
 COMPONENTLOADLISTBOX M-file for ComponentLoadListBox.fig 
NENTLOADLISTBOX or raises the  
 
PONENTLOADLISTBOX returns the handle to a new COMPONENTLOADLISTBOX or the  
existing singleton*. 
TBOX('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 
ACK in COMPONENTLOADLISTBOX.M with the given input arguments. 
PONENTLOADLISTBOX('Property','Value',...) creates a new COMPONENTLOADLISTBOX or  
singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are applied to the GUI  
re ComponentLoadListBox_OpeningFunction gets called. An unrecognized property name or  
alid value makes property application stop. All inputs are passed to  




 Edit the above text to modify the response to help ComponentLoadListBox 
g-2004 21:17:53 
O NOT EDIT 
ui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                 'gui_OpeningFcn', @ComponentLoadListBox_OpeningFcn, ... 
tputFcn, ... 
.. 
',   []); 
  gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
ut 
i_State, varargin{:}); 
initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
ata, handles, varargin) 
LE,' - load virtual definition files')); 
ble, else centered on the screen 
 isempt
4)); 
s = get(gcbf,'Position'); 
)/2) - figure1(3)/2, ... 
 
 
function varargout = Componen
%
%      COMPONENTLOADLISTBOX, by itself, creates a new COMPO
%      existing singleton*. 
%
%      H = COM
%      handle to the 
% 
%      COMPONENTLOADLIS
%      function named CALLB
% 
%      COM
%      raises the existing 
%      befo
%      inv
%      ComponentLoadListBox_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
% 
%      *S
%     
%




% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 22-Au
 
% Begin initialization code - D
gui_Singleton = 1; 
g
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
  
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @ComponentLoadListBox_Ou
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , .
                   'gui_Callback





    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gu
else 










% Determine position of the dialogue - centered on callback figure if availa
fig_pos = get(0,'DefaultFigurePosition'); 
figure1 = get(handles.figure1,'Position'); 
if y(gcbf) 
    screen_units = get(0,'Units'); 
    set(0,'Units','pixels'); 
    screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
    set(0,'Units',screen_units); 
    fig_pos(1) = 0.5 * (screen_size(3) - figure1(3)); 
    fig_pos(2) = 0.5 * (screen_size(4) - figure1(
else 
    gcbf_old_units = get(gcbf,'Units'); 
    set(gcbf,'Units','pixels'); 
    gcbf_po
    set(gcbf,'Units',gcbf_old_units); 
    fig_pos(1:2) = [(gcbf_pos(1) + gcbf_pos(3
 129
 
                    (gcbf_pos(2) + gcbf_pos(4)/2) - figure1(4)/2]; 
ct,'Position',fig_pos); 
efault command line output for ComponentLoadListBox 
andles.output = hObject; 
  initial_dir = 'C:\'; 
  if strcmpi(varargin{1},'dir') 
rargin{2},'dir') 
n{2}; 
ent','Input Argument Error!'); 
uidata(hObject, handles); 
,handles); 
kes ComponentLoadListBox wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 
=============================================================================== 
nction varargout = ComponentLoadListBox_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
efault command line output from handles structure 
elete(handles.figure1); 
================================= 





nction DirectoryList_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
SelectionType'); 
1,'SelectionType'),'open') 
ex_selected = get(handles.DirectoryList,'Value'); 
filename  = file_list{index_selected}; 
ected)) 
 cd(filename); 
ble pushbuttons if in vdf directory 
t(handles.LoadComponent,'Enable','on'); 
  set(handles.Website,'Enable','on'); 












if nargin == 3, 
  
elseif nargin >= 4 
  
        if exist(va
            initial_dir = varargi
        else 
            initial_dir = 'C:\'; 
        end 
    else 
        errordlg('Unrecognized input argum
        return; 
    end 
end 
 
% Update handles structure 
g
 
















    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
e











 file_list  = get(handles.DirectoryList,'String');  
 
 if  handles.is_dir(handles.sorted_index(index_sel
 
  LocalLoadListBox(pwd,handles); 
        % Ena
        if strncmp(fliplr(filename),'fdv',3) 
            se
          
  
            set(handles.ViewPictures,'Enabl
            set(hand
        else 
            set(handles.LoadCompo
            set(handles.Website,'Enable','off
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orted_names,sorted_index] = sortrows({dir_struct.name}'); 
.current_dir = dir_path; 
andles.file_names = sorted_names; 
handles.is_dir          = [dir_struct.isdir]; 







function LoadComponent_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 





function ViewVRML_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 




function ViewPictures_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% fire up another GUI made up of an axes, listbox and OK and cancel button so that all pictures in  











function Cancel_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% some save work messages etc 





function Website_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
[fid,message] = fopen(strcat(handles.current_dir,'\product.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
if fid == -1 
    ModalDialogue('Message',message); 
    return 
end 
 
website = 'www.unknownsite.com'; 
line = fgetl(fid); 
while (line ~= -1) 
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    param          = line(1:parambreak-1); 
            set(handles.ViewPictu
            set(handles.Vie
        end















    value           = line(parambreak+1:end); 
    if strcmp(param,'website') 
        website = value; 
t = web(strcat('http://',website),'-browser'); 
 errordlg('Browser not found!'); 
    end  





    case 1 
       
    case 2 







Appendix C.17 MATLAB function ConnectComponentDialogue.m  
re file ConnectComponentDialogue.fig 
on varargout = ConnectComponentDialogue(varargin) 
UE M-file for ConnectComponentDialogue.fig 
ENTDIALOGUE, by itself, creates a new CONNECTCOMPONENTDIALOGUE  
n*. 
 the handle to a new  
e existing singleton*. 
GUE('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 
K in CONNECTCOMPONENTDIALOGUE.M with the given input  
      arguments. 
%      CONNECTCOMPONENTDIALOGUE o  the left, property 
ue_OpeningFunction gets called.  
%      An unrecognized property name or inva . All inputs are  
      passed to ConnectComponentDialogue_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
%      (singleton)". 
% 
NDLES 
e text to modify the response to help ConnectComponentDialogue 
4 10:23:59 
 code - DO NOT EDIT 
Name', mfilename, ... 
peningFcn', @ConnectComponentDialogue_OpeningFcn, ... 
'gui_OutputFcn', @ConnectComponentDialogue_OutputFcn, ... 




 code - DO NOT EDIT 
====================================================================== 
ectComponentDialogue_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
utes just before ConnectComponentDialogue is made visible 
_TITLE Gconnect_sound DEFAULT_CONNECTION_MESSAGE 
wo components.'; 
in{3}; 












%      CONNECTCOMPON
%      or raises the existing singleto
% 
%      H = CONNECTCOMPONENTDIALOGUE returns
%      CONNECTCOMPONENTDIALOGUE or the handle to th
% 
%      CONNECTCOMPONENTDIALO
%      function named CALLBAC
%
% 
%      CONNECTCOMPONENTDIALOGUE('Property','Value',...) creates a new  
r raises the existing singleton*. Starting from
%      value pairs are applied to the GUI before ConnectComponentDialog
lid value makes property application stop
%
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one instance to run  
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHA
 
% Edit the abov
 
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 07-Aug-200
 
% Begin initialization
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_
                   'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_O
                   
                   'gui_La
                   'gui_Callback',  []); 
if nargin & isstr




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, va
else 









DEFAULT_CONNECTION_MESSAGE = 'Unable to connect these t
 
handles.from_component.type = varargin{2}; 
handles.from_component.id     = vararg
handles.to_com
handles.to_component.id         = varargin







    screen_units = get(0,'Units'); 
    set(0,'Units','pixel
    screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
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    set(0,'Units',screen_units); 
 * (screen_size(3) - figure1(3)); 
) = 0.5 * (screen_size(4) - figure1(4)); 
ts = get(gcbf,'Units'); 
bf,'Position'); 
 gcbf_pos(3) - figure1(3); 





position UIControls to invisible until a shaft connectable component is passed 
_UICs = [handles.Shaft_Position_TextBox1 handles.Shaft_Position_TextBox2 … 







          case 'gear' 
pooler(handles); 
              ; 
s,'Visible','on'); 
  case 'gear' 
              LocalSetSliderForShaftToGear(handles); 
              set(handles.Shaft_Position_TextBox1,'String','Gear Join Angle'); 
rToGear(handles); 
      end %switch 
      ; 
witch 
w check for consistency in connecting components 
age = DEFAULT_CONNECTION_MESSAGE; 
  case 'motor' 
          case 'motorshaftcoupler' 
otorshaftcouplerOK(handles.from_component.id,… 
             handles.to_component.id); 
       ; 
se 'motorshaftcoupler' 
itch handles.to_component.type 
              [ok,message] = LocalMotorshaftcouplerToShaftOK(handles.from_component.id,… 
    fig_pos(1) = 0.5
    fig_pos(2
else 
    gcbf_old_uni
    set(gcbf,'Units','pixels'); 
    gcbf_pos = get(gc
    set(gcbf,'Units',gcbf_old_units); 
    fig_pos(1) = gcbf_pos(1) +





% Set connecting component textbox lab
set(handles.Connec
   num2str(handles.from_component.id))); 
set(handles.To_Tex
   num2str(handles.to_component.id)));  
 




    cas
        set(handles.Shaft_Position_TextBox1,'Str
        set(Shaft_Posi
        switch handles.to_component.type 
  
                LocalSetSliderForShaftToGear(handles); 
            case 'spooler' 
                LocalSetSliderForShaftToS
            otherwise 
  
        end %switch 
        set(Shaft_Position_UIC
  
        set(Shaft_Position_UICs,'Visible','on'); 
        switch handles.to_component.type 
            case 'shaft' 
                set(handles.Shaft_Position_TextBox1,'String','Shaft Position'); 
  
            case 'gear' 
  
                LocalSetSliderForGea
            otherwise 
                ; 
  









        switch handles.to_component.type 
  
                [ok,message] = LocalMotorToM
            otherwise 
         
        end 
    ca
        sw




           handles.to_component.id); 
   ; 
  case 'shaft' 
sage] = LocalShaftToGearOK(handles.from_component.id,handles.to_component.id); 




    [ok,message] = LocalShaftToGearOK(handles.to_component.id,handles.from_component.id); 
erwise 
              ; 
ction_Message_ListBox,'String',message); 
ommand line output for ConnectComponentDialogue: 















            otherwise 
             
        end 
  
        switch handles.to_component.type 
            case 'gear' 
                [ok,mes
  
                [ok,message] = LocalShaftT
            otherwise 
                ; 
        end 
    case 'gear' 
        switch handles.to_component.typ
            case 'gear' 
                [ok,message] = LocalGearToGearOK(handles.from_
            case 'shaft' 
            
            oth
  
        end     
    otherwise 
        ; 
end %switch 
         
if ok 




% Choose default c
%       0 = system connection
%       1 = system connection made 
handles.output = 0; 
 
















    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 








    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 












es = [Gsystem(count).drives handles.to_component.id]; 
nt_index = count; 
        Gsy




otorshaftcoupler now directly actuated by motor 
   Gsystem(to_component_index).connected_to_source = 1; 
ise 
              ; 
 
 handles.to_component.type 
              LocalConnectShaftToMotorshaftcoupler(handles.to_component.id,handles.from_component.id); 
motor 
cted_to_source == 1) 
                  Gsystem(to_component_index).connected_to_source = 1; 
ponent_index).connected_to_source = 0; 
    ; 
witch  
  case 'shaft' 
_TextBox2,'String'));  
les.to_component.id,handles.from_component.id,… 
                                                gear_pos_down_shaft); 
      % Check if shaft connected to motor => connect gear to motor 
              if (Gsystem(from_component_index).connected_to_source == 1) 
nnected_to_source = 1; 
tBox2,'String')); 
  LocalConnectSpoolerToShaft(handles.to_component.id,handles.from_component.id,… 
% Check if shaft connected to motor => connect spooler to motor 
      if (Gsystem(from_component_index).connected_to_source == 1) 
                  Gsystem(to_component_index).connected_to_source = 1; 
      end %switch 




function OK_PushButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
tes on button press in OK_PushButton 
global Gsystem  
 
% Update system connection tree 
no_of_components = length(Gsystem); 
for count = 1:no
    if (Gsystem(count).id == handles.from_component.id) 
        Gsystem(count).driv
        from_compone
    elseif (Gsystem(count).id == handles.to_component.id) 
stem(count).drivenby = handles.from_component.id; 
        to_component_index = count; 





    case 'motor' 
        switch handle
            case
                LocalCon
                % M
             
            otherw
  
        end %switch  
    case 'motorshaftcoupler'
        switch
            case 'shaft' 
  
                % Check if motorshaftcoupler is connected to motor => connect shaft to 
                if (Gsystem(from_component_index).conne
  
                else 
                    Gsystem(to_com
                end 
            otherwise 
            
        end %s
  
        switch handles.to_component.type 
            case 'gear' 
                gear_pos_down_shaft = str2num(get(handles.Shaft_Position
  LocalConnectGearToShaft(hand
            
          
  
                    Gsystem(to_component_index).co
                else 
                    Gsystem(to_component_index).connected_to_source = 0; 
                end 
            case 'spooler' 
                spooler_pos_down_shaft = str2num(get(handles.Shaft_Position_Tex
                                                                 spooler_pos_down_shaft); 
                
          
  
                else 
                    Gsystem(to_component_index).connected_to_source = 0; 
                end 
             otherwise 




    case 'gear' 
        switch handles.to_component.type 
            case 'gear' 
              % from the "from_component" gear 
component.id,… 
            driving_gear_angle); 
        Gsystem(to_component_index).connected_to_source = 1; 
      else 
ponent_index).connected_to_source = 0; 
              end 
haft' 
  LocalConnectShaftToGear(handles.to_component.id,handles.from_component.id,… 
ct driven shaft to motor 
              if (Gsystem(from_component_index).connected_to_source == 1) 
ex).connected_to_source = 1; 
_to_source = 0; 
otherwise 
; 
      end %switch 





otors = length(Gmotor); 
unt = 1:no_of_motors 
  if (Gmotor(count).id == motor_id) 
unt = 1:no_of_motorshaftcouplers 
rshaftcoupler_no = count; break 
d 
nd 
g shaft is 
  start_of_motorshaft_pos = Gmotor(motor_no).position - … 
lse 
omponents not implemented yet'); 
  return 
ng shaft 
 coupler_position - start_of_motorshaft_pos - 0.5*coupler_length  
s - ... 
upler_no).position - ... 
                       [0.5*Gmotorshaftcoupler(motorshaftcoupler_no).geometry.dims(3) 0 0]; 
                % Gears connect via positioning on the driving gear angle which is taken 
  
                driving_gear_angle = str2num(get(handles.Shaft_Position_TextBox2,'String')); 
  LocalConnectGearToGear(handles.to_component.id,handles.from_
                                                
                % Check if driving gear connected to motor => connect driven gear to motor 
                if (Gsystem(from_component_index).connected_to_source == 1) 
            
          
                    Gsystem(to_com
  
            case 's
                gear_pos_down_shaft = str2num(get(handles.Shaft_Position_TextBox2,'String'));  
                                                             gear_pos_down_shaft); 
                % Check if driven gear connected to motor => conne
  
                    Gsystem(to_component_ind
                else 
                    Gsystem(to_component_index).connected
                end 
            
                
  
  
        ; 
end %switch 
 











        motor_no = count; break 
    end 
end 
 
no_of_motorshaftcouplers = length(Gmotorshaftcoupler); 
for co
    if (Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).id == motorshaftcoupler_id) 
        moto
    en
e
 
% Determine where the motor drivin
if ( isequal(Gmotor(motor_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) && ... 
     isequal(Gmotorshaftcoupler(motorshaftcoupler_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) ) 
    % For motor oriented lengthwise down x-axis 
  
                                              [Gmotor(motor_no).geometry.shaft_dims(2) 0 0]; 
e




% Connect the motorshaftcoupler onto the motor drivi
% Amount to move coupler is:   
motorshaftcoupler_translation_amount = start_of_motorshaft_po
                                       Gmotorshaftcoupler(motorshaftco




Gmotorshaftcoupler(motorshaftcoupler_no).position = …     
(motorshaftcoupler_no).position +motorshaftcoupler_translation_amount; 
e(Gmotorshaftcoupler(motorshaftcoupler_no).handle,motorshaftcoupler_translation_amount); 
 As motorshaftcoupler is now positionally linked to motor then turn off its positional axes 
andle); 






omponents = length(Gsystem); 
unt = 1:no_of_components 
  if (Gsystem(count).id == motorshaftcoupler_id) 
 count; break 
f_shafts = length(Gshaft); 
r count = 1:no_of_shafts 
id) 
_motorshaftcouplers = length(Gmotorshaftcoupler); 
torshaftcoupler(count).id == motorshaftcoupler_id) 
er_no = count; break 
  end 
rientation,[0 0 0]) && ... 
   isequal(Gshaft(shaft_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) ) 
wn x-axis 
  motorshaftcoupler_pos = Gmotorshaftcoupler(motorshaftcoupler_no).position; 
oriented components not implemented yet'); 
t to move shaft is:  
ft_position - motorshaftcoupler_position + [0.5*motorshaftcoupler_length 0 0] 
_translation_amount = motorshaftcoupler_pos - Gshaft(shaft_no).position + ... 
0.5*Gmotorshaftcoupler(motorshaftcoupler_no).geometry.dims(3) 0 0]; 
shaft_no).position = Gshaft(shaft_no).position + shaft_translation_amount; 
anslate(Gshaft(shaft_no).handle,shaft_translation_amount); 













for count = 1:no_of_handles 
  
        set(Gmotorshaftcoupler(motorshaftc













       motorshaftcoupler_system_no =






    if (Gshaft(count).id == shaft_
        shaft_no = count; break 




for count = 1:no_of_motorshaftcouplers 
    if (Gmo




% Determine where the motorshaftcoupler is 
if ( isequal(Gmotorshaftcoupler(motorshaftcoupler_no).o
  
    % For shaft and motorshaftcoupler oriented shaftlengthwise do
  
else 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Connecting non-[0 0 0] 
    return 
end 
 
% Connect the shaft into the motorshaftcoupler 
% Amoun
%    sha
shaft






% If shaft is connected to motor via morotshaftco
if
    no_of_handles = length(Gshaft(shaft_
    for count = 1:no_of_handles 
        if strcmp(get(Gshaft(shaft_no).h
            set(Gshaft(shaft_no).handle(c
        en






lobal Gsystem Ggear Gshaft Gconnect_sound 
(Gsystem); 
ft_id) 




f_shafts = length(Gshaft); 
r count = 1:no_of_shafts 
 ( isequal(Gshaft(shaft_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) && ... 
n x-axis 
mponents not implemented yet'); 
nnect the gear onto the shaft 
1)-on_shaft_pos) shaft_pos(2) shaft_pos(3)]; 
ear_translation_amount   = gear_new_pos_on_shaft - Ggear(gear_no).position; 
gear_no).position    = gear_new_pos_on_shaft; 
anslate(Ggear(gear_no).handle,gear_translation_amount); 
 If gear is connected to motor via shaft then turn off its positional axes 
 




















for count = 1:no_of_components 
    if (Gsystem(count).id == sha
       sha
    en
e
 
no_of_gears = length(Ggear); 
for count = 1:no_of_gears 
    if (Ggear(count).id == gear_id) 
        gear_no = count; break 





    if (Gshaft(count).id == shaft_id) 
        shaft_no = count; break 
    end 
end 
 
% Determine shaft orientation 
if
     isequal(Ggear(gear_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) ) 
    % For gear and shaft oriented shaftlengthwise dow
    shaft_pos = Gshaft(shaft_no).position; 
else 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Connecting non-[0 0 0] oriented co













    for count = 1:no_of_handles 
        if strcmp(get(Ggear(gear_no)
            set(Ggear(gear_no).handle(co
        end 











for count = 1:no_of_compon
    if (Gsystem(count).id == gear_id
       gear_system_no = count;





no_of_gears = length(Ggear); 
for count = 1:no_of_gears 
    if (Ggear(count).id == gear_id) 
        gear_no = count; break 
    end 
end 
 
no_of_shafts = length(Gshaft); 
unt = 1:no_of_shafts 
  if (Gshaft(count).id == shaft_id) 
 ( isequal(Gshaft(shaft_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) && ... 
n x-axis 
nents not implemented yet'); 
nnect the shaft into the gear 
_pos(1)+on_shaft_pos) gear_pos(2) gear_pos(3)]; 
haft_translation_amount  = shaft_new_pos_into_gear - Gshaft(shaft_no).position; 
shaft_no).position  = shaft_new_pos_into_gear; 
anslate(Gshaft(shaft_no).handle,shaft_translation_amount); 
 If shaft is connected to motor via gear then turn off its positional axes 
source 
  no_of_handles = length(Gshaft(shaft_no).handle); 
aft_no).handle(count),'Type'),'line') 
  set(Gshaft(shaft_no).handle(count),'Visible','off'); 





ystem(count).id == shaft_id) 
haft_system_no = count; break 
  end 
 
f_shafts = length(Gshaft); 




        shaft_no = count; break 
    end 
end 
 
% Determine gear orientation 
if
     isequal(Ggear(gear_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) ) 
    % For gear and shaft oriented shaftlengthwise dow
    gear_pos = Ggear(gear_no).position; 
else 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Connecting non-[0 0 0] oriented compo













    for count = 1:no_of_handles 
        if strcmp(get(Gshaft(sh
          
  









global Gsystem Gspooler Gshaft Gconnec
 
no_of_components = length(Gsystem); 
for count = 1:no_of_componen
    if (Gs




no_of_spoolers = length(Gspooler); 
for count = 1:no_of_spoolers 
    if (Gspooler(count).id == spooler_id) 
        spooler_no = count; break 





    if (Gshaft(count).id == shaft_id) 
        shaft_no = count; break 





% Determine shaft and spooler orientations 
if ( isequal(Gshaft(shaft_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) && ... 
     isequal(Gspooler(spooler_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) ) 










lobal Gsystem Ggear Gconnect_sound 
unt = 1:no_of_gears 
  if (Ggear(count).id == driving_gear_id) 
  driven_gear_pos  = Ggear(driven_gear_no).position; 
t'); 
le to the vertical for the 
 gear-to-gear connection point 
ing_gear_no).position); 
    shaft_pos = Gshaft(shaft_no).position; 
else 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Connecting non-[0 0 0] oriented components not implemented 
    return 
end 
 
% Connect the spooler onto the shaft 
spooler_new_pos_on_shaft      = [(shaft_pos(1)-on_shaft_pos) sh
spooler_translation_amount      = spooler_new_pos_on_shaft - Gspooler(spooler_no).position; 
Gspooler(spooler_no).position  = spooler_new_pos_on_shaft; 
translate(Gspooler(spooler_no).handle,spooler_translation_amo
 
% If spooler is connected to motor via shaft then turn off its positional axes 
if Gsy
  
    for count = 1:no_of_handles 
        if strcmp(get(Gspooler(spooler_no).handle(count),'
            set(Gspooler(spooler_no).handle(count),'Visible','off'); 
        end 











if (driving_gear_angle == 360) 
    driving_gear_angle = 0; 
end 
 
no_of_components = length(Gsystem); 
for count = 1:no_of_components 
    if (Gsystem(count).id == driving_gear_id) 
       driving_gear_system_no = count; break 
    end 
end 
 
no_of_gears = length(Ggear); 
for co
  
        driving_gear_no = count; 
    elseif (Ggear(count).id == driven_gear_id) 
        driven_gear_no = count; 
    end 
end 
 
% Determine gear orientations 
if ( isequal(Ggear(driving_gear_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) && ... 
     isequal(Ggear(driven_gear_no).orientation,[0 0 0]) ) 
    % For both gears oriented shaftlengthwise down x-axis 
    driving_gear_pos = Ggear(driving_gear_no).position; 
  
else 
    ModalDialogue('Message','Connecting non-[0 0 0] oriented components not implemented ye
    return 
end 
 






% Find position of connecting tooth_face top of now rotated driving gear 
gear_gap = 0.1 * Ggear(driving_gear_no).geometry.tooth_dims(2); 
driving_tooth_face_top_radius = Ggear(driving_gear_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3) +... 
th_dims(2) + gear_gap; 
= 90) 
n(driving_gear_angle*pi/180); 
_tooth_face_top_radius * cos(driving_gear_angle*pi/180); 
driving_gear_angle-90)*pi/180); 
gear_zlength = -driving_tooth_face_top_radius * sin((driving_gear_angle-90)*pi/180); 
riving_gear_angle > 180 && driving_gear_angle <= 270) 
ving_gear_ylength = driving_tooth_face_top_radius * sin((driving_gear_angle-180)*pi/180); 
iving_tooth_face_top_radius * cos((driving_gear_angle-180)*pi/180); 
lseif (driving_gear_angle > 270 && driving_gear_angle < 360) 
g_gear_ylength = driving_tooth_face_top_radius * cos((driving_gear_angle-270)*pi/180); 
nd 
 Find position of connected-to tooth_face bottom of rotated driven gear 
p2bottom_separation_angle = … 
          360*(0.5*Ggear(driven_gear_no).geometry.tooth_dims(1))/... 
                                  (2*pi*Ggear(driven_gear_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3)); 
 driven_gear_angle >= 360 
nd 
 driven_gear_angle - … 
                                       driven_gear_tooth_top2bottom_separation_angle; 
angle,… 
bottom_radius = Ggear(driven_gear_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3); 
ting_tooth_angle <= 270)) 
gle-180)*pi/180); 
ar_angle-180)*pi/180); 
_gear_connecting_tooth_angle > 270) && (driven_gear_connecting_tooth_angle <= 360)) 
ar_ylength = -driven_tooth_face_bottom_radius * cos((driven_gear_angle-270)*pi/180); 
_zlength = -driven_tooth_face_bottom_radius * sin((driven_gear_angle-270)*pi/180); 
lseif ((driven_gear_connecting_tooth_angle > 0) && (driven_gear_connecting_tooth_angle <= 90)) 
en_gear_angle)*pi/180); 
en_gear_angle)*pi/180); 
g_tooth_angle <= 180)) 
le-90)*pi/180); 
_radius * sin((driven_gear_angle-90)*pi/180);    
nd 
 require flush gear wheels so compensate for different gear hub widths 
).position(1) + ... 
                                             0.5*Ggear(driving_gear_no).geometry.wheel_width(2) - ... 
l_width(1)) - ... 
ear(driven_gear_no).geometry.wheel_width(2) - ... 
heel_width(1)); 
ear_ylength + driven_gear_ylength; 
3) + … 
_zlength + driven_gear_zlength; 
_x - Ggear(driven_gear_no).position(1); 
riven_gear_movement_y = driven_gear_to_position_y - Ggear(driven_gear_no).position(2); 
gear_movement_z = driven_gear_to_position_z - Ggear(driven_gear_no).position(3); 
                                                      driven_gear_movement_y … 
ovement_z]; 
_gear_translation_amount); 
                                                     Ggear(driving_gear_no).geometry.too
 
% Determine y and z movement depending on connecting y-z quadrant 
if (driving_gear_angle >= 0 && driving_gear_angle <
    driving_gear_ylength = -driving_tooth_face_top_radius * si
    driving_gear_zlength = driving
elseif (driving_gear_angle > 90 && driving_gear_angle <= 180) 
    driving_gear_ylength = -driving_tooth_face_top_radius * cos((
    driving_
elseif (d
    dri
    driving_gear_zlength = -dr
e
    drivin





                                           
                  
driven_gear_angle = 180 + driving_gear_angle; 
if




                        
rotate(Ggear(driven_gear_no).handle,[1 0 0],driven_gear_connecting_tooth_
          Ggear(driven_gear_no).position); 
 
driven_tooth_face_
if ((driven_gear_connecting_tooth_angle > 180) && (driven_gear_connec
    driven_gear_ylength = -driven_tooth_face_bottom_radius * sin((driven_gear_an
    driven_gear_zlength = driven_tooth_face_bottom_radius * cos((driven_ge
elseif ((driven
    driven_ge
    driven_gear
e
    driven_gear_ylength = driven_tooth_face_bottom_radius * sin((driv
    driven_gear_zlength = -driven_tooth_face_bottom_radius * cos((driv
elseif ((driven_gear_connecting_tooth_angle > 90) && (driven_gear_connectin
    driven_gear_ylength = driven_tooth_face_bottom_radius * cos((driven_gear_ang
    driven_gear_zlength = driven_tooth_face_bottom
e
 




                                               0.5*Ggear(driving_gear_no).geometry.whee
                                              (0.5*Gg
                                                                    0.5*Ggear(driven_gear_no).geometry.w
driven_gear_to_position_y = Ggear(driving_gear_no).position(2) + … 
                                                                                    driving_g
driven_gear_to_position_z = Ggear(driving_gear_no).position(





driven_gear_translation_amount = [driven_gear_movement_x … 
  






Ggear(driven_gear_no).position = Ggear(driven_gear_no).position + ... 
                                                                 driven_gear_movement_y ... 
                                                      driven_gear_movement_z]; 
 If gear is connected to motor via driving gear then turn off its positional axes 
:no_of_handles 
get(Ggear(driven_gear_no).handle(count),'Type'),'line') 
          set(Ggear(driven_gear_no).handle(count),'Visible','off'); 
======================================================================== 




necting to shaft or shaft connecting to gear 
nent.type 
ponent.id); 
er_min_pos = LocalGetShaftKeyStartPos(handles.from_component.id) + ... 
                           LocalGetGearLength(handles.to_component.id); 
  case 'gear' 
der_max_pos = LocalGetShaftLength(handles.to_component.id); 








 LocalGetShaftKeyStartPos(handles.from_component.id) + ... 








                                                                  [driven_gear_movement_x ... 
  




    no_of_handles = length(Ggear(driven_gear_no).handle); 
    for count = 1
        if strcmp(
  
        end 
















% Distinguish between gear con
switch handles.from_compo
    case 'shaft' 
        slider_max_pos = LocalGetShaftLength(handles.from_com
        slid
          
  
        sli
        slider_min_pos = LocalGetShaftKeyStartPos(handles.to_component.id) + ... 
  
    otherwise 





































 Return position, in x-axis units down shaft cylinder starting at positional axes end, where shaft spinal  
haft(count).id == shaft_id) 
s is shaft cylinder length - shaft key length 
      key_pos = Gshaft(count).geometry.cyl_dims(2) - Gshaft(count).geometry.key_dims(3); break 
======================================================================== 
nction [shaft_length] = LocalGetShaftLength(shaft_id) 
al Gshaft 
shaft(count).id == shaft_id) 




  end 
========================================== 
n spooler main cylinder length 
ooler 
; 










function [key_pos] = LocalGetSha
%
% key begins 
global Gshaft 
 
key_pos = 0; 
no_of_shafts = length(Gshaft); 
for count = 1:no_of_shafts 
    if (Gs
        % po
  







% Return shaft cylinder length 
glob
 
shaft_length = 0; 
no_of_shafts = length(Gshaft); 
for count = 1:no_of_shafts 
    if (G
        shaft_






function [gear_length] = LocalGetGearLength(gear_id) 
% Return gear hub length 
g
 
gear_length = 0; 
no_of_gears = length(Ggear); 
for count = 1:no_of_gears 
    if (Ggear(count).id == gear_id











spooler_length = 0; 
no_of_spoolers = length(Gspooler)
for count = 1:no_of_spoolers 
    if (Gspooler(count).id == spooler_id) 
        spo






function [ok,message] = LocalMotorToMotorshaftc




ok = 0; 
message = 'Could not connect motorshaftcoupler to motor'; 
aft_radius = []; 
otor_shaft_length = []; 
aftcoupler_radius = []; 
th(Gmotorshaftcoupler); 
r count = 1:no_of_motors 




nt).id == motorshaftcoupler_id) 
adius = Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).geometry.dims(1); 
insert = 0.5 * Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).geometry.dims(3); 
  end 











 'Could not connect shaft to motorshaftcoupler'; 
otorshaftcoupler_radius = []; 
afts     = length(Gshaft); 
torshaftcoupler(count).geometry.dims(3); 
for 
aft(count).id == shaft_id) 
      shaft_radius = Gshaft(count).geometry.cyl_dims(1); 
aft_insert_length = Gshaft(count).geometry.cyl_dims(2) - Gshaft(count).geometry.key_dims(3); 
nd %for 
  ; 
aft_insert_length < motorshaftcoupler_insert) 
otorshaftcoupler - not connectable!';  
lseif (motorshaftcoupler_radius ~= shaft_radius) 




motorshaftcoupler_insert = []; 
 
no_of_motors    = length(Gmotor); 
no_of_couplers = leng
fo
    if (Gm
        motor_shaft_radius = Gmotor(count).geo
        motor_shaft_length = G
    end 
end %for 
 
for count = 1:no_of_cou
    if (Gmotorshaftcoupler(cou
        motorshaftcoupler_r





    ; 
elseif (motor_shaft_ < motorshaftcoupler_insert) 
    message = 'Motor shaft is too short to fit into motorshaftcoupler - 
elseif (motor_shaft_radi ~= motorshaftcoupler_radius) 
    message = 'Motor shaft cannot fit into motorshaftcoupler - not con
else 
    ok = 






function [ok,message] = LocalMotorshaftcouplerToShaftOK(coupler_id,s
global Gmotorshaftcoup  Gshaft 
 
ok = 0; 
message =
m
motorshaftcoupler_insert  = []; 
shaft_radius                      = []; 
shaft_insert_length           = []; 
 
no_of_sh
no_of_couplers = length(Gmotorshaftcoupler); 
for count = 1:no_of_couplers 
    if (Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).id == coupler_id) 
        motorshaftcoupler_radius = Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).geometry.dims(1); 
        motorshaftcoupler_insert = 0.5 * Gmo
    end 
end %
 
for count = 1:no_of_shafts 
    if (Gsh
  
        sh
    end 
e
 
if (isempty(motorshaftcoupler_radius) || isempty(shaft_radius)) 
  
elseif (sh
    message = 'Shaft drive end is too short to fit into m
e




    ok = 1; 






haft_radius = []; 
haft(count).id == shaft_id) 
metry.cyl_dims(1); 
haft_key_width = Gshaft(count).geometry.key_dims(1); 
y_dims(2); 
ft_key_length = Gshaft(count).geometry.key_dims(3); 
  end 





| isempty(shaft_key_length) || isempty(gear_hole_radius) || isempty(gear_hub_length)... 
pty(gear_key_width) || isempty(gear_key_height)... 
lseif (gear_hub_length >= shaft_key_length) 
age = 'Gear too big for shaft - not connectable!'; 
  message = 'Gear and shaft key dimensions are incompatible - not connectable!'; 






k = 0; 
CTION_MESSAGE; 
 
function [ok,message] = LocalShaftToGearOK(shaft_id,gea
global Gshaft Ggear 
 
ok = 0; 
message = 'Could not connect gear to shaft'; 
s
shaft_key_width = []; 
shaft_key_height = []; 
shaft_key_length = []; 
gear_hole_radius = []; 
gear_hub_length = []; 
gear_key_width = []; 
gear_key_height = []; 
 
no_of_shafts = length(Gshaft); 
no_of_gears  = length(Ggear); 
for count = 1:no_of_shafts 
    if (Gs
        shaft_radius  = Gshaft(count).geo
        s
        shaft_key_height = Gshaft(count).geometry.ke
        sha




for count = 1:no_of_gears 
    if 
        gear_hole_radius = Ggear(count).geometry.wheel_radius(1); 
        gear_hub_length = Ggear(count).g
        gear_key_width = Ggear(count).geometry.keyhol
        gear_key_height = Ggear(count).geome
        break 
    end 
end %for 
 
if (isempty(shaft_radius) || isempty(shaft_key_width) || isempty(shaft_key_height).
        |
        || isem
    ) 
    ; 
e
    mess
elseif ( (shaft_key_width ~= gear_key_width) || (shaft_key_height ~= gear_key_height) ) 
  
elseif (shaft_radius ~= gear_hole_radius) 
    message = 'Gear hole incompatible with shaft diam
e
    ok = 1






function [ok,message] = Local oSpoo





% Get shaft details 
 146
 
[x1,shaft_no,x2,x3,x4] = GetSystemDetails(shaft_id); 
shaft_radius = Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.cyl_dims(1); 
shaft_length = Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.cyl_dims(2); 
shaft_key_width = Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.key_dims(1); 
shaft_key_height = Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.key_dims(2); 
hole_radius = Gspooler(spooler_no).geometry.wheel_radius(1); 
ngth  = Gspooler(spooler_no).geometry.wheel_length(1); 
pooler_key_width = Gspooler(spooler_no).geometry.keyhole(1); 
 relating the 
t_pos = GetComponentDetail(shaft_id,'position'); 
t_end = shaft_pos - [shaft_length 0 0]; 
p_min_xpos = shaft_end(1) + shaft_key_length; 
1) - comp_min_xpos); 
 (isempty(shaft_radius) || isempty(shaft_key_width) || isempty(shaft_key_height)... 
y(shaft_key_length) || isempty(spooler_hole_radius) || isempty(spooler_length)... 
 ) 
if (spooler_length >= shaft_key_length) 
ooler too big for shaft - not connectable.'; 
length >= shaft_length_available) 
d for spooler - not connectable.'; 
 ((shaft_key_width ~= spooler_key_width) || (shaft_key_height ~= spooler_key_height)) 
ectable.'; 
 (shaft_radius ~= spooler_hole_radius) 
lse 




nction [ok,message] = LocalGearToGearOK(driving_gear_id,driven_gear_id) 
global Ggear DEFAULT_CONNECTION_MESSAGE 
 
ok = 0; 
message = DEFAULT_CONNECTION_MESSAGE; 
driving_gear_rim_width  = []; 
driving_gear_tooth_width  = []; 
driving_gear_tooth_height  = []; 
driving_gear_tooth_pressure_angle = []; 
driven_gear_rim_width  = []; 
driven_gear_tooth_width  = []; 
driven_gear_tooth_height  = []; 
driven_gear_tooth_pressure_angle = []; 
 
no_of_gears = length(Ggear); 
for count = 1:no_of_gears 
    if (Ggear(count).id == driving_gear_id) 
shaft_key_length = Gshaft(shaft_no).geometry.key_dims(3); 
 
% Get spooler details 




spooler_key_height = Gspooler(spooler_no).geometry.keyhole(2); 
 
% Check what components are connected to the shaft already - this is done by
% component(s)' positions to the shaft position and length 
shaf
shaf
[x1,x2,drives,x3,x4] = GetSystemDetails(shaft_id); 
no_comps_on_shaft = length(drives); 
if no_comps_on_shaft > 0 
    comp_positions = []; 
    for count = 1:no_comps_on_shaft 
        comp_pos          = GetComponentDetail(drives(count),'position'); 
        comp_positions = [comp_positions comp_pos]; 
    end 
    comp_min_xpos = min(comp_positions(1)); 
else 





        || isempt
        || isempty(spooler_key_width) || isempty(spooler_key_height)... 
  
    message = 'Could not obtain all requisite component details'; 
else
    message = 'Sp
elseif (spooler_
    message = 'Not enough space on shaft en
elseif
    message = 'Spooler and shaft key dimensions are incompatible - not conn
elseif
    message = 'Spooler hole incompatible with shaft diameter - not connectable.'; 
e









        driving_gear_rim_width      = Ggear(count).geometry.wheel_width(1); 
      driving_gear_tooth_width   = Ggear(count).geometry.tooth_dims(1); 
      driving_gear_tooth_pressure_angle = Ggear(count).geometry.tooth_angle(1); 
width     = Ggear(count).geometry.wheel_width(1); 
idth  = Ggear(count).geometry.tooth_dims(1); 
_height = Ggear(count).geometry.tooth_dims(2); 
r_tooth_pressure_angle = Ggear(count).geometry.tooth_angle(1); 
r 
ty(driving_gear_rim_width) || isempty(driving_gear_tooth_width)… 
gea ight) || ing_gear_tooth_pressure_angle)... 
) || isem ear_tooth_width)... 
a ht) || i _gear_tooth_pressure_angle)... 
oth_ g idth) 
th w ble!'; 
_ iven_g ight)  
ot the t connectable!'; 
ngle) 
e = 'Gear teeth pressure angle are not the same - not connectable!'; 
lseif (driving_gear_rim_width ~= driven_gear_rim_width)    
1; 
  message = strcat('Gear rim widths are not the same. Although the gears may still be connected, this 
configuration is not recommended.'); 
else 
    ok = 1; 






function Shaft_Position_Slider_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% 
usewhitebg = 1; 
if usewhitebg 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',[.9 .9 .9]); 
else 




function Shaft_Position_Slider_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 







        driving_gear_tooth_height  = Ggear(count).geometry.tooth_dims(2); 
  
    elseif (Ggear(count).id == driven_gear_id) 
        driven_gear_rim_
        driven_gear_tooth_w
        driven_gear_tooth
        driven_gea




        || isempty(driving_ r_tooth_he isempty(driv
        || isempty(driven_gear_rim_width pty(driven_g
        || isempty(driven_ge r_tooth_heig sempty(driven
   ) 
    ; 
elseif (driving_gear_to width ~= driven_ ear_tooth_w
    message = 'Gear tee ith not the same - not connecta
elseif (driving_gear_tooth height ~= dr ear_tooth_he
    message = 'Gear teeth depths are n same - no
elseif (driving_gear_tooth_pressure_angle ~= driven_gear_tooth_pressure_a
    messag
e




Appendix C.18 MATLAB function CoverCylinderEnds.m 
 
function [hpan_top,hpan_bot] = CoverCylinderEnds(xin,yin,zin,xout,yout,zout,haxes) 
for cyl top and bottom use patch to create a solid wheel 
 [1 2 3 4]; 










[nrows,ncols] = size(xin); 
fo
    if c == ncols 
        c1 = 1; 
    else 
        c1 = c+1; 
    end 
    panb(:,:) = [xin(1,c) yin(1,c)  zin(1,c);..
                      xout(1,c) yout(1,c)  zout(1,c)
                      xout(1,c1) y
                      xin(1,c1) yin(1,c1)  zin(1,c)]; 
    hpan_bot(c) = patch('Vertices',panb(:,:),'Faces',pan_fa
    pant(:,:) = [xin(2,c) yin(2,c)  zin(2,c);... 
                     xout(2,c) yout(2,c)  zout(2,c);... 
                     xout(2,c1) yout(2,c1) zout(2,c);... 
                     xi







Appendix C.19 MATLAB function GetComponentDetail.m 
 
function [detail] = GetComponentDetail(component_id,detail_requested) 
 Gmotorshaftcoupler Gshaft Ggear Gspooler 
witch comp_type 
    case 'motor' 
        handle = Gmotor(comp_no).handle; 
        position = Gmotor(comp_no).position; 
        orientation = Gmotor(comp_no).orientation; 
        transparency = Gmotor(comp_no).transparency; 
        loadposition = Gmotor(comp_no).load_position; 
    case 'motorshaftcoupler' 
        handle = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).handle; 
        position = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).position; 
        orientation = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).orientation; 
        transparency = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).transparency; 
        loadposition = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).load_position; 
    case 'shaft' 
        handle = Gshaft(comp_no).handle; 
        position = Gshaft(comp_no).position; 
        orientation = Gshaft(comp_no).orientation; 
        transparency = Gshaft(comp_no).transparency; 
        loadposition = Gshaft(comp_no).load_position; 
    case 'gear' 
        handle = Ggear(comp_no).handle; 
        position = Ggear(comp_no).position; 
        orientation = Ggear(comp_no).orientation; 
        transparency = Ggear(comp_no).transparency; 
        loadposition = Ggear(comp_no).load_position; 
    case 'spooler' 
        handle = Gspooler(comp_no).handle; 
        position = Gspooler(comp_no).position; 
        orientation = Gspooler(comp_no).orientation; 
        transparency = Gspooler(comp_no).transparency; 
        loadposition = Gspooler(comp_no).load_position; 
    otherwise 




    case 'number' 
        detail = comp_no; 
    case 'handle' 
        detail = handle; 
    case 'position' 
        detail = position; 
    case 'orientation' 
        detail = orientation; 
    case 'transparency' 
        detail = transparency; 
    case 'load_position' 
        detail = loadposition 
    otherwise 







detail = []; 





Appendix C.20 MATLAB function GetGearTeethNo.m 
 
function [teeth_no] = GetGearTeethNo(gear_no) 
global Ggear 
 
% No of teeth is tooth base circle circumference divided by tooth length 





Appendix C.21 MATLAB function GetSystemComponent.m 
 
function [system_entry] = GetSystemComponent(component_id) 
global Gsystem 
 
system_entry = []; 
ents = length(Gsystem); 
o_of_components 
d == Gsystem(count).id) 
      system_entry = Gsystem(count); 
 
no_of_compon
for count = 1:n
    if (component_i
  
        break 







Appendix C.22 MATLAB function GetSystemDetails.m 
 
function [istype,comp_no,drives,drivenby,isconnected] = GetSystemDetails(component_id) 
pe = []; 
enby = 0; 
r count = 1:no_of_components 
ent_id == Gsystem(count).id) 
 = Gsystem(count).type; 
_no = Gsystem(count).no; 
rivenby; 





comp_no = 0; 
drives = []; 
driv
isconnected = 0; 
 
no_of_components = length(Gsystem); 
fo
    if (compon
        istype 
        comp
        drives = Gsystem(count).drives; 
        drivenby = Gsystem(count).d
        isconnected
        break







Appendix C.23 Simulink S-function LiftLoadsfun.m 
   With M-file S-functions, you can define you own ordinary differential equations (ODEs), discrete  
st about any type of algorithm to be used within a Simulink block diagram. 
LAG,P1,...,Pn) 
 The following outlines the general structure of an S-function. 
SliderLoadDistance Gslider_load_distance_max_value 
witch flag, 










 initial conditions, and sample times for the S-function. 
 Note that in this example, the values are hard coded.  This is not a recommended practice as the  
e typically defined by the S-function parameters. 
izes = simsizes; 
s = 0; 
zes.NumOutputs = 0; 
epending on sfun block's u() inputs 
ys = simsizes(sizes); 
tr = []; 
  = [0 0]; 
 end mdlInitializeSizes 
========================================================================= 
nction sys=mdlDerivatives(t,x,u) 
% Return the derivatives for the continuous states  
 
function [sys,x0,str,ts] = LiftLoadsfun(t,x,u,flag) 
%
%   system equations, and/or ju
% 
%   The general form of an M-File S-function syntax is: 







  % Initialization 
  case 0, 
      G
      [sys,x0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes; 
  % D
  case 1, 
    sys=mdlDerivatives(t,x,u
  % U
  case 2, 
    sy
  
  case 3, 
    sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u); 
  % GetTimeOfNextVarHit 
  case 4, 
    sys=mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit(t,x,u); 
  % Terminate 
  
    sys=mdlTerminate(t,x,u); 
  % Unexpected flags 
  






% Return the sizes,
% 
%





sizes.NumDiscStates = 0; 
si
sizes.NumInputs  = 2; % This is set d
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 0; 




% initialize the initial conditions 
x0  = []; 
 
% str is always an empty matrix 
s
 








sys = []; 
% end md ives lDerivat
=============================================================================== 

















ys = []; 
=============================================================================== 
x,u) 
lock.  Note that the result is absolute time. Note that this function 
hen you specify a variable discrete-time sample time [-2 0] in the sample time array in 








% Handle discrete state updates, sample time hits, and major time step requirements. 
glo
global Gslider_load_distance_max_value 
sys = []; 
 
if isempty(u) 




    load_distance_from_spooler = u(1); 
else 
    load_distance_from_spooler = 0; 
end
if
    load_moved_by = u(2); 
e
    load_moved_by = 0; 
e
 
% Shorten load cab
set(Gload.hwire,'Visible','off'); 
wire_zcoords = get(Gload.hwire,'ZData'





Gload.position = Gload.position + [0 0 load_moved
 
if









% Return the block outp
 
s




% Return the time of the next hit for this b




sampleTime = 1; % Example, 
sys = t + sampleTime; 




% Perform any end of simulation ta
 
 





Appendix C.24 MATLAB function ModalDialogue.m 
ATLAB figure file ModalDialogue.fig 
 MODALDIALOGUE M-file for ModalDialogue.fig 
IALOGUE or raises the existing singleton*. 
      H = MODALDIALOGUE returns the handle to a new MODALDIALOGUE or the handle to 
      MODALDIALOGUE('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 
ut arguments. 
      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are 
An 
ation 
      stop.  All inputs are passed to ModalDialogue_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
odify the response to help ModalDialogue 
 Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 02-Jul-2004 14:24:23 
 Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
e',  mfilename, ... 
                           'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
ingFcn', @ModalDialogue_OpeningFcn, ... 
                           'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
 nargin & isstr(varargin{1}) 
ui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
nd 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
%=============================================================================== 
 
function ModalDialogue_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
global FIGURE_TITLE 
text_width_limit = 35; 
 
set(hObject,'Name',strcat(FIGURE_TITLE,' - Warning!')); 
 
% Determine position of the dialogue - centered on callback figure if available, else centered on the screen 
fig_pos = get(0,'DefaultFigurePosition'); 
figure1 = get(handles.figure1,'Position'); 
if isempty(gcbf) 
    screen_units = get(0,'Units'); 
    set(0,'Units','pixels'); 
    screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
    set(0,'Units',screen_units); 
    fig_pos(1) = 0.5 * (screen_size(3) - figure1(3)); 
    fig_pos(2) = 0.5 * (screen_size(4) - figure1(4)); 
else 
    gcbf_old_units = get(gcbf,'Units'); 
    set(gcbf,'Units','pixels'); 
    gcbf_pos = get(gcbf,'Position'); 
    set(gcbf,'Units',gcbf_old_units); 
    fig_pos(1:2) = [(gcbf_pos(1) + gcbf_pos(3)/2) - figure1(3)/2, ... 
                    (gcbf_pos(2) + gcbf_pos(4)/2) - figure1(4)/2]; 
end 
fig_pos(3:4) = [figure1(3) figure1(4)]; 
set(hObject,'Position',fig_pos); 
  - associated with M
 
function varargout = ModalDialogue(varargin) 
%
%      MODALDIALOGUE, by itself, creates a new MODALD
% 
%
%      the existing singleton*. 
% 
%
%      function named CALLBACK in MODALDIALOGUE.M with the given inp
% 
%      MODALDIALOGUE('Property','Value',...) creates a new MODALDIALOGUE or raises the 
%
%      applied to the GUI before ModalDialogue_OpeningFunction gets called.  









gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Nam
  
                             'gui_Open
                             'gui_OutputFcn',  @ModalDialogue_OutputFcn, ... 
  
                             'gui_Callback',  []); 
if




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = g
else 





% Get and display passed message 
hoose default command line output for ModalDialogue 
pdate handles structure 
akes ModalDialogue wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 
iwait(handles.figure1); 
=================================================================== 
lDialogue_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
l array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT); 








estFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
),'waiting') 
  % The GUI is still in UIWAIT - use UIRESUME 
ndles.figure1); 
e GUI is no longer waiting - just close it 
nd 
=============================================================== 













function varargout = Moda



















    uiresume(ha
else % Th






Appendix C.25 Simulink S-function PlotParameterssfun.m 
lotParametersfun(t,x,u,flag) 
 system equations, and/or just about any type of algorithm to be used within a Simulink block diagram. 
 is: 
       [SYS,X0,STR,TS] = SFUNC(T,X,U,FLAG,P1,...,Pn) 
 
DEL_NAME Gprev_t Gprev_u 
  Gprev_u = zeros(10);  
  [sys,x0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes; 
erivatives(t,x,u); 
% Update 
  sys=mdlTerminate(t,x,u); 
% Unexpected flags 
 flag = ',num2str(flag)]); 
============================================================================== 
tializeSizes 
 Return the sizes, initial conditions, and sample times for the S-function  
sizes for a sizes structure, fill it in and convert it to a sizes array. 
haracteristics of the block are typically defined by the S-function parameters. 
= 0; 
zes.NumOutputs = 0; 
u() inputs 
= 0; 
 at least one sample time is needed 
sizes); 
lways an empty matrix% 
 
function [sys,x0,str,ts] = P
%   With M-file S-functions, you can define you own ordinary differential equations (ODEs), discrete  
%  
% 







  % Initialization 
  case 0, 
  
    Gprev_t = 0; 
  
 
  % Derivatives 
  case 1, 
    sys=mdlD
 
  
  case 2, 
    sys=mdlUpdate(t,x,u); 
 
  % Outputs 
  case 3, 
    sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u); 
 
  % GetTimeOfNextVarHit 
  case 4, 
    sys=mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit(t,x,u); 
 
  % Terminate 




  otherwise 
    error(['Unhandled
 
end 








% Note that in this example, the values are hard coded.  This is not a recommended practice as the  
% c
sizes = simsizes; 
 
sizes.NumContStates = 0; 
sizes.NumDiscStates 
si
sizes.NumInputs  = 3; % This is set depending on sfun block's 
sizes.DirFeedthrough 
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1;   %
 
sys = simsizes(
% initialize the initial conditions 
x0  = []; 
 
% str is a




% initialize the array of sample times 
ts  = [0 0]; 
==== 
ction sys=mdlDerivatives(t,x,u) 
ys = []; 
erivatives 
=================================================================== 
te state updates, sample time hits, and major time step requirements. 




v_t t],[Gprev_u(1) u(1)],'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 0 1],'Parent',h.axes.n1); 
(2)],'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 0 1],'Parent',h.axes.n2); 
_u(1) u(1)],'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[1 0 0],'Parent',h.axes.n3); 
 4 for driving gear stress calcs 
,1.5,'Color',[0 1 0],'Parent',h.axes.n4); 
 Use axes 5 for driven gear stress calcs 
Gprev_t t],[Gprev_u(1) u(1)],'LineWidth',1.5,'Color',[0 1 0],'Parent',h.axes.n5); 
aintain axes properties 
et(findobj(fig,'type','axes','Tag','Motor'),'YLim',[h.motorrpmmin h.motorrpmmax]); 





 for this block.  Note that the result is absolute time.  Note that this function  
ed when you specify a variable discrete-time sample time [-2 0] in the sample time array in 
 mdlInitializeSizes. 
ime = 1;    % Example, set the next hit to be one second later. 
ys = t + sampleTime; 
======================================================================== 
 Perform any end of simulation tasks. 
 end mdlTerminate 
















sys = []; 
fig = test3gui('figure'); 
if ~ishandle(fi




















Gprev_u(2) = u(2); 
Gprev_t = t; 
retu




% Return the block outputs. 
 
sys = []; 




% Return the time of the next hit
















Appendix C.26 Simulink S-function RotateShaftsfun.m 
 RotateShaftsfun(t,x,u,flag) 








  sys=mdlTerminate(t,x,u); 
ected flags 
ise 




 the sizes, initial conditions, and sample times for the S-function. 
 call simsizes for a sizes structure, fill it in and convert it to a sizes array. 
 characteristics of the block are typically defined by the S-function parameters. 
 = 0; 
zes.NumDiscStates = 0; 
zes.NumOutputs = 0; 
uts 
= 0; 
zes.NumSampleTimes = 1;   % at least one sample time is needed 
lways an empty matrix 
% initialize the array of sample times 










%   With M-file S-functions, you can define you own ordinary differential equations (ODEs), discrete  
%
% 
%   The general form of an M-File S-function syntax is: 




  % Initialization 
  case
    [sys,x0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSiz
  % D
  case 1, 
    sys=mdlDerivatives(t,x,u); 
  % U
  case 2, 
    sy
  
  case 3, 
    sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u); 
  % GetTimeOfNextVarHit 
  
    sys=mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit(t,x,u); 
  % Terminate 
  case 9, 
  
  % Unexp
  otherw










% Note that in this example, the values are hard coded. This is not a recommended practice as the  
%
% 









sys = simsizes(sizes); 
 
% initialize the initial conditions 
x0  = []; 
 
% str is a




sys = []; 
 
% end mdlDerivatives 
%=============================================================================== 
ample time hits, and major time step 
lobal Gsimulatable_system Gshaft Ggear GhDrivingShaftSystem GhDrivenGearSystem GhDisplayAxes 





% Determine driving system's rotation point which is the centre of the driving shaft 
simulatable_system.drivingshaft_no).position; 
rivingShaftSystem,[1 0 0],driving_shaft_rot_angle,origin); 
% Determine driven system's rotation point which is the centre of the driven gear 
origin = Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no).position; 








% Return the block outputs. 
 
 
sys = []; 
 




% Return the time of the next hit for this block.  Note that the result is absolute time.  Note that this function  




sampleTime = 1;    %  Example, set the next hit to be one second later. 
sys = t + sampleTime; 
 




% Perform any end of simulation tasks. 
 
sys = []; 




% Handle discrete state updates, s
g
sys = []; 
 
if ~isempty(u(1)) 
    driving_shaft_rot_an
    driving_shaft_rot_angle = 0; 
if (~isempty(u(2)) && (u(2) ~= 0)) 
    driven_gear_rot_angle = u(2); 







Appendix C.27 MATLAB function SetComponentLightProperties.m 
nction SetComponentLightProperties(hcomponent) 
omponent MUST be made up of handles to patch and 
x with line handles as well search the 
global Gmain_axes_light_params 
andle_type = get(hcomponent(count),'Type'); 
ntStrength',Gmain_axes_light_params.ambient_strength,... 
           'DiffuseStrength',Gmain_axes_light_params.diffuse_strength,... 
arColorReflectance',Gmain_axes_light_params.specular_colour_reflectance,... 
      otherwise 
  end %switch 
 
fu
% For the following light properties to be applied hc
% surface graphics objects so since hcomponent will be comple
% hcomponent array for graphic type 
 
handles_no = length(hcomponent); 
for count = 1:handles_no 
    h
    switch handle_type 
        case {'patch','surface'} 
            set(hcomponent(count),... 
                  'Ambie
       
                  'SpecularStrength',Gmain_axes_light_params.specular_strength,... 
                  'SpecularExponent',Gmain_axes_light_params.specular_exponent,... 
                  'Specul
                  'FaceLighting',Gmain_axes_light_params.light_style); 
  






Appendix C.28 MATLAB function SetDirectoryListBox.m 
  - associated with MATLAB figure file SetDirectoryListBox.fig 
toryListBox(varargin) 
X M-file for SetDirectoryListBox.fig 
LISTBOX, by itself, creates a new SETDIRECTORYLISTBOX or raises the existing 
RYLISTBOX returns the handle to a new SETDIRECTORYLISTBOX or the  
 
RYLISTBOX using the 
      given property value pairs. Unrecognized properties are passed via varargin to 
ingFcn. This calling syntax produces a warning when there is an existing  
      SETDIRECTORYLISTBOX('CALLBACK') and SETDIRECTORYLISTBOX('CALLBACK',hObject,...)  
YLISTBOX.M with the given input 
      arguments. 
ponse to help SetDirectoryListBox 
ified by GUIDE v2.5 21-Aug-2004 20:08:10 
 Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
ui_State = struct('gui_Name',  mfilename, ... 
i_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
ningFcn', @SetDirectoryListBox_OpeningFcn, ... 
           'gui_OutputFcn',  @SetDirectoryListBox_OutputFcn, ... 
                           'gui_Callback',  []); 
ui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
out 
ainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
 End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
============================ 
Fcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
ntered on callback figure if available, else centered on the screen 
figure1 = les.figure1,'Position'); 
(gcbf) 
n_units = get(0,'Units'); 
    screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
  fig_pos(1) = 0.5 * (screen_size(3) - figure1(3)); 
 0.5 * (screen_size(4) - figure1(4)); 
s(3)/2) - figure1(3)/2, ... 
os(4)/2) - figure1(4)/2]; 
(3:4) = [figure1(3) figure1(4)]; 
 
function varargout = SetDirec
% SETDIRECTORYLISTBO
%      SETDIRECTORY
%      singleton*. 
% 
%      H = SETDIRECTO
%      handle to the existing singleton*. 
%
%      SETDIRECTORYLISTBOX('Property','Value',...) creates a new SETDIRECTO
%
%      SetDirectoryListBox_Open
%      singleton*. 
% 
%
%      call the local function named CALLBACK in SETDIRECTOR
%





gui_Singleton = 1; 
g
                             'gu
                             'gui_Ope
                  
                             'gui_LayoutFcn',  [], ... 
  
if nargin & isstr(varargin{1}) 




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 








str = varargin{2}; 
set(hObject,'Name',strcat(FIGURE_TITLE,' -',str)); 
 
% Determine position of the dialogue - ce
fig_pos = get(0,'DefaultFigurePosition'); 
 get(hand
if isempty
    scree
    set(0,'Units','pixels'); 
    set(0,'Units',screen_units); 
  
    fig_pos(2) =
else 
    gcbf_old_units = get(gcbf,'Units'); 
    set(gcbf,'Units','pixels'); 
    gcbf_pos = get(gcbf,'Position'); 
    set(gcbf,'Units',gcbf_old_units); 
    fig_pos(1:2) = [(gcbf_pos(1) + gcbf_po







% Choose default command line output for SetDirectoryListBox 
handles.output = hObject; 
s structure 
uidata(hObject, handles); 
% Populate the listbox 
tBox wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 
=================================================================== 
ox_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
ure1); 
=================================================== 
function OK_PushButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
================================================================== 
_PushButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
s); 
==================================================== 









 index_selected = get(hObject,'Value'); 
 file_list              = get(hObject,'String'); 
 filename           = file_list{index_selected}; 
 if  handles.is_dir(handles.sorted_index(index_selected)) 
  cd(filename); 









dir_struct = dir(dir_path); 
[sorted_names,sorted_index] = sortrows({dir_struct.name}'); 
handles.current_dir  = dir_path; 
handles.file_names   = sorted_names; 
handles.is_dir       = [dir_struct.isdir]; 














function varargout = SetDirectoryListB
 




















    set(hObje
else 







Appendix C.29 MATLAB function SetSystemComponentDetail.m 
nction [ok] = SetSystemComponentDetail(component_id,field,value) 
system); 
count = 1:no_of_components 
     case 'id' 
         Gsystem(count).type = value; 
         index = find(Gsystem(count).drives == value); 
         else 
              end 
              Gsystem(count).drives = [Gsystem(count).drives value]; 
count).drivenby = value; 
rce'
_sou





ok = 0; 
no_of_components = length(G
for 
    if (Gsystem(count).id == component_id) 
        switch field 
       
                Gsystem(count).id = value; 
            case 'type' 
       
            case 'no' 
                Gsystem(count).no = value; 
            case 'drives' 
                Gsystem(count).drives = value; 
            case 'minus_drives' 
       
                if isempty(index) 
                    return 
       
                    Gsystem(count).drives(index) = []; 
  
            case 'add_drives' 
  
            case 'drivenby' 
                Gsystem(
            case 'connected_to_sou  
                Gsystem(count).connected_to rce = value; 
            otherwise 
                return 
        end 
        break 








Appendix C.30 MATLAB function SimulateSystemDialogue.m 
ogue(varargin) 
 for SimulateSystemDialogue.fig 
TEMDIALOGUE, by itself, creates a new SIMULATESYSTEMDIALOGUE or raises  
UE returns the handle to a new SIMULATESYSTEMDIALOGUE or  
 singleton*. 
',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 
ACK in SIMULATESYSTEMDIALOGUE.M with the given input arguments. 
IALOGUE('Property','Value',...) creates a new SIMULATESYSTEMDIALOGUE  
n*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are applied to the GUI  
ue_OpeningFunction gets called. An unrecognized property name or  
inputs are passed to  
ools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one  instance to run  
 
alogue 
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 30-Aug-2004 09:21:41 
T 
mfilename, ... 
  gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
 




ogue_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
r Gsimulatable_system Gload 
lobal Gsimulatable_system Gshaft Ggear Gspooler GhDrivingShaftSystem GhDrivenGearSystem 
rLoadDistance GhSliderLoadDistanceValue 
                                        'LoadVelocityMinMax',[0 0],... 
        'CableBreakingStrain',0,... 






                                        Gshaft(Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no).handle ... 
stem.spooler_no).handle]; 
  - associated with MATLAB figure file SimulateSystemDialogue.fig 
 
function varargout = SimulateSystemDial
% SIMULATESYSTEMDIALOGUE M-file
%      SIMULATESYS
%      the existing singleton*. 
% 
%      H = SIMULATESYSTEMDIALOG
%      the handle to the existing
% 
%      SIMULATESYSTEMDIALOGUE('CALLBACK
%      function named CALLB
% 
%      SIMULATESYSTEMD
%      or raises the existing singleto
%      before SimulateSystemDialog
%      invalid value makes property application stop. All 
%      SimulateSystemDialogue_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's T
%      (singleton)". 
%
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help SimulateSystemDi
 
 
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDI
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',  
                             'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                             'gui_OpeningFcn', @SimulateSystemDialogue_OpeningFcn, ... 
                             'gui_OutputFcn',  @SimulateSystemDialogue_OutputFcn, ... 
                             'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                             'gui_Callback',  []); 






    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:})
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
 
function SimulateSystemDial





% Globals of simulation data for use in simulation plots 
Gsimulation_data = struct('StartTime',0,... 
                                          'EndTime',1,... 
                                          'LoadWeightMinMax',[0 0],... 
  
                                  
                                    
                                          '
                                          'StopReasonTextBoxHandle',handles.SimulationStat
 
% Group all handles of driving shaft components and driven gear components
GhDrivingShaftSystem = [Gshaft(Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_no).hand
                                          Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_n
GhDrivenGearSystem   = [Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no).handle ... 
  




handles.display_axes = varargin{1}; 
ound else centered on the  
figure1 = get(handles.figure1,'Position'); 




  set(gcbf,'Units','pixels'); 
    set(gcbf,'Units',gcbf_old_units); 
s(4)/2) - figure1(4)/2]; 
nd %if 
String','Motor speed v torque'); 









st_of_simulate_times = strvcat('0.01','0.1','1','2','10','20','100','1000'); %sec 
set(handles.SimulateTimeLengthPopup,'String',list_of_simulate_times,'Value',3); 







andles.cable_breaking_strain = 400; %ie Newtons 
% Determine position of the dialogue - set to the RHS of callback figure if f
% screen 
fig_pos = get(0,'DefaultFigurePosition'); 
if isempty(gcbf) 
    screen_units = get(0,'Units'); 
    set(0,'Units','pixels'); 
  
    set(0,'Units',screen_
    fig_pos(1) = 0.5 * (screen_size(3) - figure
    fig_pos(2) = 0.5 * (screen_size(4) - figure1(
else 
    gcbf_old_units = get(gcbf,'Units'); 
  
    gcbf_pos = get(gcbf,'Position'); 
    fig_pos(1) = gcbf_pos(1) + gcbf_pos(3) - figure1(3); 
    fig_pos(2) = [(gcbf_pos(2) + gcbf_po
e
fig_pos(3:4) = [figure1(3) figure1(4)]; 
set(hObject,'Position',fig_pos); 
 
set(hObject,'Name',strcat(FIGURE_TITLE,' - simulation parameters')); 
 
% Load listbox 
set(handles.SpeedTorqueLabel,'
                                                   Gmotor(Gsimulatable_system.motor_no).behaviour.speed_v
                                                            ); 
min_speed   = min(Gmotor(Gsimulatable_system.motor_no).behaviour.speed_v_tor
max_speed  = max(Gmotor(Gsimulatable_sy
min_torque  = min(Gmotor(Gsimulatable_system.motor_no).behaviour.speed_v_to
max_torque = max(Gmotor(Gsimulatable_system.moto
Gsimulation_data.MotorRPMMinMax    = [min_speed m
Gsimulation_data.MotorTorqueMinMax = [min_torque m
 
set(handles.SpeedTorqueListBox,'String',speedvtorque_list,'Value',1); 
listbox_index = get(handles.SpeedTorqueListBox,'Value'); 
handles.speed_v_torque = str2num(speedvtorque_list(l
 
set(handles.SampleTimeLabel,'String','Sample Time (ms)'); 
handles.sample_time = 0.001; %sec 
list_of_sample_times = strvcat('0.01','0.1','1','10','100','1000'); %ms 
set(handles.SampleTimePopup,'String',list_of_sample_times,'Value',3); 
 
set(handles.SimulateTimeLabel,'String','Simulation Time (s)'); 








Gload.weight = 100; 
load_weight_min = 0; 
load_weight_max = 2000; 








cable_strain_min = 0; 
 167
 
cable_strain_max = 20000; 
Gsimulation_data.CableBreakingStrain = handles.cable_breaking_strain; 











 Calculate some Moment-of_inertias 
metry.wheel_radius(2); 
andles.spoolerMOI = Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).material.weight * ... 
        handles.spooler_radius; 
nstruct simple box representing load and set it right up to spooler 
1) + ... 
            0.5*Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).geometry.wheel_length(1); 
_edge_ypos   = Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).position(2) - ... 
pooler_edge_zpos   = Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).position(3); 




wire_ypos = [spooler_edge_ypos   Gload.position(2)]; 
_zpos   Gload.position(3)]; 
wire = line(wire_xpos,wire_ypos,wire_zpos,… 
Gload.wirelength = 1.5*Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).geometry.wheel_radius(2); 





                                          'Min',load_box_top_maxzpos,... 
                                       'Value',Gload.position(3)); 




ink model if not already done so 
 Set various aspects of the Simulink model that are not set by the dialogue 
ear_ratio = GetGearTeethNo(Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no) / ... 

























          
spooler
                      Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).geometry.wheel_radius(2); 
s
load_box_top_maxzpos = -50; 
load_box_top_minzpos = [spooler_edge_zpos - ... 
  
load_box_top_zpos = load_b
Gload.hbox = LocalBuildLoadBox([spooler_middle_xpos spooler
lo
Gload.position = [spooler_middle_xpos spooler_edge_ypos load_box_top_zpos]; 
wire_xpos = [spooler_middle_xpos Gload.position(1)]; 
wire_zpos = [spooler_edge
Gload.h
                              'Parent',handles.display_axes,'Color',[0 0 0],'LineWidth',2.0); 
%







          













% Determine gear ratio of driving to driven gear 
g










% Choose default command line output for SimulateSystemDialogue 
handles.output = hObject; 
ts; 
% Update handles structure 
iwait(handles.figure1); 
============================== 
nction varargout = SimulateSystemDialogue_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
=============================================== 











nction SliderLoadWeight_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
  set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',[.9 .9 .9]); 
groundColor')); 
=============================================================================== 
SliderLoadWeight_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 





ency_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 usewhitebg 


















    set(hObject,'BackgroundC
else 






global MODEL_NAME Gmotor Gsimulatable_s
 
list = get(hObject,'String'); 
































usewhitebg = 1; 
if
    set(hObject,'Backgro
else 




























port11_ToothFaceWidth = [tooth_width tooth_width]'; 
rmine application factor Ka 
port8_Ka = [Ka Ka]'; 
ctor Kv 
. - for code 
Cma = 0.3; 
 



























inport1_t = times; 
gear_eff = handles.gear_efficiency/100; 
inport1_GearEfficiency = [gear_eff gear_eff]'; 
inport2_SpoolerMOI = [handles.spoolerMOI
inport3_MotorMOI = [0.1 0.1]'; 
inport4_SpoolerRadius = [handles.spooler_rad




inport7_DiametralPitch = [diam_pitch diam_pitch
 




Ka = LocalDetermineApplicationFactor(handles); 
in
 
% Determine dynamic fa
% this needs knowledge of the AGMA quality no
Kv = 1.5; 
inport9_Kv = [Kv Kv]'; 
 
% Determine Geometry factor J - needs a table of set values 
J = 0.4; 
inport12_AGMAJFactor = [J J]'; 
% Determine Load Distribution Factor 
Cpf = 0.2; 
Km = 1 + Cpf + Cma; 
inport10_Km = [Km Km]'; 
% Determine Size factor 
Ks = 1; 
inpor
 
Gsimulation_data.EndTime = handles.simulate_time; 
 
% Start the simulation 
set_param(strcat(MODEL_NAME,'/ProgramStopS
[t,x] = sim(MODEL_NAME,[0 handles.simulate_ti
                 simset('FixedStep',handles.sample_time,'Solver','ode1'),... 
                 [times,inport1_GearEfficiency],... 
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                 [times,inport2_SpoolerMOI],... 
                 [times,inport4_SpoolerRadius],... 
. 
     [times,inport7_DiametralPitch],... 
               [times,inport8_Ka],... 
    [times,inport9_Kv],... 
               [times,inport11_ToothFaceWidth],... 
                 [times,inport12_AGMAJFactor],... 
... 
              ); %sim 
 
============================================================ 























  set_param(MODEL_NAME,'SimulationCommand','continue'); 
  set(handles.StartPushButton,'Enable','off'); 
tton,'Enable','off'); 






                 [times,inport3_MotorMOI],... 
                 [times,inport5_LoadDistance],... 
                 [times,inport6_CableBreakingStrain],..
            
  
             
                 [times,inport10_Km],... 
  



































    set_param(MODEL_NAME,'Simula
    set(hObject,'String','Re-start'); 
    set(handles.SimulationStatusTextB
    set(handles.StartPushButton,'Enable'
    set(handles.StopPushButton,'
    set(handles.QuitPushButton,'Enable','off'); 
elseif strcmp(get_param(MODE
  
    set(hObject,'String','Pause'); 
    set(handles.SimulationStatusTextBox,'String','Running ...'); 
  
    set(handles.StopPushButton,'Enable','on'); 
    set(handles.QuitPushBu
end 
%
%     set_param(MODEL_NAME,'SimulationCommand','pause'); 
%     set(hObject,'String','R
%     set(handle
%     set(handles.StartPushButton,'Enable','off'); 
%     set(handles.StopPushButton,'Enable','off'); 
%     set(handles.Q
% elseif strcmp(ge
%     set_param(MO
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%     set(hObject,'String','Pause'); 











on GenerateReportCheckBox_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
uff to open file ready for writing during simulation 
return 
=============================================================================== 
ce_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
Color',[.9 .9 .9]); 
nd 
%=============================================================================== 
ject, eventdata, handles) 
d_pos   = Gload.position(3); 
coords = get(Gload.hwire,'XData'); 
coords = get(Gload.hwire,'ZData'); 
ndles.display_axes,'Color',[0 0 0],'LineWidth',2.0); 
e(Gload.hbox,[0 0 (new_load_pos - old_load_pos)]); 
uidata(hObject,handles); 
=========================================================================== 
on [hbox] = LocalBuildLoadBox(pos_of_box_top,display_axes); 
s_on = 0; 
positions are referenced to bottom-left coord of panel 1 along y-z axes 
ox_width  = 0.2; 
ox_length = 0.2; 
%     set(handles.StartPushButton,'Enable','off'); 
%     set(handles.StopPushButton,'Enable','on'); 











handles.output = ''; 
g











usewhitebg = 1; 
if usewhitebg 
    set(hObject,'Background
else 









new_load_pos = get(hObject,'Value'); 
 
x
ycoords = get(Gload.hwire,'YData'); 
z













panels_on = [1 1 1 1 1 1]; 
edge
% Box 
% (ie x=0) which is motor front (ie drive shaft end) horizontal width 
b




case_origin  = pos_of_box_top - [0.5*box_width 0 0.5*box_height]; 
h,box_height,box_length,[0.1 0.1 0.1],... 
nels_on,edges_on,case_origin,display_axes); 
andles = length(hbox); 
  if strcmp(get(hbox(count),'Type'),'line') 




nction SliderCableBreakingStrain_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if usewhitebg 
Color',[.9 .9 .9]); 
nd 
=============================== 
ack(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Gsimulation_data 
 = get(hObject,'Value'); 
akingStrainValue,'String',num2str(handles.cable_breaking_strain)); 








opup_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
_list = get(handles.SampleTimePopup,'String'); 





engthPopup_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
ct,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
================================================================= 
LengthPopup_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
[az,el] = view(display_axes); 
[hbox,error_found,message] = BuildPrimitiveBox(box_widt
                                                                              pa
% Turn off positional axes 
no_of_h
for count = 1:no_of_handles 
  
        set(hbox(count),'Visible','off'); 
        set(hbox(count),'Visible','on'); 









usewhitebg = 1; 
    set(hObject,'Background
else 














    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 










selected_value   = sample_

















simulate_time_list = get(hObject,'String'); 
 get(hObject,'Value'); 
lue     = simulate_time_list(index_selected,:); 




nction Uniform_Loading_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
et(handles.Medium_Loading,'Value',0); 
); 




andles.load_type = 'medium'; 
========= 
nction Heavy_Loading_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
dles.Uniform_Loading,'Value',0); 





function Ka = LocalDetermineApplicationFactor(handles) 
global Gmotor Gsimulatable_system 
 
Ka = 1; 
% These values are based on AGMA application factor recommendations 
switch Gmotor(Gsimulatable_system.motor_no).material.power 
    case 'electric' 
        switch handles.load_type 
            case 'uniform'  
                Ka = 1; 
            case 'medium'   
                Ka = 1.25; 
            case 'heavy'    
                Ka = 1.75; 
            otherwise 
                ; 
        end 
    case 'multi-combustion' 
        switch handles.load_type 
            case 'uniform'  
                Ka = 1.25; 
            case 'medium'   
                Ka = 1.5; 
            case 'heavy'    
                Ka = 2; 
            otherwise 
                ; 
        end 
    case 'single-combustion' 
        switch handles.load_type 
            case 'uniform'  
                Ka = 1.5; 
            case 'medium'   
                Ka = 1.75; 
            case 'heavy'    
































                Ka = 2.25; 
            otherwise 
============================================================= 







itch_diam = 2 * (Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3) + ... 
                           (0.5 * Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no).geometry.tooth_dims(2))); 




                ; 










tooth_width = 1; 
tooth_width = min(Ggea




function diam_pitch = LocalGetDrivenGearDiametralPitch 
global Ggear Gsimulatable_system 
 
teeth_no =
                                                   Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.d
p




Appendix C.31 MATLAB function SplitTextIntoRows.m 
nction text_as_rows = SplitTextIntoRows(text,rowlength) 
 cell array of row length according to the length of chars in  
isa(text,'char') 
 
startchar = 1; 
nd 
_as_rows,text(linestartchar:blank_pos)); 
     linestartchar = blank_pos + 1; 
  end 









    text_as_rows = text; 
    return 
end
 
no_chars  = length(text); 
line
text_as_rows = {}; 
for count = 1:no_chars 
    if text(count) == ' ' 
        blank_pos = count; 
    e
    if (count - linestartchar) > rowlength 
            text_as_rows = strvcat(text








Appendix C.32 MATLAB function StartUpPanel.m 
Panel.fig 
on varargout = StartUpPanel(varargin) 
Panel.fig 
f, creates a new STARTUPPANEL or raises the existing singleton*. 
 
UPPANEL or the handle to 
bject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 
.M with the given input arguments. 
PPANEL or raises the existing 
operty value pairs are applied to the GUI before 
      StartUpPanel_OpeningFunction gets called. An unrecognized property name or invalid value makes 
ssed to StartUpPanel_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
I allows only one 
 Edit the above text to modify the response to help StartUpPanel 
2004 10:02:11 
ui_Singleton = 1; 
',  mfilename, ... 
leton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
putFcn',  @StartUpPanel_OutputFcn, ... 
allback',  []); 




ct, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
COMPANY_NAME 
l Gmech_gear_desc Gmech_motor_desc Gelectromech_desc Gelectronic_desc Gfluid_desc 
/advice for mechanical systems using gears...'; 
/advice for mechanical systems using motors...'; 
advice for electro-mechanical systems...'; 
scription/advice for electronic systems...'; 
ption/advice for fluid dynamics systems...'; 
ed on callback figure if available, else centered on the screen 
 = get(0,'DefaultFigurePosition'); 
 isempty(gcbf) 
  set(0,'Units','pixels'); 
  set(0,'Units',screen_units); 
figure1(3)); 
  gcbf_old_units = get(gcbf,'Units'); 
'); 
on'); 
  - associated with MATLAB figure file StartUp
 
functi
% STARTUPPANEL M-file for StartUp
%      STARTUPPANEL, by itsel
%
%      H = STARTUPPANEL returns the handle to a new START
%      the existing singleton*. 
% 
%      STARTUPPANEL('CALLBACK',hO
%      function named CALLBACK in STARTUPPANEL
% 
%      STARTUPPANEL('Property','Value',...) creates a new STARTU
%      singleton*.  Starting from the left, pr
%
%      property application stop.  All inputs are pa
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GU





% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 12-Sep-
 
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
g
gui_State = struct('gui_Name
                              'gui_Sing
                              'gui_OpeningFcn', @StartUpPanel_OpeningFcn, ... 
                              'gui_Out
                              'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                              'gui_C





    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_m
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
e





global PROGRAM_NAME VERSION_NO FIGURE_TITLE AUTHOR_NAME 
globa
Gmech_gear_desc    = 'Prototyping description
Gmech_motor_desc  = 'Prototyping description
Gelectromech_desc  = 'Prototyping description/
Gelectronic_desc       = 'Prototyping de
Gfluid_desc                = 'Prototyping descri
 
% Determine position of the dialogue - center
fig_pos
figure1 = get(handles.figure1,'Position'); 
if
    screen_units = get(0,'Units'); 
  
    screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
  
    fig_pos(1) = 0.5 * (screen_size(3) - 
    fig_pos(2) = 0.5 * (screen_size(4) - figure1(4)); 
else 
  
    set(gcbf,'Units','pixels
    gcbf_pos = get(gcbf,'Positi
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    set(gcbf,'Units',gcbf_old_units); 
    fig_pos(1:2) = [(gcbf_pos(1) + gcbf_pos(3)/2) - figure1(3)/2, ... 










se default command line output for StartUpPanel 











function SystemTypesListBox_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
ect,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
nd 
                                    'mechanical-motor',... 
     'electro-mechanical',... 
ctronic',... 
                                      'fluid dynamics'... 
                         ); 
turn 
==================== 
function SystemTypesListBox_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
mech_gear_desc Gmech_motor_desc Gelectromech_desc Gelectronic_desc Gfluid_desc 
m_types = get(hObject,'String'); 
ta(hObject,handles); 
                    (gcbf_pos(2) + g
end 
fig_pos(3:4) = [figure1(3) figure1(4)]; 
set(hObject,'Position',fig_pos); 
 
title = strcat(PROGRAM_NAME,' v',num2str(VER





set(handles.SystemTypeTextBox,'String','Select system to model:'); 
set(handles.figure1,'Color',[0.8 0.8 0.8]); 
 
% Get and display little image of g
prog_path = which(PROGRAM_NAME); 









% Update handles structure 
guidata
%Gstart_sound    = wavread('C:\Research
%wav












    set(hObj
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
e
system_types = strvcat('mechanical-gears',... 
  
                                 
                                      'ele













    case 'mechanical-gears  ' 
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        set(handles.StartPushButton,'Enable','on'); 
play = Gmech_gear_desc; 
 
        msgbox('System not managed yet!','Mechanical-motor prototyping','warn','modal'); 
utton,'Enable','off'); 
 
x('System not managed yet!','Electro-mechanical prototyping','warn','modal'); 
  case 'electronic        ' 
tton,'Enable','off'); 
        text2display = Gelectronic_desc; 
  case 'fluid dynamics    ' 
      text2display = Gfluid_desc; 









    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 





function SystemTypesInfoListBox_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 




function StartPushButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 






function CancelPushButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 











    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
if ispc 
    str = 'You will be running VirtProtoBench on a PC system. You need to be aware of the following issues 
with regard to memory and performance:'; 
        text2dis
    case 'mechanical-motor  ' 
        set(handles.StartPushButton,'Enable','off'); 
        text2display = Gmech_motor_desc;
    case 'electro-mechanical' 
        set(handles.StartPushB
        text2display = Gelectromech_desc;
        msgbo
  
        set(handles.StartPushBu
        msgbox('System not managed yet!','Electronic prototyping','warn','modal'); 
  
        set(handles.StartPushButton,'Enable','off'); 
  
        msgbox('Sys
    othe









    str2disp = SplitTextIntoRows(str,43); 
  str = 'You will be running VirtProtoBench on a Unix system. You need to be aware of the following 
n which you are working. I cannot offer advice on issues relating to 
memory and performance:'; 
================================================================== 
% Does nothing 
========================== 




issues with regard to memory and performance:'; 
    str2disp = SplitTextIntoRows(str,43); 
else 
    'Unable to determine the system o


















Appendix C.33 MATLAB function SystemParametersDialogue.m 
ATLAB figure file SystemParametersDialogue.fig 
nction varargout = SystemParametersDialogue(varargin) 
      SYSTEMPARAMETERSDIALOGUE, by itself, creates a new SYSTEMPARAMETERSDIALOGUE or  
 
w  
SDIALOGUE or the handle to the existing singleton*. 
 
SDIALOGUE('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 
ACK in SYSTEMPARAMETERSDIALOGUE.M with the given input  
      arguments. 
RSDIALOGUE('Property','Value',...) creates a new  
      value pairs are applied to the GUI before SystemParametersDialogue_OpeningFunction gets called.  
puts are  
      passed to SystemParametersDialogue_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
      (singleton)". 
 Edit the above text to modify the response to help SystemParametersDialogue 
04 21:34:06 
ingleton = 1; 
                            'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
ningFcn, ... 
                            'gui_OutputFcn',  @SystemParametersDialogue_OutputFcn, ... 
   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                 'gui_Callback',  []); 
  gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
lse 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
 End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
================================================================== 
ParametersDialogue_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
_TITLE 







  fig_pos(1) = gcbf_pos(1) + gcbf_pos(3) - figure1(3); 
1(4)/2]; 
  - associated with M
 
fu
% SYSTEMPARAMETERSDIALOGUE M-file for SystemParametersDialogue.fig 
%
%      raises the existing singleton*. 
%
%      H = SYSTEMPARAMETERSDIALOGUE returns the handle to a ne
%      SYSTEMPARAMETER
%
%      SYSTEMPARAMETER
%      function named CALLB
%
% 
%      SYSTEMPARAMETE
%      SYSTEMPARAMETERSDIALOGUE or raises the existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property  
%
%      An unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application stop. All in
%
% 





% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 04-Sep-20
 
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_S
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',  mfilename, ... 
  
                              'gui_OpeningFcn', @SystemParametersDialogue_Ope
  
                           
             




















    screen_units = get(0,'Units'); 
    set(0,'Units','pixels'); 
    screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
    set(0,'Units',screen_units); 
    fig_pos(1) = 0.5 * (screen_size(3) - figure1(3)); 
    fig_pos(2) = 0.5 * (screen_size(4) -
else 
    gcbf_old_units = get(gcbf,'Units'); 
    set(gcbf,'Units','pixels'); 
    gcbf_pos = get(
    set(gc
  




fig_pos(3:4) = [figure1(3) figure1(4)]; 
set(hObject,'Position',fig_pos); 
 
set(hObject,'Name',strcat(FIGURE_TITLE,' - connected system details')); 
; 
utput for SystemParametersDialogue 





ack(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
Close_PushButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
========== 
tor Gmotorshaftcoupler Ggear Gshaft Gspooler 









% Choose default command line o
handles.output = hObject; 
 
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 









function ComponentParameters_ListBox_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','
else 


















total_cost = 0; 
total_weight = 0; 
xposmax = 0; 
xposmin = 0; 
yposmax = 0; 
yposmin = 0; 
zposmax = 0; 
zposmin = 0; 
listbox = []; 
indent = '    - '; 
 
if
    total_cost     = total_cost + Gmotor(Gsimul
    total_weight = total_weight + Gmotor(Gsimulatable_system.motor_no).material.weight; 
    [xposmax,xposmin,yposmax,yposmin,zposmax,zposmin] =… 
                                               LocalCalculateComponentSpan('motor',Gsimulatable_system.motor_no); 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Motor:',
                      [indent 'id: ' Gmoto
                      [indent 'cost: ' '$' num
                      [indent 'weight: ' nu
                      ' '); 
end %if 
 
if Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_no ~= 0 
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    total_cost   = total_cost +… 
                              Gmotorshaftcoupler(Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_no).product.cost(1,2); 
    total_weight = total_weight +… 
motorshaftcoupler(Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_no).material.weight; 
,y1,y0,z1,z0] =… 





atable_system.drivingshaft_no ~= 0 





                       num2str(Gshaft(Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_no).product.cost(1,2))],... 
atable_system.drivinggear_no ~= 0 
  total_cost   = total_cost + Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_no).product.cost(1,2); 
aterial.weight; 
stem.drivinggear_no); 
x = max(zposmax,z1); 
  listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Driving gear:',... 
_system.drivinggear_no).product.cost(1,2))],... 
                    [indent 'weight: ' num2str(Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_no).material.weight) ' … 
.. 
;    
no); 
x1); 
                      [indent 'id: ' Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no).product.serialno],... 
                              G
    [x1,x0
  
    xposmax = max(xposmax,x1); 
    xposmin = min(xposmin,x0); 
    yposmax = max(yposmax,y1); 
    yposmin = min(yposmin,y0); 
    zposmax = max(zposmax,z1); 
    zposmin = min(zposmin,z0); 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Motorsh
                      [indent 'id: ' … 
                       Gmotorshaftcoupler
                      [indent 'cost: ' '$' …
                 num2str(Gmotorshaftcoupler(Gsi
                      [indent 'weight: ' … 
             num2str(Gmotorshaftcoupler(Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_no).material.weight) ' kg'],... 





    total_weight = total_weight + Gshaft(Gs
    [x1,x0,y1,y0,z1,z0] = LocalCalculateComponentSpan('shaft',Gsimulatable_system.driving
    xposmax = max(xposmax,x1); 
    xposmin = min(xposmin,x0); 
    yposmax = max(yposmax,y1); 
    yposmin = min(yposmin,y0); 
    zposmax = max(zposmax,z1); 
    zposmin = min(zposmin,z0); 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Driving 
                      [indent 'id: ' Gshaft(Gsimulatable_s
                      [indent 'cost: ' '$' … 
                      [indent 'weight: ' num2str(Gshaft(Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_no).material.weight) ' … 





    total_weight = total_weight + Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_no).m
    [x1,x0,y1,y0,z1,z0] = LocalCalculateComponentSpan('gear',Gsimulatable_sy
    xposmax = max(xposmax,x1); 
    xposmin = min(xposmin,x0); 
    yposmax = max(yposmax,y1); 
    yposmin = min(yposmin,y0); 
    zposma
    zposmin = min(zposmin,z0); 
  
                      [indent 'id: ' Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_no).product.serialno],... 
                      [indent 'cost: ' '$' num2str(Ggear(Gsimulatable
  
                       kg'],.
                      ' ')
end %if 
 
if Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no ~= 0 
    total_cost   = total_cost + Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no).product.cost(1,2); 
    total_weight = total_weight + Ggear(Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no).material.weight; 
    [x1,x0,y1,y0,z1,z0] = LocalCalculateComponentSpan('gear',Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_
    xposmax = max(xposmax,
    xposmin = min(xposmin,x0); 
    yposmax = max(yposmax,y1); 
    yposmin = min(yposmin,y0); 
    zposmax = max(zposmax,z1); 
    zposmin = min(zposmin,z0); 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Driven gear:',... 
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                      [indent 'cost: ' '$' num2str(Ggear(Gsimulatab
                      [indent 'weight: ' num2str(Ggear(Gsim
le_system.drivengear_no).product.cost(1,2))],... 
ulatable_system.drivengear_no).material.weight) ' … 







erial.weight) ' … 




osmin = min(yposmin,y0); 
max = max(zposmax,z1); 
listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Spooler:',... 
                   [indent 'id: ' Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).product.serialno],... 
                      [indent 'cost: ' '$' num2str(Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).product.cost(1,2))],... 
                      [indent 'weight: ' num2str(Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).material.weight) ' … 
                       kg'],... 









return     
%=============================================================================== 
 
function [xmax,xmin,ymax,ymin,zmax,zmin] = LocalCalculateComponentSpan(comp_type,comp_no) 
global Gmotor Gmotorshaftcoupler Gshaft Ggear Gspooler 
 
switch comp_type 
    case 'motor' 
        xmax = Gmotor(comp_no).position(1) + Gmotor(comp_no).geometry.case_dims(3); 
        xmin = Gmotor(comp_no).position(1) - Gmotor(comp_no).geometry.shaft_dims(2); 
        ymax = Gmotor(comp_no).position(2) + 0.5*Gmotor(comp_no).geometry.case_dims(1); 
        ymin = Gmotor(comp_no).position(2) - 0.5*Gmotor(comp_no).geometry.case_dims(1); 
        zmax = Gmotor(comp_no).position(3) + 0.5*Gmotor(comp_no).geometry.case_dims(2); 
        zmin = Gmotor(comp_no).position(3) - 0.5*Gmotor(comp_no).geometry.case_dims(2); 
    case 'motorshaftcoupler' 
        xmax = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).position(1) + 
Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).geometry.dims(3); 
        xmin = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).position(1); 
        ymax = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).position(2) + 
Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).geometry.dims(2); 
        ymin = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).position(2) - Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).geometry.dims(2); 
                      kg'],... 
end %if 
 
if Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no ~= 0 
    total_cost   = total_cost + Gshaft(Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no).product.co
    total_weight = total_weight + Gshaft(Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no).material.
    [x1,x0,y1,y0,z1,z0] = LocalCalculateComponentSpan('shaft',Gsimulatable_system
    xposmax = m
    xposmin = min(xposmin,x0); 
    yposmax = max(yposmax,y1); 
    yposmin = min(yposmin,y0); 
    zposmax = max(zposmax,z1); 
    zposmin = min(zposmin,z0); 
    listbox = strvcat(listbox,'Driven shaft:',... 
                      [indent 'id: ' Gshaft(Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no).product.serialno],...
                      [indent 'cost: ' '$' num2str(Gsh
                      [indent 'weight: ' num2str(Gshaft(Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no).mat
                       kg'],... 
                      ' '); 
end %if 
 
if Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no ~= 0 
    total_cost   = total_cost + Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).product.cost(1,2); 
    total_weight = total_weight + Gspooler(Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no).material.weight; 
    [x1,x0,y1,y0,z1,z0] = LocalCalculateComponentSpan('spooler',Gsimulatable_system.spoole
    xposmax =
    xposmin = min(xposmin,x0); 
    yposmax = m
    yp
    zpos
    zposmin = min(zposmin,z0); 
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        zmax = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).position(3) + 
motors ftcoupl
      zmin = Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).position(3) - Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_no).geometry.dims(2); 
 ymax = Gshaft(comp_no).position(2) + Gshaft(comp_no).geometry.cyl_dims(1); 
tion(2) - Gshaft(comp_no).geometry.cyl_dims(1); 
      zmax = Gshaft(comp_no).position(3) + Gshaft(comp_no).geometry.key_dims(2); 
_no).position(1) + Ggear(comp_no).geometry.wheel_width(2); 
no).position(1); 
p_no).position(2) + Ggear(comp_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3) + 
gear(comp_no).geometry.tooth_dims(2); 
ear(comp_no).position(2) - Ggear(comp_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3) - 
geometry.tooth_dims(2); 





ooler(comp_no).position(1) + Gspooler(comp_no).geometry.wheel_length(1); 
        xmin = Gspooler(comp_no).position(1); 
max = Gspooler(comp_no).position(2) + Gspooler(comp_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3); 
     ymin = Gspooler(comp_no).position(2) - Gspooler(comp_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3); 
spooler(comp_no).position(3) + Gspooler(comp_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3); 
).position(3) - Gspooler(comp_no).geometry.wheel_radius(3); 
erwise 
      xmax = 0; xmin = 0; ymax = 0; ymin = 0; zmax = 0; zmin = 0; 
======================================================= 
G ha er(comp_no).geometry.dims(2); 
  
    case 'shaft' 
        xmax = Gshaft(comp_no).position(1); 
        xmin = Gshaft(comp_no).position(1) - Gshaft(comp_no).geometry.cyl_dims(2); 
       
        ymin = Gshaft(comp_no).posi
  
        zmin = Gshaft(comp_no).position(3) - Gshaft(comp_no).geometry.cyl_dims(1); 
    case 'gear' 
        xmax = Ggear(comp
        xmin = Ggear(comp_
        ymax = Ggear(com
G
        ymin = Gg
Ggear(comp_no).
        zm
G
        zmin = Ggear(comp_no).position(3) - Ggea
Ggear(comp_no).geom
    case
        xmax = Gsp
        y
   
        zmax = G
        zmin = Gspooler(comp_no
    oth
  
end %switch 







Appendix C.34 MATLAB function test3gui.m 
- invoked by Simulink model file test3.mdl 
function varargout=test3gui(action) 
 
r the VirtProtoBench geared-hoist mechanism model. 
H FIG_HEIGHT FIG_LL_X FIG_LL_Y Gsimulation_data 
TH = 450; 
  = 900; 
_Y = 50; 
















  set_param(MODEL_NAME,'SimulationCommand','stop') 
d 
             message = 'Simulation stopped by you.'; 
1) 
le break'; 
         elseif stopped_by_load(1,1) 
e = 'Simulation stopped due to load hitting spooler'; 




    case 'start' 
1 if non-existent so rebuild figure 
gure; 
ratch; 




%TEST3GUI GUI control for TEST3 model.
%   TEST3GUI manages the animation UI fo
% 
%   See Simulink model test3.mdl 
 
global MODEL_NAME FIG_WIDT
    FIG_WID
    FIG_HEIGHT = 900; 
    FIG_LL_X
    FIG_LL
 
if nargin ~= 1 
  action = 'none'; 
end    
 
% locate the prima
hfig = LocalGetF
h = []; 
if ishandle(hfig)














    case 'update' 
        ; 
  
        set(h.push.close,'E
        set(h.push.sa
        if strcmp(get_param(MO
          
        en
%         if stopped_by_user(1,1) 
%
%         elseif stopped_by_cable(1,
%             message = 'Simulation stopped due to cab
%
%             messag
%         else 
%             message
%         end  
%         message = 'bo..
%         set(Gsimulation_da
        % hfig returns -
        if (hfig == -1) 
            hfig = LocalGetFi
            h = []; 
            if ishandle(hfig), 
                h = get(hfig,'UserData'); 
            end 
            if isempty(h) 
                h = LocalStartFromSc
  
            set(hfig,'Visible',
        else 
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            set(hfig,'Visible','on'); 
        end 
        % Reset axes figure contents each time to take into account changed user settings 
pped') 
          set_param(MODEL_NAME,'SimulationCommand','start'); 













ft_margin = 30; 
 90; 
TH-(left_margin+right_margin); 
xes_color = [1 1 1]; 
        LocalInitFigContents; 
        set(h.push.close,'Enable','off'); 
        set(h.push.save,'Enable','off'); 
        if strcmp(get_param(MODEL_NAME,'SimulationStatus'),'sto
  
        end  
        if strncmpi(computer,'PC',2) 
            try 
                %sound(noise,fs,bits); 
            end 
        end 
  
        LocalDone; 
    case 'savefigure' 
        LocalSaveFigure; 
    case 'done' 
        LocalDone; 
    case 'figure' 
        varargout{1} = LocalGetFigure; 
    case 'none' 
        ; 
    otherwise 













function hfig = Local
% Creates the figure for tes
 
hfig = LocalGetF





function h = LocalInitFigContents 
global FIG_WIDTH FIG_HEIGHT Gsimulation_data 
 
top_margin = 20; 
le
right_margin = 20; 
lbl_ht = 20; 
axes_gap = 2.5*lbl_ht; 
axes_vert_pos_start =
axes_width = FIG_WID
axes_height = 110; 
a
% normalized positions 
nlmargin = left_margin/FIG_WIDTH; 
nbstart  = axes_vert_pos_start/FIG_HEIGHT; 
nbgap    = axes_gap/FIG_HEIGHT; 
nwidth   = axes_width/FIG_WIDTH; 
nheight  = axes_height/FIG_HEIGHT; 
nlbl_ht  = lbl_ht/FIG_HEIGHT; 
 
hfig = LocalGetFigure; 
h.loadmin = Gsimulation_data.LoadWeightMinMax(1); 
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h.loadmax = Gsimulation_data.LoadWeightMinMax(2); 
h.timemin = Gsimulation_data.StartTime; 
h.timemax = Gsimulation_data.EndTime; 
h.motorrpmmin = Gsimulation_data.MotorRPMMinMax(1); 
.motorrpmmax = Gsimulation_data.MotorRPMMinMax(2); 
 nbstart+2*(nheight+nbgap) nwidth nheight]; 
xes4_pos = [nlmargin nbstart+3*(nheight+nbgap) nwidth nheight]; 
pos = [nlmargin nbstart+4*(nheight+nbgap) nwidth nheight]; 
 Graphically build axes and labels 
osition',axes1_pos,'YLim',[h.loadmin h.loadmax],... 
Tag','Load'); 
.axes.n2 = axes('Parent',hfig,'Position',axes2_pos,'YLim',[h.motorrpmmin h.motorrpmmax],... 
s('Parent',hfig,'Position',axes3_pos,'YLim',[h.loadmin h.loadmax],... 
           'FontSize',6,'Tag','Cable'); 
ig,'Position',axes4_pos,'YLim',[h.loadmin h.loadmax],... 
                           'FontSize',6,'Tag','DrivenGear'); 
n5 = axes('Parent',hfig,'Position',axes5_pos,'YLim',[h.loadmin h.loadmax],... 
h.axes.n2 h.axes.n3 h.axes.n4 h.axes.n5]; 
Grid','on','Units','Normalized','XLim',… 
    [h.timemin h.timemax],'NextPlot','add'); 
 Build pushbuttons 
3; 
ush.x = 0.5 - gap - width.push; 
os.push.y = 0.02; 
i.all.Units = 'Normalized'; 
i.push.BackgroundColor = [0.925 0.913 0.847]; 
sh,'String','Save','Callback','test3gui savefigure',... 
os.push.x pos.push.y width.push height.push],... 
ushButton'); 
ing','Close','Callback','test3gui close',... 
ition',[0.5+gap pos.push.y width.push height.push],... 
sePushButton');     
.BackgroundColor = [0.8 0.8 0.8]; 
i.label.FontSize = 7; 
ent = 'center'; 
els 
toplbl_pos = [axes5_pos(1) axes5_pos(2)+axes5_pos(4) axes5_pos(3) nlbl_ht]; 
xes3_toplbl_pos = [axes3_pos(1) axes3_pos(2)+axes3_pos(4) axes3_pos(3) nlbl_ht]; 
_pos(1) axes2_pos(2)+axes2_pos(4) axes2_pos(3) nlbl_ht]; 
xes1_toplbl_pos = [axes1_pos(1) axes1_pos(2)+axes1_pos(4) axes1_pos(3) nlbl_ht]; 
es1_pos(2)-(2*nlbl_ht)  axes1_pos(3) nlbl_ht]; 
xes5_toplbl_str = 'Driving gear operating tooth strength(red) and load bearing stress(blue): '; 
lue): '; 
h
h.motortorquemin = Gsimulation_data.MotorTorqueMinMax(1); 
h.motortorquemax = Gsimulation_data.MotorTorqueMinMax(2); 
 
% Build axes 
axes1_pos = [nlmargin nbstart                                 nwidth nheight]; 







                             'FontSize',6,'
h
                             'FontSize',6,'Tag','Motor'); 
h.axes.n3 = axe




                             'FontSize',6,'Tag','DrivingGear'); 
 





width.push = 0.15; 
height.push = 0.0




ui.all.Parent = hfig; 
u
 
ui.push = ui.all; 
u
ui.push.Style = 'pushbutton'; 
ui.push.Enable = 'off'; 
 
h.push.save = uicontrol(ui.pu
                                      'Position',[p
                                      'Tag','SaveP
h.push.close = uicontrol(ui.push,'Str
                                       'Pos
                                       'Tag','Clo
 
% Build axes ui text labels 
ui.label = ui.all; 
ui.label




% Build axes top and bottom lab
axes5_




axes1_botlbl_pos = [axes1_pos(1) ax
 
a
axes4_toplbl_str = 'Driven gear operating tooth strength(red) and load bearing stress(b
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hfig = LocalGetFigure; 
if ishandle(hfig)  






function hfig = LocalMakeFigure; 
global FIG_WIDTH FIG_HEIGHT FIG_LL_X FIG_LL_Y 
 
hfig = figure('Tag','SimulationPlotsFigure',... 
                    'Name','Simulation Plots',... 
                    'NumberTitle','off',... 
                    'Resize','on',... 
                    'DoubleBuffer','on',... 
                    'Renderer','painters',... 
                    'Color',[0.8 0.8 0.8],... 
                    'Visible','off',... 
                    'MenuBar','none',... 
                    'Units','pixels',... 
                    'Position',[FIG_LL_X FIG_LL_Y FIG_WIDTH FIG_HEIGHT]... 












filename_prefix = 'VirtProtoBench_'; 
filename_suffix = '1'; 
 
save_type_list = {'Windows bitmap','Enhanced metafile','Matlab figure','JPEG','TIFF'}; 
axes2_toplbl_str = 'Motor RPM(red) and torque(blue
axes1_toplbl_str = 'Load weight(red) and velocity(blue): '













function hfig = Lo














[selection,ok] = listdlg('ListString',save_type_list,... 
e','Save Simulation Plots',... 
 case 'Windows bitmap' 
 case 'Matlab figure' 






                                    'Nam
                                    'ListSize',[150 200],... 
                                    'PromptString','Select a graphics format:',... 
                                    'SelectionMode','single'); 
if ok 
    switch selection 
       
            ext = 'bmp'; 
        case 'Enhanced metafile' 
            ext = 'emf'; 
       
            ext = 'fig'; 
        case 'JPEG' 
            ext = 'jpg'; 
  
            ext = '
        otherwise 
            ext = 'jpg'; 
    end %switch 
    hfig =












 the objects with handles HAN 
  DIRN=[XDIR YDIR ZDIR] (euclidean-space coordinates).   
 XDIR is the amount of movement in the +ve X-axis direction. 
argin < 2 
  if (isempty(ax) | ax==0) 
ly.'); 
  end 
et(ax,'zlim')'])/2; 
tc ) | strcmp(t,'line') 
n(i),'zdata'); 
      if isempty(z) 
            z = -origin(3)*ones(size(y)); 
m,n] = size(z); 
  [x,y] = meshgrid(x,y); 
      p = get(han(i),'position'); 
      x = get(han(i),'xdata'); 
h/line/text/image 





%TRANSLATE Translate objects along specified
%   TRANSLATE(HAN,[XDIR YDIR ZDIR]) translates
%   in the direction specified by the 3-element direction vector 
%  
%   The handles in HAN must be children of the same axes. 
% 
%  
%   YDIR is the amount of movement in the +ve Y-axis direction. 
%   ZDIR is the amount of movement in the +ve Z-axis direction. 
% 
%   Author: George Bernardel 
%   Date: April 11, 2004 
%   Modified from the MATLAB function rotate.m 
 
if n
    ax = get(han(1),'parent'); 
  
        error('Passed handle must contain axes children on
  
    origin = sum([get(ax,'xlim')' get(ax,'ylim')' g




  t = get(han(i),'type'); 
  skip = 0; 
  if strcmp(t,'surface') | strcmp(t,'pa h'
        x = get(han(i),'xdata'); 
        y = get(han(i),'ydata'); 
        z = get(ha
  
        end 
        [
        if prod(size(x)) < m*n 
          
        end 
  elseif strcmp(t,'text') 
  
        x = p(1); y = p(2); z = p(3); 
  elseif strcmp(t,'image') 
  
        y = get(han(i),'ydata'); 
        z = zeros(size(x)); 
  else 
        skip = 1; 
  end %if 
   
  if ~skip % only translate surface/patc
        newx = x + dirn(1); 
        newy = y + dirn(2); 
        newz = z + dirn(3); 
        i
            set(han(i),'xdata',newx,'ydata'
        elseif strcmp(t,'text') 
            set(han(i),'position',[newx n
        elseif strcmp(t,'image') 
            set(han(i),'xdata',newx,'ydata',newy) 








Appendix C.36 MATLAB function ViewVDFImages.m 
d with MATLAB figure file ViewVDFImages.fig 
 for ViewVDFImages.fig 
      VIEWVDFIMAGES, by itself, creates a new VIEWVDFIMAGES or raises the existing singleton*. 
S returns the handle to a new VIEWVDFIMAGES or the handle to 
      the existing singleton*. 
ALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 
 
or raises the existing  
lied to the GUI before  
Function gets called. An unrecognized property name or invalid value 
akes property application stop. All inputs are passed to ViewVDFImages_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
 Edit the above text to modify the response to help ViewVDFImages 
 Modified by GUIDE v2.5 04-Sep-2004 15:28:07 
gin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
tate = struct('gui_Name',  mfilename, ... 
                'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                           'gui_OutputFcn',  @ViewVDFImages_OutputFcn, ... 







 Determine position of the dialogue - centered on callback figure if available, else centered on the screen 
ePosition'); 
 isempty(gcbf) 
  set(0,'Units','pixels'); 
); 
ure1(3)); 
  fig_pos(2) = 0.5 * (screen_size(4) - figure1(4)); 
,'Position'); 
bf_pos(3)/2) - figure1(3)/2, ... 
bf_pos(2) + gcbf_pos(4)/2) - figure1(4)/2]; 
ure1(4)]; 
view VDF images')); 
y  = varargin{2}; 
es.text1,'String',handles.directory); 
  - associate
 




%      H = VIEWVDFIMAGE
%
% 
%      VIEWVDFIMAGES('C
%      function named CALLBACK in VIEWVDFIMAGES.M with the given input arguments. 
%
%      VIEWVDFIMAGES('Property','Value',...) creates a new VIEWVDFIMAGES 
%      singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are app
%      ViewVDFImages_Opening







gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_S
             
                             'gui_OpeningFcn', @ViewVDFImages_OpeningFcn, ... 
  
                             'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
  
if nargin & isstr(varargin{1}) 




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfc
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT ED
%===
 





figure1 = get(handles.figure1,'Position'); 
if
    screen_units = get(0,'Units'); 
  
    screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'
    set(0,'Units',screen_units); 
    fig_pos(1) = 0.5 * (screen_size(3) - fig
  
else 
    gcbf_old_units = get(gcbf,'Units'); 
    set(gcbf,'Units','pixels'); 
    gcbf_pos = get(gcbf
    set(gcbf,'Units',gcbf_old_units); 
    fig_pos(1:2) = [(gcbf_pos(1) + gc
                    (gc
end 















arargout = ViewVDFImages_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 handles structure 
ut{1} = handles.output; 
 
=============================================================================== 
 listbox1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
  set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 





function listbox1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
Afiles        = get(hObject,'String'); 
file_index = get(hObject,'Value'); 
try 
    image_file = strcat(handles.directory,'\',Afiles(file_index,:)); 
    im = imread(image_file); 
    image(im,'Parent',handles.axes1); 
    % set proportional figure dimensions and suppress ticks 
    set(handles.axes1,'DataAspectRatio',[1 1 1],'TickLength',[0 0],'XTick',[],'YTick',[]); 
catch 












dir_struct = dir(handles.directory); 
[sorted_names,sorted_index] = sortrows({dir_struct.name}'); 
handles.file_names   = sorted_names; 
 
Afiles_to_display = []; 
no_files = length(handles.file_names); 
% Skip over "." and ".." directories 
for count = 1:no_files 
    str = char(handles.file_names(count)); 
    if (strcmp(str,'.') | strcmp(str,'..')) 
        continue; 
    end 
    dot_pos = strfind(str,'.'); 
    ext     = str(dot_pos+1:end); 
    switch ext 
        case {'jpg','jpeg','tiff','tif','bmp','png','gif'} 
            Afiles_to_display = strvcat(Afiles_to_display,str); 
        otherwise 
            ; 
 
% Choose default command line o
handles.output = hObject; 
 
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles);
 















    end %switch 
end %for 
 
handles.files = Afiles_to_display; 
guidata(handles.figure1,handles); 
 
% Display first image found in figure axes 
 image_file = strcat(handles.directory,'\',handles.files(1,:)); 
 set(handles.axes1,'DataAspectRatio',[1 1 1],'TickLength',[0 0],'XTick',[],'YTick',[]); 
=========================================================================== 
if ~isempty(handles.files) 
    try 
       
        im = imread(image_file); 
        image(im,'Parent',handles.axes1); 
       
    catch 
        ModalDialogue('Message',lasterr); 









Appendix C.37 MATLAB function VirtProtoBench.m 
 - associated with MATLAB figure file VirtProtoBench.fig 
 VIRTPROTOBENCH M-file for VirtProtoBench.fig 
ises the existing singleton*. 
 returns the handle to a new VIRTPROTOBENCH or the handle to 
l 
ith the given input arguments. 
he 
ied to the GUI before 
alue  
cn via varargin. 
IDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one 
ngleton)". 
 a "G" to aid identification and use 
rrays are given with reference to the order: 
Callback" are generated by GUIDE with the  
e r list: 
ed  
ith han TA) 
         AUTHOR:  George Bernardel 





angeable across invocations as globals to be used throughout 
lobal PROGRAM_NAME MODEL_NAME VERSION_NO FIGURE_TITLE 
COMPANY_NAME = 'University of Southern Queensland'; 
CONNECTION_L
%--------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- 
% Begin initialization code 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Nam
                   'gui_Singleton'
                 'gui_OpeningFcn', @VirtProtoBench_OpeningFcn, ... 
 ... 
                   'gui_Callback',
if nargin & isstr(varargin{1}




  [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
 
 
function varargout = VirtProtoBench(varargin) 
%
%      VIRTPROTOBENCH, by itself, creates a new VIRTPROTOBENCH or ra
% 
%      H = VIRTPROTOBENCH
%      the existing singleton*. 
% 
%      VIRTPROTOBENCH('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the loca
%      function named CALLBACK in VIRTPROTOBENCH.M w
% 
%      VIRTPROTOBENCH('Property','Value',...) creates a new VIRTPROTOBENCH or raises t
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are appl
%      VirtProtoBench_OpeningFunction gets called.  An unrecognized property name or invalid v
%       makes property application stop. All inputs are passed to VirtProtoBench_OpeningF
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GU
%      instance to run (si
%       
%      NOTE: All global variables are prefixed with
%      NOTE: All position and orientation vectors/a
%                  [x-axis y-axis z-axis] 
% 
%      NOTE: All functions suffixed by "_
%            following set input param te
%                   hObject   handle to RotateRight (see GCBO) 
%                   eventdata   reserv  - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
%                   handles       structure w dles and user data (see GUIDA
% 




% Edit the above text to modify the response to help VirtProto
 
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 16-Sep-2004
 
%------------------ CONSTANT Global Definitions -----------
% Set constant definitions which are non-ch
g
DEFAULT_COMPONENT_COLOUR  
global AUTHOR_NAME COMPANY_NAME INITIAL_AXES_ROTATION_ANGLE 
CONNECTION_LIST_SEPARATOR 
MODEL_NAME   = 'test3'; 
PROGRAM_NAME = 'VirtProtoBench'; 
VERSION_NO   = 1.1; 
FIGURE_TITLE = strcat(PROGRAM_NAME,' v',num2str(VERSION_NO)); 
AUTHOR_NAME  = 'George Bernardel'; 
DEFAULT_COMPONENT_COLOUR = [0.8 0.8 0.8]; 
INITIAL_AXES_ROTATION_ANGLE = 5; 
IST_SEPARATOR = '---------------------------------------'; 
---------------------------------------------------------
- DO NOT EDIT 
e',       mfilename, ... 
,  gui_Singleton, ... 
  
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @VirtProtoBench_OutputFcn,
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 













% This fu  see OutputFcn. 
 hObject    handle to figure 
% varargin   command line ListBox (see VARARGIN) 
global FIGURE_TITLE INIT E  
% From this opening functi
global Gsystem_componen bearing 
global Gsimulatable_syste nd 
lobal GhDriveShaft GhDrivenGearSystem GhDisplayAxes Gload Gcomponent_assemble_pos 
global Gmain_axes_light_params Ghlight Gconnection_rules GhDisplayAxes Gassemble 
    Genab
    Gsess
    Gsyst
    xlims 
    ylims ayAxes,'YLim'); 
  zlims = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'ZLim'); 
    Gasse
    Gassemble.motorshaftc s(1) ylims(2) 0]; 
    Gasse ; 
    Gassemble.gear.pos      
    Gassemble.spooler.pos
     
 
% Define e main 
% displa mmon to ALL rendered components 
main_axes_light_params = struct('ambient_strength',0.6,... 
                            
                            
                            
 
 Define a connection tree for all the system components. Fields 'id' and 'type' are defined when the 
te component type structure definition. Where: 
he component so that if this 
          component stops dynamically then so do the components in this list 
 id of the component that drives this component 
 a driving source such as a motor whether directly  
         so, as with the motorshaftcoupler, or indirectly through intervening components 
rives',[],'drivenby',0,'connected_to_source',0); 
p the simulatable system 
otor_id',0,'motor_no',0,... 
     'motorshaftcoupler_id',0,'motorshaftcoupler_no',0,... 
haft_no',0,... 
inggear_no',0,... 
     'drivengear_id',0,‘drivengear_no',0,... 
     'drivenshaft_id',0,'drivenshaft_no',0,... 
     'spooler_id',0,'spooler_no',0); 
re component connectability rules 






rm to the details contained in the corresponding VDF files 
itialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
=====================================
VirtProtoBench_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, vararg
nction has no output args,
%
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
 arguments to ComponentLoad
IAL_AXES_ROTATION_ANGL
on these global variables are initialised 
t_id Gsystem Gmotor Gshaft Gmotorshaftcoupler Ggear G
m Gspooler Ghousing GDriveShaft Gquit_sou
g
global Gsession_dir Genable_sounds_flag 
le_sounds_flag = 1; 
ion_dir = 'C:'; 




    ygap   = 0.1*abs(ylims(1)-ylims(2)); 
    zgap   = 0.2*abs(zlims(1)-zlims(2)); 
mble.motor.pos               = [0 0 0]; 
oupler.pos = [xlim
mble.shaft.pos               = [xlims(1) ylims(2)+ygap zlims(1)]
          = [xlims(1) ylims(1) zlims(1)]; 
            = [xlims(1) 0 zlims(1)]; 
 a global structure to hold relevant parameters for lighting in th
y axes - these will be co
G
                                 'specular_strength',1.0,... 
                                 'diffuse_strength',0.8,... 
     'specular_exponent',10,... 
     'specular_colour_reflectance',1,... 
     'light_style','gouraud'); 
%
% component is loaded into its appropria
%       - 'drives' is the id(s) of component(s) that are attached and 'driven' by t
%
%       - 'drivenby' is the




% Collate structure of components ids making u
Gsimulatable_system = struct('m
     'drivingshaft_id',0,'drivings
     'drivinggear_id',0,'driv
 







); %struct Gconnection_rules 
 
% All component definitions have to confo
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% Motor structure definition - struct array element 1 is empty defn 




           ); %struct Gmotor 











          'product',struct('name','','serialno','','cost',[],'website',[])... 
ct array element 1 is empty defn 
'position',[],'orientation',[],'transparency',0,'load_position',[],... 
yhole_dims',[],'tooth_angle',[],... 












); %struct Gspooler 
Buffer','DoubleBuffer','on'); 
 and ready to go...'); 
 Find main and minor display axes 
inorDisplayAxes'); 
hDisplayAxes = hMajorAxes; 
% set a light to left of view position in main display axes 
,[1 1 1]); 
 minor display axes 
LimMinorAxes = get(hMinorAxes,'XLim'); 
zLimMinorAxes,'Color',z_axis_color); 
 hLinez]; 
            ‘geometry',struct('case_dims',[],'shaft_dims',[]),... 
            'behaviour',struct('speed_v_torque',
            'material',struct('power','','weight',[],'type_case','','type_shaft','','
            'product',struct('name','','serialno','','cost',[],'website',[])
 
% Motorshaft-to-shaft coupler structure defi
Gmotorshaftcoupler = struct('id',0','handle',[
   'geometry',stru
   'behaviour',struct('tcoe',[]),... 
   'material',struct('weight',[],'type','',
   'product',struct('name','','serialno'




          'geometry',struct('cyl_dim
          'behaviour',struct('tcoe',[
          'material',struct('weight',
         ); %struct Gshaft 
 
% Gear structure definition - stru
Ggear = struct('id',0,'handle',[],
          'geometry',struct('wheel_radius',[],'wheel_width',[],'ke
        'tooth_dims',[]),... 
…….'tooth_strength
        'tooth_strength_shear',[],'tooth_st
        'tooth_strength_10to8endurance',[]),..
         'material',struct('weight',[],'composition','','construction','','bhn',[],'ai
         'product',struct('name','','serialn
 





% Set some important figure properties 
set(hObject,'Name',FIGURE_TITLE,'Renderer','z
 











x_axis_color = [1 0 0]; 
y_axis_color = [0 1 0]; 
z_axis_color = [0 0 1]; 
 
% Set up axes and labels in
x
yLimMinorAxes = get(hMinorAxes,'YLim'); 
zLimMinorAxes = get(hMinorAxes,'ZLim'); 
hLinex = line(0.9*xLimMinorAxes,[0 0],[0 0],'Color',x_axis_color); 
hLiney = line([0 0],0.9*yLimMinorAxes,[0 0],'Color',y_axis_color); 
hLinez = line([0 0],[0 0],0.9*
hMinorDirAxes = [hLinex hLiney
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hLabelx = text('String','+x','Position',[xLimMinorAxes(2) 0 0],'Color',x_axis_color); 
axis_color); 
elz = text('String','+z','Position',[0 0 zLimMinorAxes(2)],'Color',z_axis_color); 
et(hMinorDirAxesLabels,'FontSize',8,'FontAngle','italic','Parent',hMinorAxes); 
 % Set up axes in major display axes 
orAxes,'ZLim'); 
Liney = line([0 0],yLimMajorAxes,[0 0],'Color',y_axis_color); 
x hLiney hLinez]; 
jorDirAxes,'LineStyle','--','LineWidth',1,'Parent',hMajorAxes); 
xgrid,hygrid,hzgrid] = LocalSetMainDisplayAxesPositionGrids(handles); 
splay_ygrid = hygrid; 
andles.major_display_zgrid = hzgrid; 
es and labels are now children of the main parent axes - set up same  
wing aspect 
andles.axes_azimuth   = 315; 
ation); 
ndles.axes_elevation); 
andles.translation_amount = 0.1 * abs(main_axes_xaxis_limits(1)); 
on'; 




oom = 0; 
andles.Simulate_Menu_Parameters,'Enable','off'); 
graphs 
andles.component_list  = []; 
.connection_list = []; 
andles.connectable_selected.id   = 0; 
les structure 
uidata(hObject, handles); 
   = wavread('C:\ResearchProject_ENG4111&4112\Sounds\Arnie_IWillBeBack.wav'); 
archProject_ENG4111&4112\Sounds\compute.wav'); 
12\Sounds\files_accessed.wav'); 
it for user response (see UIRESUME) 
1); 
stem] = StartUpPanel; 
hLabely = text('String','+y','Position',[0 yLimMinorAxes(2) 0],'Color',y_
hLab





xLimMajorAxes = get(hMajorAxes,'XLim'); 
yLimMajorAxes = get(hMajorAxes,'YLim'); 
zLimMajorAxes = get(hMaj
hLinex = line(xLimMajorAxes,[0 0],[0 0],'Color',x_axis_color); 
h
















% Set translation/orientation amout in edit box 
main_axes_xaxis_limits = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'XLim'); 
h
set(handles.Translation_Amount_EditBox,'String',handles.translation_amount); 






% Choose default command line output for VirtProtoBench 
handles.output = hObject; 
 
% Store display axes and grids in handles structure 
handles.major_display_axes  = hMajorDirAxes; 
handles.minor_display_axes  =
handles.floor_extent = 2; 
handles.zoom_factor = 0.1; 
handles.cumulative_z
handles.dir_to_search = 'C:\'; 
 
% Disable simulation menus 
set(h
 
% Define some handles fields for use with component 
handles.component_selected.id = 0; 
handles.component_selected.type = ''; 
h
handles
handles.connectable_selected.type = ''; 
h




Gquit_sound    
Gwarn_sound     = wavread('C:\Rese
Gfiles_accessed = wavread('C:\ResearchProject_ENG4111&41





if (~start || ~strcmp(system,'mechanical-gears  ')) 
    Component_Menu_Quit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles); 
===================================================================== 
 eventdata, handles) 




nction ComponentGraph_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
=============================================================================== 
ntGraph_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
gth(Gsystem) <= 1) 
hObject,'String'); 
 = component_list(get(hObject,'Value'),:); 
nderscore_pos  = strfind(component,'_'); 
   = str2num(component(underscore_pos(1)+1:colon_pos(1)-1)); 
mDetails(component_id); 
s) || ~(drivenby == 0)) 
button,'Enable','off'); 
t(handles.Delete_Component_Pushbutton,'Enable','on'); 
X handles.Move_Component_NegativeX ... 
t_PositiveY handles.Move_Component_NegativeY ... 
e_Component_PositiveZ handles.Move_Component_NegativeZ]; 
andles.component_selected.type = component_type; 











function varargout = VirtProtoBench_OutputFcn(hObject,
% varargout  ce
 
% Get default command line output from handles structu













    return 
end 
 
component_list  = get(
component      
colon_pos       = strfind(component,':'); 
u





    set(handles.Delete_Component_Push
else 
    se
end 
UICs_movement = [handles.Move_Component_Positive
                 handles.Move_Componen
                 handles.Mov
 




% then disable movement pushbuttons 
if iscon
    set(UICs_movement,'Enable','off'); 
e
    set(UICs_movement,'Enable','on'); 
end 
 



























z,el] = view; 












ponent_Menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
turn 
=============================== 
 Component_Menu_Load_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
e GUI ComponentLoadListBox to get component directory 
to_load = ComponentLoadListBox('dir',handles.dir_to_search); 
  return 
here(vdf_dir_to_load); 
found 
  return 



































[az,el] = view; 
if (el - h

























% Check that all requisite VDF files are there 
error_found = LocalAllFilesT
if error_









    ModalDialogue('Message',strcat('Component not loaded - ',message)); 
    return 
LocalAddComponentToSystem(id,type,no); 
 Component now successfully loaded so assemble and display 
alAssembleComponent(id,type,handles.MainDisplayAxes); 
age',strcat('Component not assembled - ',message)); 
% If here the component is successfully displayed and identified in the system via 




k(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 parameters'); 
======================================================================== 
llback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
tion'); 
======================================================================== 
nction Help_Menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
ar('System help and guidelines'); 
 
%=============================================================================== 
nction Component_Menu_Quit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
clear variables  
 
=========================================================================== 




Angle_EditBox_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 











    ModalDialogue('Mess
    return 
end 
%



























% some save work messages etc 
delete(handles.figure1); 







    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 















% Checks that all the appropriate virtual definition file names are present in the 





nd = 1; 
ount).name,'material.vdf',12) 
_found = 1; 




ound = 1; 
  end 
our_found & product_found) 
or_found = 1; 
nd 
=============================================================================== 
 Given a VDF directory to search the directory is checked then an attempt is made to read all the files 
iate structure array, depending on the type 
rror_found = 0; 
type = ''; 
 fopen(strcat(directory,'\system.vdf.txt'),'rt'); 
= 1; 




  linelength = length(line); 
de her
 
function error_found = LocalAllFilesThere(directory) 
% passed directo
 
error_found = 0; 
system_found = 0; 
geometry_found = 0; 
material_found = 
behaviour_found = 0; 
product_found = 
 
files = dir(directory); 
for count = 1:size(files,1) 
    if strncmp(files(c
        system_found = 1; 
    end 
    if strncmp(files(
        geometry_fou
    end 
    if strncmp(files(c
        material
  
    if strncmp(fil
        behaviour_found = 1;
    end 
    if strncm




if ~(system_found & geometry_found & material_found & behavi





function [error_found,message,id,type,no] = LocalLoadComponentFiles(directory) 
%
% and build an internal model of the component, via the appropr
% of component as found in the VDF system file. 
global Gsystem_component_id  
 
e
message = ''; 
id = 0; 
no = 0; 
 
% System VDF file contains defintion of component 
[fid,message] =
if (fid == -1) 
    error_found 
    fclose(fid); 
    return 
end 
 
line = fgetl(fid); 
if (line == -1) 
  
    message = 'system file emp
    fclos
    return 
 
while (line ~= -1) 
  
    parambreak = strfind(line,':'); 
    % Maybe error checking co e? 
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    param      = line(1:parambre ; ak-1)
nctio ording to component type 
otor' 
          case 'motorshaftcoupler' 
couplerDefn(directory); break;  
r' 
              [error_found,message1,no] = BuildGearDefn(directory); break; 
ase 'shaft' 
              [error_found,message1,no] = BuildShaftDefn(directory); break; 
] = BuildSpoolerDefn(directory); break; 




  line = fgetl(fid); 
(fid); 
s = fclose(fid); 
 == -1) 
  warndlg('Could not close VDF system file','File problem'); 




d set unique system component identification 
ponent 
_id Gmotor Gmotorshaftcoupler Gshaft Ggear Gspooler 




        Ggear(comp_index).id = Gsystem_component_id; 
mp_index).id = Gsystem_component_id; 
  case 'spooler' 
pooler(comp_index).id = Gsystem_component_id; 





ew_index = length(Gsystem) + 1; 
    if strcmp(param,'type1') 
        % Call component build fu n acc
        type = line(parambreak+1:end); 
        switch type 
            case 'm
                [error_found,message1,no] = BuildMotorDefn(directory); break;  
  
                [error_found,message1,no] = BuildMotorshaft
            case 'gea
  
            c
  
            case 'spooler' 
                [error_found,message1,no
            otherwise 
                error_found = 1; 
                message1 = 'com
                br
        en





    message = message1; 
    fclose













function [id] = Local
% Increment an





    case 'motor'
        Gmotor(comp_index).id = Gsystem_component_id; 
    case 'motorsha
        Gmotorshaftcoupler(comp_index).id = Gsystem_component_i
    case 'gear' 
    case 'shaft' 
        Gshaft(co
  
        Gs












Gsystem(new_index).id        = id; 
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Gsystem(new_index).type      = type; 
Gsystem(new_index).drives    = []; 
m(new_index).drivenby  = 0; 
turn 
================================== 
k = 0; 
% find system component to delete 
  if (Gsystem(count).id == id) 
ement 1 and shorten by 1 to account for deleted component 
ent_no > 2 
 count = comp_index:component_no-1 




      [error_found,message] = AssembleMotor(comp_id,haxes); 
bleMotorshaftcoupler(comp_id,haxes); 
      [error_found,message] = AssembleShaft(comp_id,haxes); 
      [error_found,message] = AssembleGear(comp_id,haxes); 
 'spooler' 
  otherwise % Should not be here 
nd %switch 
==================================================== 
on Translation_Amount_EditBox_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
nd 
======== 
Gsystem(new_index).no        = no; 
Gsyste









component_no = length(Gsystem); 
for count = 1:component_no 
  
        comp_index = count; 
        break 
    end 
end 
 
% preserve Gsystem structure array el
if compon
    for
  
    end 
    Gsystem = Gsystem(1:component_no-1); 
else 
    Gsystem = Gsystem(1); 
end 





function [error_found,message] = LocalAssembleCom
 
error_found = 0; 
message = ''; 
s
    case 'motor' 
  
    case 'motorshaftcoupler' 
        [error_found,message] = Assem
    case 'shaft' 
  
    case 'gear' 
  
    case
        [error_found,message] = AssembleSpooler(comp_id,haxes); 
  
        error_found = 1; 









    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 













ad Gsystem and build the connection tree of system components in the GUI Component Graph 
 listbox. First read all the components into a list then re-arrange the list for connectivity starting from the 
ICs_movement = [handles.Move_Component_PositiveX handles.Move_Component_NegativeX ... 
                   handles.Move_Component_PositiveY handles.Move_Component_NegativeY ... 
 < 2 
  set(handles.ComponentGraph,'String',component_list,'Value',1); 
e_Component_Pushbutton,'Enable','off'); 
  set(handles.Component_Alpha_Slider,'Enable','off'); 
% Make a vertical list of all the components as found in sequential Gsystem order 
 Component count 1 is the empty definition 
unt).id),... 
cat(component_list,new_entry); 
nent_selected.type = Gsystem(2).type; 
andles.component_selected.id     = Gsystem(2).id; 
.component_list                  = component_list; 
 Update Component Connection Graph with Gsystem listing and highlight first component in list 
et(handles.Component_Alpha_Slider,'Enable','on'); 





mponents = length(Gsystem); 
 If only one component in system then nothing to connect to 
ystem_components <= 2) 
nd 
nnection_list of components driven by, and therefore directly connected, to this 
 component if they exist. To build list we need to determine displayable details by searching for contents 
% in the system tree 
ponents(handles.component_selected.id); 
 if the selected component is already  
 connected to this component  
s and provided they are not already driven 








% motor through all couplers, gearshafts, gears and loads. 
global Gsystem 
 
component_list = []; 
U
             
                                handles.Move_Component_PositiveZ handles.Move_Component_NegativeZ]; 
 
no_components = length(Gsystem); 
if no_components
  
    set(handles.Delet
  
    set(UICs_movement,'Enable','off'); 




for count = 2:no_components 
    new_entry = strcat(Gsystem(count).type,'_',num2str(Gsystem(co
                                   ':drives{',num2str(Gsystem(count).drives),'}… 
                                   :drivenby{',num2str(Gsystem(count).drivenby),'}'); 


























    return 
e
 




% Construct a connectable list of - regardless
% connected - components loaded which potentially could be





if ( isempty(connected_list) && isempty(connectable_list) ) 
                                                       CONNECTION_LIST_SEPARATOR,... 
                                                         connectable_list); 


















nectable_types = Gconnection_rules.gear.connects_to; 
es.shaft.connects_to; 
ooler.connects_to; 




list = []; 
ted_to_shaft = 0; 
 
o_system_components = length(Gsystem); 
y one component in system then should not be here 
  return 
    handles.connection_list = []; 
else 




% set listbox value as se











no_driven_components = length(component.drives); 
if no_driven_components == 0 
    return 
end 
 
for count = 1:no_driven_components 
    new_comp = GetSystemComponent(comp
    new_entry = strcat(new_comp.type,'_',num2str(component.
                                   num2str(new_comp.driv
                                  ); 








    case 'motor' 
        connectable_types = Gconnection_rules.motor.connects_to; 
    case 'motors
        connectable_types = Gconnection_rules.motorshaftcoupler.connects_to; 
    case 'gear'  
        con
    case 'shaft' 
        connectable_types = Gconnection_rul
    case 'spooler' 
        connectable_types = Gconnection_rules.sp



















component = GetSystemComponent(component_id); 
connectable_types = LocalGetConnectableTypes(component.type); 
 
rtain components can drive only one other component so if already driving something then no  
ive other gears but only one shaft so this needs to  
 be checked 
onent.type 
  case 'spooler' 
  % motors and couplers can drive only one other component 
            return 
    % check if gear already connected to shaft and set flag => any other shaft is no  
  case 'gear' 
 Check for case where gear is already driven by a shaft 
        if ~isempty(component.drivenby) 
          drivenby = GetSystemComponent(component.drivenby); 
              gear_connected_to_shaft = 1; 
 a shaft 
  no_driving_components = length(component.drives); 
   driven_comp = GetSystemComponent(component.drives(count)); 
                  gear_connected_to_shaft = 1; 
          end 
 
nents and compatible connecting components 
r count1 = 1:no_connectable_types   
connecting connectabel type shaft to gear and gear already connected to shaft  
  if ( strncmp(connectable_types(count1,:),'shaft',5) && gear_connected_to_shaft ) 
        continue 
  end 
  continue 
      % Use strncmp because connectable types used strvcat so types padded with blanks 
strncmp(Gsystem(count2).type,connectable_types(count1,:),length(Gsystem(count2).type)) &&   
          new_comp = GetSystemComponent(Gsystem(count2).id); 
tr(new_comp.drives), ... 








% connectable list to build while others like gears can dr
%
switch comp
    % spoolers drive nothing else except a load and we are not loading those 
  
        return 
  
    case {'motor','motorshaftcoupler'} 
        if ~isempty(component.drives) 
        end 
    % longer able to be connected 
  
        %
  
            if strcmp(drivenby.type,'shaft') 
  
            end 
        end 
        % Check for case where gear is already driving
        if ~isempty(component.drives) 
          
            for count = 1:no_driving_components 
             
                if strcmp(driven_comp.type,'shaft') 
  
                end 
  
        end 
    otherwise 
        ; 
end %switch 
% Search for matches between undriven system compo
fo
    % If 
    % then skip 
  
  
    % count2 searches complete component list   
    for count2 = 2:no_system_components 
        % Cannot connect to self so skip over 
        if (Gsystem(count2).id == component_id)  
          
        end  
  
        if (
       (Gsystem(count2).drivenby == 0)) 
  
            new_entry  = strcat(new_comp.type,'_',num2str(new_comp.id),':{',num2s
  
                                           ); 
            connectable_list = strvcat(connectable_list,new
        end %if 








function Move_Component_PositiveX_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 





mponent_NegativeX_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
.type_of_movement,'translation') 
andles,'-x'); 
 = LocalRotateComponent(handles,'-x'); 
onentPositionBox(newpos,handles); 
=============================================== 




  newpos = LocalRotateComponent(handles,'+y'); 
mponentPositionBox(newpos,handles); 
======================================================== 




    newpos = LocalRotateComponent(handles,'-y'); 
handles); 
====================== 
























    newpos = LocalTranslateComponent(h
elseif strcmp(handles.type_of_movement,'rotation') 
































    newpos = LocalTranslateComponent(hand
elseif strcmp(handles.type_of_movement,'rotation') 









    newpos = LocalTransla
elseif strcmp(handles.type









function [newpos] = LocalTranslateComponent(handles,axis_of_movement) 
Gshaft Ggear Gspooler 
slation_amount 0 0]; 
ranslation_amount > 0) 
.translation_amount = -handles.translation_amount; 
_amount; 
 = [0 handles.translation_amount 0]; 








count).position + amount; 
 = Gmotor(count).position; 
ak; 
or components as well 
Gsystem); 
_graphic hgraphic]; 
                switch Gsystem(count1).type 
coupler_count = length(Gmotorshaftcoupler); 
  for count2 = 1:coupler_count 
otorshaftcoupler(count2).id == Gsystem(count1).id) 
          Gmotorshaftcoupler(count2).position = ... 
              Gmotorshaftcoupler(count2).position + amount; 
                          end 
                  case 'shaft' 
           shaft_count = length(Gmotorshaftcoupler); 
                          if (Gshaft(count2).id == Gsystem(count1).id) 
ount; 
                      end %for 
r_count = length(Ggear); 
= 1:gear_count 
 if (Ggear(count2).id == Gsystem(count1).id) 
n = Ggear(count2).position + amount; 
        end %for 
global Gsystem Gmotor Gmotorshaftcoupler 
 
switch axis_of_movement 
    case {'+x','+X'} 
        amount = [handles.tran
    case {'-x','-X'} 
        if (handles.t
            handles
        end 
        amount = [handles.translation_amount 0 0]; 
    case {'+y','+Y'} 
        amount = [0 handles.translation_amount 0]; 
    case {'-y','-Y'} 
        if (handles.translation_amount > 0) 
            handles.translation_amount = -handles.translation
        end 
        amount
    case {'+z','+Z'} 
        amount = 
    case {'-z','-Z'} 
        if (handles.translation_amount >
            handles.translation_amount = -handles.translation_amou
        end 
        amount = [0 0 handles.translation_amount]; 
    otherwise 




    case 'motor' 
        motor_count = length(Gm
        for count = 1:motor_count 
            if (Gmotor(count).id == handles.component_selec
                hcomponent_graphic = Gmotor(count).handle; 
                Gmotor(count).position = Gmotor(
                newpos
                bre
            end 
        end %for 
        % Now move all connected_to_mot
        no_of_components = length(
        for count1 = 1:no_of_components 
            if Gsystem(count1).connected_to_source 
                hgraphic = GetComponentDetail(Gsystem(count1).id,'handle'); 
                hcomponent_graphic = [hcomponent
                    case 'motorshaftcoupler' 
                        
                      
                            if (Gm
                      
                      
  
                        end %for 
  
             
                        for count2 = 1:shaft_count 
  
                                Gshaft(count2).position = Gshaft(count2).position + am
                            end 
  
                    case 'gear' 
                        gea
                        for count2 
                           
                                Ggear(count2).positio
                            end 
                
 209
 
                    case 'spooler' 
oler_count = length(Gspooler); 
= 1:spooler_count 
 if (Gspooler(count2).id == Gsystem(count1).id) 
ition = Gspooler(count2).position + amount; 
        end %for    
ftcoupler' 
coupler); 
Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).id == handles.component_selected.id) 
hic = Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).handle; 
otorshaftcoupler(count).position = Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).position + amount; 
pos = Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).position; 
k; 
          end 
        shaft_count = length(Gshaft); 
                hcomponent_graphic = Gshaft(count).handle; 
r 
ear); 
        for count = 1:gear_count 
omponent_selected.id) 
                break; 





 = Gspooler(count).handle; 
 amount; 
                break; 
    otherwise 
 = [0 0 0]; 
=============================== 
ndles,axis_of_movement) 
otorshaftcoupler Gshaft Ggear Gspooler 
movement 
amount; 
                        spo
                        for count2 
                           
                                Gspooler(count2).pos
                            end 
                
                end %switch 
            end %if 
        end %for 
    case 'motorsha
        coupler_count = length(Gmotorshaft
        for count = 1:coupler_count 
            if (
                hcomponent_grap
                Gm
                new
                brea
  
        end %for 
    case 'shaft' 
        for count = 1:shaft_count 
            if (Gshaft(count).id == handles.component_selected.id) 
                Gshaft(count).position = Gshaft(count).position + amount; 
                newpos = Gshaft(count).position; 
                break; 
            end 
        end %fo
    case 'gear' 
        gear_count = length(Gg
            if (Ggear(count).id == handles.c
                hcomponent_graphic = Ggear(count).handle; 
                Ggear(count).position = Ggear(count).position + amount; 
                newpos = Ggear(count).position; 
            end 
    case 'spoo
        spooler_count =
        for count =
            if (Gspooler(count).id == han
                hcomponent_graphic
                Gspooler(count).position = Gspooler(count).position +
                newpos = Gspooler(count).position; 
            end 
        end %for 
        newpos












    case {'+x','+X'} 
        rot_vector = [1 0 0]; 
    case {'-x','-X'} 
        if (handles.translation_amount > 0) 
            handles.translation_amount = -handles.translation_
        end 
 210
 
        rot_vector = [1 0 0]; 
    case {'+y','+Y'} 
        rot_vector = [0 1 0]; 
-Y'} 
.translation_amount > 0) 
s.translation_amount = -handles.translation_amount; 
tor = [0 1 0]; 
Z'} 
      rot_vector = [0 0 1]; 
      if (handles.translation_amount > 0) 
s.translation_amount = -handles.translation_amount; 
      rot_vector = [0 0 1]; 
      return; 
h handles.component_selected.type 




n_amount * rot_vector; 
              newpos = Gmotor(count).orientation; 
   break; 
      end %for 
      coupler_count = length(Gmotorshaftcoupler); 
ler(count).id == handles.component_selected.id) 
              Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).orientation = ... 
s.translation_amount * rot_vector; 
              newpos = Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).orientation; 
  case 'shaft' 
        for count = 1:shaft_count 





              break; 
      gear_count = length(Ggear); 
t = 1:gear_count 
les.component_selected.id) 
                hcomponent_graphic = Ggear(count).handle; 
... 
anslation_amount * rot_vector; 
= Ggear(count).orientation; 
              break; 
        end %for 
  case 'spooler' 
      for count = 1:spooler_count 
              Gspooler(count).orientation = Gspooler(count).orientation... 
    case {'-y','
        if (handles
            handle
        end 
        rot_vec
    case {'+z','+
  
    case {'-z','-Z'} 
  
            handle
        end 
  






        motor_count = length(Gmotor); 
        for count = 1:motor_count 
            if (Gmotor(count).id == handles.co
                hcomponent_graphic = Gmotor(
                Gmotor(count).orientation = Gmotor(cou
                                              handles.translatio
  
             
            end 
  
    case 'motorshaftcoupler' 
  
        for count = 1:coupler_count 
            if (Gmotorshaftcoup
                hcomponent_graphic = Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).handle; 
  
                    Gmotorshaftcoupler(count).orientation + handle
  
                break; 
            end 
        end %for 
  
        shaft_count = length(Gshaft); 
  
                hcomponent_graphic = Gshaft(count).han
                Gshaft(count).orientation = Gshaft(count).orientation
                    + handles.translation_amount * rot_vector
                newpos =
  
            end 
        end %for 
    case 'gear' 
  
        for coun
            if (Ggear(count).id == hand
                Ggear(count).orientation = Ggear(count).orientation
                    + handles.tr
                newpos 
  
            end 
  
        spooler_count = length(Gspooler); 
  
            if (Gspooler(count).id == handles.component_selected.id) 




                    + handles.translation_amount * rot_vector; 
                newpos = Gspooler(count).orientation; 





h(pos) ~= 3) 
nd 
/10th of 1 mm 
os(1)) < 0.0001) pos(1) = 0; end 
 (abs(pos(3)) < 0.0001) pos(3) = 0; end 
et(handles.component_position,'String',str); 
========================================================= 









_color = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'XColor'); 
z,el] = view; 







function File_Menu_Quit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
=============================================================================== 
 
                break; 
            end 
        end %for 
        newpos = [0 0 0]; 











    return 
e
 
% Override irrelevant precision: 0.0001 is 1
if (abs(p
if (abs(pos(2)) < 0.0001) pos(2) = 0; end 
if












function File_Menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 











hAllObjects = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'Children'); 
h
















function View_Menu_Display_Axes_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
checked_status = get(hObject,'Checked'); 
if strcmp(checked_status,'on') 
    set(hObject,'Checked','off'); 
    set(handles.View_Menu_Display_Grid_Xlines,'Checked','off'); 
    set(handles.View_Menu_Display_Grid_Ylines,'Checked','off'); 
    set(handles.View_Menu_Display_Grid_Zlines,'Checked','off'); 
.major_display_ygrid,'Visible','off'); 
'Visible','off'); 




 nothing - just points to submenus 
=============================================================================== 
nction View_Menu_Display_Grid_Xlines_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
d_status = get(hObject,'Checked'); 













    set(handles.major_display_axes,'Visible','off'); 
    set(handles.major_display_xgrid,'Visible','off'); 
    set(handles
    set(handles.major_display_zgrid,
else 
















    set(handles.major_display_xgrid,'Visible','off'); 
e
    set(hObject,'Checked','on'); 





function View_Menu_Display_Grid_Ylines_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
checked_status = get(hObject,'Checked'); 
if
    set(hObject,'Checked','off'); 
    set(handles.major_display_ygrid,'Visible','off'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'Checked','on'); 






function View_Menu_Display_Grid_Zlines_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
checked_status = get(hObject,'Checked'); 
if
    set(hObject,'Checked','off'); 
    set(handles.major_display_zgrid,'Visible','off'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'Checked','on'); 






function Simulate_Menu_Parameters_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
UICs_to_disable = [handles.File_Menu handles.View_Menu handles.System_
 213
 
                   handles.Component_Menu handles.Simulate_Menu handles.Window_Menu ... 
es.ComponentGraph handles.ConnectionGraph ... 
ndles.Connect_Component_PushButton ... 
_PushButton ... 
          handles.Delete_Component_Pushbutton handles.Translation handles.Rotation ... 
s.text11 ... 
         handles.Translation_Amount_EditBox handles.text12 handles.Component_Alpha_Slider ... 
                 handles.Move_Component_PositiveX handles.Move_Component_NegativeX ... 
      handles.Move_Component_PositiveY handles.Move_Component_NegativeY ... 
                ]; 
imulateSystemDialogue(handles.MainDisplayAxes); 
=============================================================== 
nction Help_Menu_Building_System_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
sgbox('No help available yet','System Build Help Message'); 
================================================ 




_Axes_ContextMenu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
============================================================== 
 Main_Axes_ContextMenu_Zoom_In_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 xlim = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'XLim') 





% set(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'ZLim',[zmf*zlim(1) zmf*zlim(2)]); 
====================================== 
 Main_Axes_ContextMenu_Zoom_Out_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 xlim = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'XLim') 






 Component_Alpha_Slider_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
                   handl
                   ha
                   handles.Disconnect_Component
         
                   handles.text7 handles.text10 handles.component_position handle
          
  
             





















function Help_Menu_About_VirtProtoBench_Callback(hObject, eventdata, hand
 












% ylim = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'YLim') 
%
camzoom(handles.MainDispla










% ylim = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'YLim') 
% zlim = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'ZLim') 
c












usewhitebg = 1; 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',[.9 .9 .9]); 









Gmotor(count1).transparency = 1 - slider_value; 
      component_handles_no = length(Gmotor(count1).handle); 
              for count2 = 1:component_handles_no 
e'); 
tch') 





nction Translation_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
ta(hObject,handles);  
t the Translation_Amount_EditBox for the current component's position rather than orientation 
tion] = GetComponentDetail(handles.component_selected.id,'position'); 
ocalUpdateComponentPositionBox(position,handles); 
==================================== 




.type_of_movement = 'rotation'; 










function Component_Alpha_Slider_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
global Gmotor Gmotorshaftcoupler Gshaft Ggear Gspooler 








    case 'motor' 
        motor_count = length(Gmotor); 
        for count1 = 1:motor_count 
            if (Gmotor(count1).id == handles.component_selected.id
                
          
  
                    handle_type = get(Gmotor(count1).handle(count2),'Typ
                    if strcmp(handle_type,'pa
                        set(Gm
                    end    
                end 
                break; 
            end 









% Turn other radio button off 
set(handles.Rotation,'Value',0); 











% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of Rotati
 













function ConnectionGraph_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
=============================== 
nction ConnectionGraph_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
ent Connection listbox 
lobal CONNECTION_LIST_SEPARATOR 









if component_index < separator_index 
lseif component_index > separator_index 
  LocalSetPushbuttons_ConnectOff_DisconnectOff(handles); 
 = strfind(component,':'); 
rscore_pos = strfind(component,'_'); 














% Store into handles structure the current selection from the Compon
g
 
connection_list = get(hObject,'String'); 
if isempty(connection_list) 
  
    return 
e
 
component_index = get(hObject,'Value'); 
component = connection_list(component_index,:); 
if strcmp(component,CONNECTION_LIST_SEPARATOR) 
    LocalSetPushbuttons_ConnectOff_DisconnectOff(handles); 
    return 
end 
 
% Find where in listbox is the CONNECTION_LIST_SEPA
list_length = length(connection_list); 
separator_index = []; 
for count = 1:list_length 
    if strcmp(connection_list(count,:),CONNECTION_LIST
        s
        brea




    LocalSetPushbutton
    return 
end 
 
    LocalSetPushbuttons_ConnectOff_DisconnectOn(handles); 
e
    LocalSetPushbuttons_ConnectOn_DisconnectOff(handles); 
else 
  








handles.connectable_selected.type = component_type; 
























nect_Component_PushButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
andles',handles.component_selected.type,... 
                                                     handles.component_selected.id,... 
                                                                         handles.connectable_selected.type,... 
handles.connectable_selected.id,... 
                                       handles.MainDisplayAxes); 
if connection_ok 
Update Component Graph with new details saving original listbox selection 
  listbox_value = get(handles.ComponentGraph,'Value'); 
ntConnectionGraph(handles); 
alue); 
    LocalUpdateComponentConnectabilityList(handles); 
    set(handles.Simulate_Menu_Parameters,'Enable','on'); 
==================== 
global Gmotor Gmotorshaftcoupler Gshaft Ggear Gspooler 
isconnecting this component will disconnect its children too. Do you wish to 
 
t = GetSystemComponent(handles.component_selected.id); 
ent      = GetSystemComponent(handles.connectable_selected.id); 
 (isempty(from_component) || isempty(to_component)) 
nnection','System Disconnection'); 
inus_drives',to_component.id); 
if ~ok  





















connection_ok = 0; 
connection_ok = ConnectComponentDialogue('Component_H
                      
  
                                                                           
                                    
    % 
  
    LocalUpdateCompone
    set(handles.ComponentGraph,'Value',listbox_v
    % Update Component Connectability Graph 
else 
    return 
end 
 
% Check for connected system - if exists enable simulation menu 











if ( strcmp(button,'Cancel') || strcmp(button,'No') ) 





    errorbox('Could not complete disco
    return 
end 
 
% Take disconnected component out of connected component drives list 
ok = SetSystemComponentDetail(from_component.id,'m
    error






% Disconnecting a component re-initialises all the simulatable system component 
LocalResetSimulatableSystem(to_component.id); 
% For the component just disconnected, and all of its connected children, to be  
connected we need to: 
       - empty the drives and drivenby lists 
0 
       - set its position to the load position 
 This bit of code *** NEEDS RECURSION *** to get the complete tree of components that 
component = to_component; 
ext_component.id]; 
while 1 
rrent_component = GetSystemComponent(next_component.id); 
  if isempty(current_component.drives) 
        break 
  id_list_for_disconnection = [id_list_for_disconnection current_component.drives]; 
    next_component.id           = current_component.drives(1); 




    switch component.type 




            translation = Gshaft(component.no).load_position - Gshaft(component.no).position; 
ate(Ggear(component.no).handle,translation); 
ponent.no).position = Ggear(component.no).load_position; 
.no).position; 
nt tree listboxes 
onnected system disable menu option Simulate->Simulation Parameters 
ulate_Menu_Parameters,'Enable','off'); 
========================================================================= 




%       - set connected_to_source to 
%       - translate each component back to its load position 
%
%       - turn its position axes back on 
%
% can drive > 1 other component, such as a shaft 
next_
id_list_for_disconnection = [n
    cu
  






    return 
end 
 
for count = 1:list_le
    comp_id = id_list_for_disconnection(count); 
    SetSystemComponentDetail(comp_id,'drivenby',0); 
    SetSystemComponentDetail
    SetSystemComponentDetail(comp_id,'connected_to_
    component = GetSystemComponent(comp_id); 
        case 'motorshaftcoupler' 
            transl
                          G
            translate(Gmotorshaftcoupler(component.no).handle,tra
            Gmotorshaftcoupler(component.no).position = Gmotorshaftcoupler(component.no
        case 'shaft' 
            translate(Gshaft(component.no).handle,translation); 
            Gshaft(component.no).position = Gshaft(component.no).load_position; 
        case 'gear' 
            translation = Ggear(component.no).load_position - Ggear(component.no).position; 
            transl
            Ggear(com
        case 'spooler' 
            translation = Gspooler(component.no).load_position - Gspooler(component
            translate(Gspooler(component.no).handle,translation); 
            Gspooler(component.no).position = Gspooler(component.no).load_position; 
        otherwise 
            return 















function Delete_Component_Pushbutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
% Get out of here if component still connected 












le system is connected 
nd a motor and check that connected to all hoist components 
em_components = length(Gsystem); 
 1:no_system_components 
  switch Gsystem(count).type 
se 'motor' 
          Gsimulatable_system.motor_no = GetComponentDetail(Gsystem(count).id,'number'); 
          if (Gsystem(count).connected_to_source == 1) 
.id; 
              Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_no = …                                    
ystem(count).id,'number'); 
  if ( (Gsystem(count).connected_to_source == 1) && ... 
                  (Gsystem(count).drivenby == Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_id) ) 
id  = Gsystem(count).id; 
stem.drivingshaft_no = GetComponentDetail(Gsystem(count).id,'number'); 
          elseif ( (Gsystem(count).connected_to_source == 1) && ... 
nt).drivenby == Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_id) ) 
              Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_id  = Gsystem(count).id; 
   Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no = GetComponentDetail(Gsystem(count).id,'number'); 
      case 'gear' 
stem(count).drivenby == Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_id) ) 
   Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_id  = Gsystem(count).id; 
          elseif ( (Gsystem(count).connected_to_source == 1) && ... 
              Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_id  = Gsystem(count).id; 
_no = GetComponentDetail(Gsystem(count).id,'number'); 
 case 'spooler' 
   if (Gsystem(count).connected_to_source == 1) 





if (~isempty(comp_drives) || ~(comp_drivenby ==
    errordlg('Component is connected - cannot delete!','Component Deletion Error'
    return 
end 
 







    delet





function system_simulatable = LocalSystemIs
% Return true if a completely simulatab
global Gsystem Gsimulatable_system 
 




        ca
            Gsimulatable_system.motor_id  = Gsystem(count).id; 
  
        case 'motorshaftcoupler' 
  
                Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_id = Gsystem(count)
  
                                                                              GetComponentDetail(Gs
            end 
        case 'shaft'  
          
  
                Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_
                Gsimulatable_sy
  
                    (Gsystem(cou
  
             
            end 
  
            if ( (Gsystem(count).connected_to_source == 1) && ... 
                    (Gsy
             
                Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_no = GetComponentDetail(Gsystem(count).id,'number'); 
  
                    (Gsystem(count).drivenby == Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_id) ) 
  
                Gsimulatable_system.drivengear
            end 
       
         
                Gsimulatable_system
                Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no = GetComponentDetail
            end 
        other
            ; 





% If all entries in Gsimulatable_system are non-empty we have a simulatable system 
% else set all the entries to empty. 
ystem_simulatable = 0; 
        system_full = 0; end 
haftcoupler_id == 0)  system_full = 0; end 
simulatable_system.drivingshaft_id == 0)         system_full = 0; end 
mulatable_system.drivinggear_id == 0)        system_full = 0; end 
gear_id == 0)         system_full = 0; end 
 0; end 




nction [system_entry] = LocalGetSystemEntry(component_id) 
m_entry = 0; 
_components = length(Gsystem); 
onents 
al Definition File Directory path...'); 
h = SetDirectoryListBox('Title','set VDF directory'); 
  vdf_dir_to_search = 'C:\'; 
es.dir_to_search = vdf_dir_to_search; 
turn 
================================================== 







system_full = 1; 
s





if (Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_id == 0)        system_full =
if (Gsimulatable_system.spooler_id == 0)           system_full =
 
if system_full 











for count = 1:no_system_comp
    if (Gsystem(count).id == component_id) 
        system_entry = count; 
        return 






























checked_status = get(hObject,'Checked'); 
if strcmp(checked_status,'on'
    ; 
else 
    se
    set(handles.View_Menu_Set_Zoom_Factor_20,'Checked','off'); 
    set(handles.View_Menu_Set_Zoom_Factor_50,'C
end 







hObject, eventdata, handles) 
lse 
n'); 
  set(handles.View_Menu_Set_Zoom_Factor_10,'Checked','off'); 
andles.View_Menu_Set_Zoom_Factor_50,'Checked','off'); 
andles.zoom_factor = 0.2; 
 
=============================================================== 




m_factor = 0.5; 
t,handles); 
=================================================================== 
 View_Menu_Set_Floorplan_Extent_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
g_title,num_lines,{num2str(handles.floor_extent)}); 
(extent) || ~isnumeric(extent{1}) ) 
}); 
andles.floor_extent = floor_width; 
ndles.floor_extent; 
 





 Reset main display positional axes grids 
xpansion_factor = abs(span/previous_xlength(1)); 
 = get(handles.major_display_xgrid(count),'XData'); 
nd 
ious_ylength(1)); 
grid_line_no = length(handles.major_display_ygrid); 





checked_status = get(hObject,'Checked'); 
if strcmp(checked_status,'on') 
    ; 
e
    set(hObject,'Checked','o
  









checked_status = get(hObject,'Checked'); 
if strcmp(checked_status,'on') 
    ; 
e
    set(hObject,'Checked','on'); 
    set(handles.View_Menu_S










prompt    = {'Enter floor size (m):'}; 
dlg_title   = 'Set floorplan extent'; 




    return 
else 
    floor_width = str2num(extent{1
end 
h








previous_xlength  = get(handles.major_display_xgrid(1),'XData'); 
e
xgrid_line_no = length(handles.major_display_xgrid); 
for count = 1:xgrid_line_no 
    xlims
    set(handles.major_display_xgrid(count),'XData',expansion_factor*xlims,'YData',[-span span]); 
e
previous_ylength  = get(handles.major_display_ygrid(1),'XData'); 
expansion_factor = abs(span/prev
y
for count = 1:ygrid_line_no 
    ylims




previous_zlength  = get(handles.major_display_zgrid(1),'ZData'); 
expansion_factor = abs(span/previous_zlength(1)); 
t = 1:zgrid_line_no 
  set(handles.major_display_zgrid(count),'ZData',expansion_factor*zlims,'YData',[-span span]); 
=============================================================================== 
= LocalSetMainDisplayAxesPositionGrids(handles) 
or each axes 
_step = abs(z_lims(1))/10; 
 []; 
hzgrid = []; 
  if (count == 0) 
  end 
lims(2)],[0 0]); 
  hyline = line([x_lims(1) x_lims(2)],[count*y_step count*y_step],[0 0]); 
t*z_step]); 
yline]; 
grid = [hzgrid hzline]; 






ck(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
ing connected system details...'); 
============================================================================ 
 
 File_Menu_New_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
turn 
========================================================== 
zgrid_line_no = length(handles.major_display_zgrid); 
for coun











x_axis_color = [1 0 0]; 
y_axis_color = [0 1 0]; 
z_axis_color = [0 0 1]; 
 
% % Set up axes in major display axes 
x_lims = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'XLim'); 
y_lims = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'YLim'); 
z_lims = get(handles.MainDisplayAxes,'ZLim'); 
 
% Set up a grid of reference lines f
x_step = abs(x_lims(1))/10; 
y_step = abs(y_lims(1))/10; 
z
hxgrid =
hygrid = []; 
for count = -10:10 
  
        continue 
  
    hxline = line([count*x_step count*x_step],[y_lims(1) y_
  
    hzline = line([0 0],[y_lims(1) y_lims(2)],[count*z_step coun
    hxgrid = [hxgrid hxline]; 
    hygrid = [hygrid h










function System_Menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 











% clear all variables and re-start 
 






function File_Menu_Open_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
on not implemented yet','Session Opening'); 
======================================================= 
nction Window_Menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
turn 
%=============================================================================== 
nction Window_Menu_Duplicate_View_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
AME 





],'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[1 1 1],'Box','off',... 
                     'XGrid','on','YGrid','on','ZGrid','on'); 
ew(az,el); 
y_figure = hnew_fig; 
bject,handles); 
=================================================== 
 File_Menu_SetSaveDir_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
lobal Gsession_dir 
g Save Directory path...'); 
 = SetDirectoryListBox('Title','save files directory'); 
dir) || ~isdir(save_dir) ) 
Gsession_dir = save_dir; 
============================================ 
ck(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
============================================= 
Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
ff,'Checked','off'); 
%=============================================================================== 
back(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 















[az,el] = view; 
hAllObjects = get(
hnew_fig  = figure('Name',fig_name,'
hnew_axes = axes('DataAspectRatio',[1 1 1

































checked_status = get(hObject,'Checked'); 
if strcmp(checked_status,'off') 
    set(hObject,'Checked','on'); 
    set(handles.System_Menu_EnableSoundsO











checked_status = get(hObject,'Checked'); 
if strcmp(checked_status,'off') 
    set(hObject,'Checked','on'); 


















function [ok] = LocalResetSimulatableSystem(comp_id) 
global Gsimulatable_system 
 
ok = 1; 
switch comp_id 
    case Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_id 
        Gsimulatable_system.motor_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.motor_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.motorshaftcoupler_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no = 0; 
    case Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_id 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivingshaft_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no = 0; 
    case Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_id 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivinggear_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no = 0; 














    set(handles.pushbutton16,'Enable','inactiv
    [az,el] = vie
elseif strcmp(






        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no = 0; 
    case Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_id 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivengear_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no = 0; 
    case Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_id 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.drivenshaft_no = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no = 0; 
    case Gsimulatable_system.spooler_id 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_id = 0; 
        Gsimulatable_system.spooler_no = 0; 
    otherwise 
        ok = 0; 
end %switch 
 
return 
%=============================================================================== 
 
